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(eLmL 2017), held in Nice, France, March 19 - 23, 2017, focused on the latest trends in elearning and also on the latest IT technology alternatives that are poised to become
mainstream strategies in the near future and will influence the e-learning environment.
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and new research problems and directions related to them. The topics covered aspects related
to tools and platforms, on-line learning, mobile learning, and hybrid learning.
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Estimation and Adaptation Method for Students’ Learning Styles on Web-based
Learning Environment
Ashery Mbilinyi1, Shinobu Hasegawa2
1

School of Information Science,
2
Research Center for Advanced Computing Infrastructure
Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
Nomi, Japan
e-mail:1ashery.mbilinyi, 2hasegawa@jaist.ac.jp
Abstract—Learning Style is an important factor that
determines how students acquire knowledge. In this paper, we
present our approach for recognition of students learning
styles on the web-based learning environment and adaptation
features that will help to personalize their learning experience
leading to improved learning outcomes.
Keywords-text; Adaptation; Learning Style; Web-based
Learning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of sophisticated e-learning
environments, which characterize the huge information, the
strong interactivity, the great coverage and no space-time
restrictions [1], personalization is becoming an important
feature in e-learning systems. The large numbers of
students, the main users of such systems have differences in
background, goals, capabilities and learning styles [2].
Adapting these differences especially on web-based systems
will personalize their learning experience and therefore
increase their motivation and learning outcomes especially
when they are completely self-directed learners. Learning
Styles as one of these individual differences every student
possesses can be defined as everything that is characteristic
to that particular individual when he/she is learning, i.e., a
specific manner of approaching a learning task, the learning
strategies activated in order to fulfill the task [3]. Various
researches have tried to provide adaptation on the web,
based on this important trait, but the main challenges still
remain on how to effectively detect and adapt learning
styles without destructing student-learning experience. So in
this paper, we are outlining different methods especially
implicit methods used by related works and then explain our
approach and why we think it is effective.
The paper has been arranged as follows: In Section 2,
an overview of learning styles estimation methods is given
while Section 3 points out the details of implicit methods.
Section 4 explains our approach and the last section gives a
conclusion and future work to be done.
II.

LEARNING STYLES ESTIMATION METHODS

Most of the approaches proposed can be categories into
either an explicit or implicit approach. Explicit approaches
estimate learning styles by directly gather information using
one or more users` query methods while implicit approaches
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rely on actions and behavior of users observed during their
interaction with the system. The latter means the user
models are updated by using information that is collected
automatically [4].
III.

IMPLICIT METHODS

The implicit approaches fall into 2 types, which are
literature based approaches and data-driven approaches. In
literature-based approaches, behavior and actions of users
are monitored and used as hints about their preferences by
applying the simple rule method [5] to estimate the match
with predefined learning style classes. The advantage of this
approach is its ability to deduct learning style without the
need of training data since it depends entirely on learning
style models [4]. Data-driven approaches depend on real
users’ data and therefore have a high chance of being
accurate but the main challenge is a representative dataset is
needed to be available to build an accurate classifier [6][10].
The following are classification methods used by most of
the existing data-driven systems.
A. Artificial Neural Networks
Neural Networks are a computational approaches with a
model that base on the biological neural structure of the
brain. They comprise of input layer, which has neurons that
receive signals from the environment, hidden layer transmits
signals to other neurons after getting the input from other
neurons and output layer that sends output signals to the
environment. Feed Forward Neural Network, which is one
type of neural network was used by Villaverde et. al [7] to
model learning styles from students’ actions by identifying
ten patterns of behavior to be a network input. The output
of this model represents three dimensions of FelderSilverman learning styles model. The good thing about this
method is, it can be updated quickly since it relies on history
profiles and therefore, it can distinguish changes in users’
behavior.
B. Bayesian Networks
Since a Bayesian Network (BN) is a directed, acyclic
graph whose nodes are labeled by random variables [8], it
can be used to model the relationship between the learning
styles and the factors determining them. Garcia et al [9] used
this approach to implicitly detect students learning styles by
observing their behavior in SAVER system. The random
variables were the different dimensions of Felder-Silverman
Learning styles and the factors that determine each of these
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aspects and these factors were extracted from the students’
interaction data with the system. The reported reasons to use
BN are its natural representation of probabilistic information,
its efficiency, and its support to encode uncertain expert
knowledge. Fig.1 shows an example of the structure of BN,
where leaf nodes represent student’s observable behavior and
root nodes represent the learning style to infer [9][10].

Figure 1. Bayesian Network Modelling Students’ Learning Styles.

C. Decision Trees and Hidden Markov Model
Decision trees (DT) are an AI classification algorithm
frequently used in estimating learning styles because of its
simplicity, the rules of classification are visible and easy to
understand, and it is appropriate when many attributes are
relevant [10] .Cha et al [11] used this approach with 58
patterns of behavior to automatically deduce the 4
dimensions of Felder-Silverman model [12] of 70 students
in a web-based learning course. He used together with
Hidden Markov Model (HMM). His DT structure consisted
of leaves that represent the learning styles to be inferred,
and the nodes that represent the features tracked that lead to
those learning styles [10].
IV.

OUR APPROACH

A. Learning Style Estimation
Since most of the implicit approaches rely on available
data, we think at the initial stage when the system does not
have enough data about a new log in user, a direct feedback
from a user should be used to estimate their preference. This
approach helps to solve “cold start” problem. “Cold start” is
the problem whereby a new user of the system starts with
nothing in his/her profile, and therefore a training period is
required to train the profile before it accurately reflects
user’s preferences [13]. To solve this problem, most systems
use collaborative filtering approach in which a prediction is
made about a new user based on the similarity between the
interest profile of that user and those of other users
[14][15][16]. This may be suitable in other domains like ecommerce, but in learning environment may not be effective
because no matter how similar users might be, they still
have their own unique way of learning. Then, during their
learning period, their interaction data should be the one to
be used. This means we are using both explicit and implicit
approaches with initial and learning process stages
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respectively.
Initial Stage:
When a new user logs into the system, the Kolb’s
Learning Style Inventory questionnaire (LSI) will be given.
LSI was “designed to measure the degree to which
individuals display different learning styles” in accordance
with Kolb’s learning style model [4][17]. Kolb’s model as
one of the many learning style models found in the literature
is probably the most famous one. This model articulates that
people learn from experience so the learning is a continual
process, which follows the cycle. Therefore, it is very
unlikely that people will always have the same learning
style, but changes during the knowledge construction
process, which involves the person and the environment
they find themselves [18]. It categorizes students into 4
classes of learning styles, which are Accommodators,
Assimilators, Convergers, and Divergers. So the system will
place a student within one of these four categories based on
the response to the questionnaire. We have decided to use
this model over others because it base on the idea that
people learn through experience so it can accommodate the
dynamism of their learning styles with respect to change in
time [19]. This means in the next stage where dynamic data
about user will be captured, Kolb’s model will still act as a
better framework that guide the inference of students’
categories.
During Learning Process:
Since the learning types of Kolb’s are associated with
experience and therefore the types of materials users would
like to access to accomplish a learning task. We want to
estimate their ranking preference of these materials based on
the frequency of clicks on a particular material page link at
this stage. The idea is based on assumption that frequency
and duration of access are two major indicators of a user
interest in a page [20][21]. But, we haven’t used the
duration because in learning environment duration might not
necessary give the clear indication of user interest on a page.
For example, a slow learner might spend much time on page
which he/she don't like but difficult for him/her to
comprehend, while a faster learner can still spend much
time on the same page because he/she likes the content
materials. Also, the size of the page might also affect the
duration of access. On the other hand, we think clicking
frequency gives a clear indication of learning material
preference. This can be seen clearly especially during
assessments because users will always go back to revisit the
pages of the kind of materials that better give them the
understanding to respond to the assessments.
So, the material types and their urls are as follows:
Problems solving tasks (urlp), Examples (urle), Theory (urlt)
and Exercises (urlx). Given a session a user initiates we want
to determine the preference of Exercises material types with
respect to other materials. To do that we take the number of
clicks in exercises page (urlx) over the total clicks made in
different pages material within a session as shown in (1):
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We are taking the assumption that the higher the
frequency of clicks of a given url with respect to other urls
within the session, the higher the preference of that kind of
material.
B. Adaptation Features
Fragment Sorting:
Fragment Sorting is the technique in which educational
resources are presented in a different order considered
suitable for each student [19] [22]. This is one of our
system’s adaptation features. At the “initial stage”, different
orders of materials to each learning style the Kolb’s
questionnaire categorizes a user will be given. The orders
have the most suitable material at the top to the least one at
the bottom. The font size and color of each link to the
material is also different with top one larger and bottom one
smaller in descending order. This will help users reduce the
cognitive effort of deciding which material to access first
and therefore help their navigation process. Fig. 3 shows the
orders of materials for each student type at the initial stage.

Figure 2. Fragment Sorting for each learning style type.

This order manually ranked based on Kolb’s Experiential
Learning cycle shown in Fig. 3:

Figure 3. Kolb’s Experiental Learning Cycle.

Based on the ranking order in Fig. 2,we want to estimate
the value of importance of each material type to a student
using reciprocal rank measure [23]. We are calling this
importance value as Kolb’s Value (KV) and will be
calculated using (2) below:
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where KV refers to the Kolb’s value of a particular material
type and ranki refers to its ranking position from the top.
Since our main idea of using Kolb’s model at the start,
based on our mutual belief with Kolb that users learning
style changes with experience and knowledge. We want to
provide different fragment sorting each time a user session
starts, as we believe his/her preference of learning might
change as his/her knowledge of particular topic advances. To
do that, we have to estimate and combine the value of
importance of each learning material type at the “initial
stage” which is Kolb’s value and the “learning process”
stage, which is the previous active session of the student. The
Equation (3) shown below is the combination of (1) and (2),
to get the total importance of particular material type based
on its url.
Iurl =KV + Frequencyurl

(3)

The order now will be changing dynamically in each new
session, following the higher the importance value of the
material type. For example, If Iurlp>Iurle>Iurlt>Iurlx then the
order
will
be
Problem
Solving
Task⇒Examples⇒Theory⇒Exercises.
Adaptive Link Generation
We want to provide navigation support to a user
especially during assessments as we believe at this moment
is when he/she will revisit materials so as to help him/her to
perform assessment tasks. The idea that users always jumps
back during assessment is derived from the study conducted
on 140,546 students participated in 4 Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOCs) by Guo et al [24]. This study found that,
despite the linear structure imposed on studentschronological ordering of weeks and learning sequenceslearners predominantly navigate through MOOCs in a
nonlinear way, on average students skip 22% of learning
sequences entirely and perform back jumps, most often
from assessments back to early lectures. But because for our
case, the situation is different due to the fact that different
material types are given for a particular topic. We want a
user to be able to easily navigate to the particular material
type of his preference when attempting the test.
So after a user opens the test page and attempt all
questions, the system then evaluates the results and
generates a link based on the previous importance values of
urls of different material types for a user. If the score is
below 60%, a link to most important material type will be
shown. Next links will continue being generated based on
the decreasing importance value every time a user reattempt the exam and get below 60%, otherwise, a user will
be allowed to continue to the next learning topic.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a method to estimate and
adapt student's’ learning style, which combines both explicit
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and implicit approaches. The key idea is that our method can
leverage the “cold start” problem faced by most data-driven
methods, as they don't have enough data at the beginning of
student interaction with the system. And also we think in
learning environment it is individual actions that are most
important, so we have used frequency of clicks information
with the expectation that it will give more accurate inference
about a user rather than relying on collaborative-filtering
approaches used by different existing systems where a user
learning style is estimated using data about similar users.
In the future, we would like the system to be updated
with more data-driven approaches. This approach will be
more suitable as a system continues to build a “rich profile”
of the user as he/she continue to learn while interacting with
the system. We want to incorporate time spent on materials
information in more efficient way by considering the size of
pages (materials), and also consider the comparison on
duration spent on the same size of material with respect to
different learners’ performances. We also want to include
more users’ data about preference of on certain types of
system tools like chats, forum, etc. This will help to perform
cluster analysis of different type of users and can lead to
better recommendation of what types of users should work
together in tasks that need collaborative work.
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Abstract — Rapid proliferation of mobile technology and the
Internet in Eastern-Europe for the past decade has had a
significant impact on information distribution and has
facilitated the introduction of novel e-Learning systems and
technologies. The rapid growth and use of technology, as well as
the ongoing transition towards a knowledge-based society of the
workforce, has triggered in Romania the need and pressure to
learn continuously. The paper provides an overview on eLearning developments in Eastern-Europe taking as case-study
Romania. As part of the European Union (EU), Romanian’s
education system is developed and evolves in the context of EU’s
regulations. However, recent developments in the area of online
learning in Eastern Europe, specifically the fast pace of
development of these systems in Russia could have a strong
impact on regional markets. A comparison with US
developments in e-Learning is provided to emphasize common
issues in the development and adoption of e-Learning systems.

overview of e-Learning initiatives in Europe is provided,
particularly highlighting some of the European Commission
(EC) initiatives and some initiatives that fall outside EC
jurisdiction. Since Russia is a major player in this field in EE,
we provide a brief overview of systems employed there. In
Section 3 the current state of e-Learning initiatives in
Romania are presented, focusing on the seeds of online
learning in different areas – from K-12 to industry. Section 4
illustrates the driving force behind e-Learning systems and
investigates future trends. A parallel is drawn between eLearning implementation in EE and US since most “Dos and
Don’ts” are invariable across continents and cultures. The
Conclusion section summarizes the trends and requirements
for a successful adoption of e-Learning in Romania.

Keywords – e-Learning; Romania; Eastern Europe; Online
Learning; Learning Management Systems.

The EC funds online collaborative platforms that bring
education and training professionals together. These
platforms allow education and training professionals to share
ideas and experiences, learn new approaches or techniques
from their peers and discuss important challenges faced by
their colleagues around Europe. The digital single market digital economy and society [7] focuses on experimentation
with such online platforms.
The Electronic Platform for Adult Learning in Europe [8]
is an example of the EC initiative for e-Learning. The
platform is a multilingual open membership community for
teachers, trainers, researchers, academics, policy makers and
anyone else with a professional role in adult learning across
Europe. It was launched in 2015 and is Europe's largest adult
learning community.
While EC has the funding to bring novel ideas to fruition,
a large set of initiatives outside the EC domain have been
taking shape in recent years. eTwinning [9] for example, is a
platform for staff (teachers, head teachers and librarians),
working in a school environment to communicate,
collaborate, develop projects and share knowledge using
online tools. eTwinning is now part of the Erasmus+ program
[10] and, as of September 2016, there were approx. 40,000
teachers, 50,000+ projects and 160,000+ schools
participating in this e-Learning community. eTwinning
impact on schools as measured through a survey in 2016 has

I.

BACKGROUND

E-Learning systems have been deployed in the US for
several decades and currently more than one in four students
take an online course according to a 2015 survey of online
learning [1]. While in Eastern-Europe (EE), online programs
are in their infancy, with the advent of high-speed Internet
and mobile technology even in remote areas, the potential for
rapid growth is tremendous.
An important factor for the implementation of online
programs in EE is the reduced cost associated with attending
these programs, as well as the time flexibility provided to
students and instructors. One can attend these courses from
home without additional costs associated with travel, on a
flexible schedule that allows keeping a full time job.
Smarter/wider use of technology in teaching is generally
seen as a promising way of controlling costs [2]. Higher
education is being affected by the “cost disease” [3] since
universities have high costs for infrastructure and labor, with
reliance on expensive face-to-face provision. The urgent need
to boost university productivity in US has been noted by
many [4]-[6]. Likewise, productivity is a growing factor for
e-Learning adoption in EE as well.
This survey is structured as follows: in Section 2 an
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proven (by an 84% teachers vote) that the platform
significantly facilitates and improves the relationship among
teachers and students. Moreover, 77% of the teachers
surveyed agree that eTwinning has had a moderate to high
impact on fostering EU citizenship values in schools.
The conclusions emerging from the eTwinning studies
show that innovative schools promoting international
collaboration and self-study among the teachers benefit the
most from such an online system. eTwinning is now focusing
on developing a full cycle of schools and on recruiting
teachers for each school level [11].
Another initiative that brings together the main players in
the education system in EU: teachers, experts, policy makers,
non-governmental associations, etc., is the School Education
Gateway [12]. Sponsored through the Erasmus+ Program, it
went live on February 2015 and is available in 23 languages.
Shifting the analysis from Western to Eastern Europe, one
notices Russia’s early efforts into upgrading the education
system to cover the growing gap between rural and urban
education. Russians have a long history of distance
education; since 1920s the government Committee for the
Advancement on Self-Education organized a nationwide
correspondence education system to cope with the population
spread over vast distances (e.g., since 1924 courses were
taught in the area of agriculture, engineering, social sciences
- through radio broadcasts for remote regions) [13]. Western
e-Learning systems needed translation and some required
software licensing posing a barrier in their adoption in
Russia, hence, the need to develop in-house solutions. Russia
is considered a leader in e-Learning systems development in
EE with a yearly growth rate of approximatively 16% as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. E-Learning growth by region [14]

The avant-garde of e-Learning systems in EE is led by the
Russians through the use of software systems like Moodle,
Khan Academy and Coursera. Moreover a partnership
between Intel and the Volnoe Delo charitable foundation
spawn in 2007 the program “Computers for Students”. The
partnership aims at donating over 1 million laptops at the
national level as well as setting up the “11e-learning”
program for the K-4 schools in Russia. Of particular interest
are the Massive Open On-line Courses promoted by the
Moscow-based Digital October Technology Center [15]
geared towards self-taught, self-paced learners.
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In addition to Russia, a number of EE countries are
devoting significant efforts to grow and adopt e-Learning
systems specifically in the mobile learning area. Countries
like Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Moldavia and Ukraine lead
these efforts as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Mobile learning growth in the past 5 years [16]

Russia, like the other EE countries faces many problems
in course management systems deployment, including the
need to localize content by translating it from English into the
local language, a difficult adjustment of online courses to the
country’s rigid universities’ curricula, as well as social
acceptance of online learning as an alternative to traditional
classrooms.
III.

E-LEARNING IN ROMANIA

As a member of the European Union (EU), albeit part of
the EE block, Romania is guided by decisions made at the EU
level. In this context, in Romania, within the general
strategy of the EU’s Information and Communication
Technologies, the Ministry of Education and Research,
has been trying to implement the online assessment, as well
as the e-Lessons for various subjects. EU defines e-Learning
as “the use of new multimedia technologies and the Internet
to improve the quality of learning by facilitating access to
resources and services, as well as remote exchanges and
collaboration” [17].
The e-Learning concept was introduced in Romania
approximatively two decades ago through the Virtual
University paradigm, however, the first in-house Java based
e-Learning software systems were surfacing in 1999 around
major university centers [18].
Since then, the e-Learning concept has been more
frequently used in Romania. Currently, all Romanian
universities, as well as some governmental and nongovernmental organizations use e-Learning platforms with a
slow but increasing frequency. The main goal of these
platforms is to provide distance education for a growing
workforce in the service sector, as well as to re-train
Romanian workforce.
The growth of the Romanian IT sector for the past decade
has triggered the need for rapid education in a variety of
technological areas. The great advantage of the sector is the
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presence of a highly skilled workforce that has determined
the development of software and services, with an amazing
growth rate of approximately 40% since 2000 [19]. Using
online courses for training eliminates the need to provide a
full classroom setting for employees, greatly reducing the
costs for establishing and maintaining an educational space
for the Romanian workforce. Moreover, when the learner has
control over when the material is being presented, they are
better prepared to retain the information instead of feeling
rushed or stressed.
In Romania the older segment of the population has been
experiencing the Digital Divide [20] and the rural segment
the Urban-Rural Divide [21] due to the slow penetration of
technology in the first years of the post-revolution era (i.e.,
1989). E-Learning technology can alleviate these gaps by
allowing people of all ages and trades to learn new skills
without the restrictions of a traditional classroom. Young and
old alike can use online courses to learn a new skill, help
improve their career or just to narrow the Digital Divide gap.
While e-Learning implementation is still lagging behind
in Romania, we identified a series of efforts in this direction.
The e-Learning trend has not been uniformly adopted in the
Romanian university system however, islands of initiatives
can be found in other areas. The following sections present
these initiatives classified based on their area of application.
A. E-Learning in K-12
There are roughly 80 virtual high schools [22] in 18
different countries in Europe right now, with about 50%
being private. Most K-12 initiatives have around 500 students
and are targeted towards social inclusion for students outside
the bounds of traditional schools. They represent a complete
pedagogical spectrum from 100% online through to
significant face-to-face interaction [23]. The schools tend to
serve: the long-term sick, disabled students, young parents or
pregnant young women, travelers, bullied or school-phobic,
students with behavior problems, drop-outs, imprisoned
youth or the geographically isolated. Other schools serve
students with special language needs, expatriates or elite
performers.
One of the first e-Learning initiative in Romania [24] is
targeted at secondary high school education and it is designed
to prepare Romanian children who intend to continue their
studies at an American University.
A novel initiative in Romania along the trend set by the
EU projects is the Romanian Teachers Online portal iTeach
[25]. iTeach is a virtual online environment based on Web 2.0
paradigms, facilitating the collaboration on didactic projects,
socio-professional collaborations, learning and experience
exchange, as well as familiarization with novel technology
for e-Learning. Currently iTeach hosts seven online courses:
two DigitalEdu courses – targeted towards teaching
educators project based learning use in K-12 schools, as well
as online tools for class interaction, an introduction to
eTwinning and a module for international collaborations in
which theoretical solution and their practical implementation
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is pursued. Other courses are targeted at collaboration quality
assessment, teaching quality assessment, as well as a course
on using digital systems and software tools in education.
A research survey of new technologies in the teaching and
learning process at both rural and urban schools conducted by
the Center for Development and Innovation [26] shows that
the frequency of using the e-Laboratories in the urban area
(24.8%) is increased due to the large number of students,
comparative to rural areas (19.5%), illustrated in Fig. 3.
Use of e-Laboratories in urban schools

Use of e-Laboratories in rural schools

2,9%

3,9%
22,1%

14,0%
19,5%

3,2%

NA
24,8%

7,0%
13,7%

2 times per semester
3 times per semester

9,3%

4 times per semester

7,8%
11,2%

Never
Once per semester

6,2%

5 times per semester
14,7%

17,7%

22,0%

More than 6 times

Figure 3. Frequency of using the e-Laboratories

The survey concludes with the need to expand
development of e-Learning management systems in Romania
at both rural and urban levels.
B. E-Learning in Higher Education
The slow deployment of e-Learning in Romanian
universities is mainly due to the rigidity of the curriculum
backed by the reluctance of the instructors, professors and
academic leaders to support such systems for reasons similar
to other countries (e.g., US), summarized as follows.
Resistance to change – Change entails the development
of new skills and requires leaders to become learners,
generating for some uncomfortable situations. Studies show
that in higher education institutes, only 10% to 15% of faculty
is open to adopt e-learning tools and techniques.
Approximately 70% – 80% constitutes the reluctant majority
who has to be convinced that e-Learning rewards would
benefit them also [27].
Short-sighted policies – Quality versus Costs – a
simplistic view of e-Learning as a medium to increase
enrollment and revenue is flawed. A successful
implementation entails the right technology, reliability,
security of student data, and ease of use for both faculty and
students.
Budgetary limitations – Money is a limited resource while
technology is a field of moving targets, with many new
products and services. Many pathways exist for the
successful delivery of e-Learning, with selection and
provision depending on factors, such as organization size,
mission and priorities. Technology is as good as one’s ability
to manage and exploit it.
Unqualified decision makers – Administrators in charge
often do not really have the background or knowledge of
instructional design, compliance, intellectual property and
experience to implement online courses. Such issues can be
alleviated by selecting a qualified team of professionals with
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relevant experience and by being prepared to understand and
identify the e-Learning finest practice tools and services that
would best differentiate the institution in the marketplace.
An example of such an initiative is the Virtual University
of Bucharest [28]. University of Bucharest, the second
ranked University in Romania, has introduced e-Learning at
the Economic Studies Academy and the National School of
Administrative and Political Studies. The first online master
program was attempted by the Faculty of Communication
and Public Relations in 2004 [29]. A related effort is the
Economic Studies Academy that deployed the first online
Master program based on case studies form Harvard Business
School. Subsets of online learning (e.g., blended learning) are
also explored.
The Polytechnic University of Bucharest has several
ongoing e-Learning projects, some of them targeted at
instructional design, others at developing new methodologies
for teaching and most importantly projects devoted to
experiential learning.
With the rapid proliferation of networking technology in
Romania, another initiative, the Center for Resources,
Development, Information and Services, offers an online
course dedicated to CISCO network specialization.
There is a new trend for major Romanian Universities to
provide online courses. Timisoara Polytechnic for example,
provides an online platform, UniCampus, offering a Mobile
e-Commerce course and aiming at the development of the
first Romanian Massive Open Online course. Such open and
free systems resemble international initiatives like Coursera,
EdX, FutureLean [30].
A premiere for Eastern Europe, the Online Admission
System recently deployed in Romania proposes online
management of admission for Universities in Romania. So
far five universities have joined the system: RomanianAmerican University, Technical University for Building
Management, Ovidius University of Constanta, Polytechnic
University of Timisoara and Technical University ”Gheorghe
Asachi” from Iasi. Similar platforms were implemented some
time ago in Western countries, for example UCAS from 1996
in Britain, Studielink in Holland and CommonApp in US.
C. E-Learning in Industry
Preferably, every company should have a strategy to set
out career development paths and the required training
curricula that will enable the personnel to develop the
necessary knowledge and skills. These training initiatives
should be monitored and managed through a consistent and
reliable tracking system that can be stored, consulted and
analyzed as required. The system’s data will be useful for
management reports on productivity and for assessing
individuals’ career advancement. This system of training
management, referred to as a learning management system
(LMS), is a key element of an effective professional
development plan.
The workforce training/re-training is a major issue in
Romania and e-Learning platforms for these tasks are in their
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infancy. A survey of the Northern European countries shows
that workers in North Europe are four times more willing to
be taught by their employers than the workers in the South
[31]. A recent survey in Romania [32] answered by a total of
405 students, 904 graduates and 825 employers illustrates a
positive view on e-Learning initiatives with the main priority
on the increase in quality, the emphasis on practical aspects,
and links with the realities of the economy and the labor
market.
An example of such an initiative is the Virtual Business
University [33]. Its main goal is the advancement of
online/distance learning aimed at filling in the workforce
market needs. It offers online courses and advice for young
entrepreneurs and it is providing theoretical and practical
experience to its users. Students are required to attend these
courses through comprehensive online interaction tools like
discussion forums and chat channels. Upon completion they
receive a certificate and the course credits can be used
towards a graduate degree if the students decide to pursue a
Master program in the area. The Virtual University has built
partnerships with various marketing, communication and
investment organizations (e.g., Finantate.ro, Markmedia.ro,
Comunicare.ro and Comunicareonline.ro).
A similar effort, Timsoft [34] has been focusing on eLearning for about four years and has offered over twenty
online courses in IT, Counselling, Management, Marketing,
and e-Training. Other Romanian software houses like Siveco
[35] and Softwin have developed the AeL e-Learning system
in an effort to facilitate the understanding of educational
subjects and increase the efficiency of the learning process.
AeL has a user friendly interface and can be easily translated
in any language.
Online Academy [36] is an e-Learning portal developed
by InsideMedia with the help of experts from the Science and
Education Institute and the Association for Excellence in
Career. It offers a set of basic courses targeted to lifelong
learning. The portal and courses’ modular structure facilitates
active participation and collaboration among participants.
D. E-Learning in GO and NGOs
Governmental Organizations (GO) in Romania have
shown significant interest in e-Learning technologies
especially in the context of the e-Government initiatives (e.g.,
the use of information and communication technologies to
improve the activities of the organizations in the public
sector). Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in
Romania have received in the past decade a significant
amount of financial support through EU grants.
The Foundation for the Development of the Civic Society
[37] with the financial support of the Trust for Civil Society in
Central and Eastern Europe deployed a few years ago an eLearning platform to: provide technical assistance,
information, advertisement and research, to improve the
impact of the NGOs in the community; present a
comprehensive view of the NGO interests and involvement in
other sectors of the society; improve the visibility and
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transparency of the NGOs. The goal of the foundation is to
enable through the use of e-Learning technologies a strong and
influential civil society with responsible citizens that promote
the community interests and values.
The results of an assessment survey on the performance of
the e-Government is illustrated in Fig. 4.

B. Adoption of Mobile Technology
Mobile learning is a revolution in e-Learning. It is
defined as “learning across multiple contexts, through social
and content interactions, using personal electronic devices”
[39]. From the perspective of learning technology, mobile
delivery is the second most important priority for
development in EU, as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Top 5 learning technology priorities [14]

Figure 4. e-Government performance in Romania [38]

The e-Government implementation in Romania is
beginning to show positive developments with 30% of the
citizens using these services at present.
IV.

ALIGNING TO CURRENT AND FUTURE TRENDS

There are many advantages in using an e-Learning system
but the efficiency of such a system depends on many factors.
Current and future trends are driven by several major aspects
as highlighted in the following paragraphs.
A. Continuous Education and Professional Development
When people continue their education, they are growing,
becoming more involved and curious, they develop skills that
the modern job market requires, and they are cognizant and
engaged in the world around them. Continuing education is
essential in most areas and disciplines particularly in the
technological sector. However, since technology is
permeating in all areas and disciplines it triggers
automatically the need for continuous learning. From job
performance to promotion and advancement, continuous
education is acknowledged as of upmost importance, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Importance of continuing education [14]
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With the rapid and wide spread of handheld technology,
currently there are more than 7 million smartphone users in
Romania (i.e., one out of three Romanians is using a
smartphone). It is estimated that by 2020 one out of two
Romanians will use a smartphone [40]. Hence, the hardware
required to deploy mobile learning applications is already
available.
C. The Cloud Effect
Cloud-based learning management systems are hosted on
the Internet and can be accessed by logging into a service
provider's site. Rather than having to install course design and
management software, instructional designers can simply use
their Internet browsers to upload course content, create new
courses, and communicate with learners directly. This is all
done through a secure LMS, giving designers the ability to
store information on the cloud, which can be remotely
accessed by other, approved users.
Major benefits of deploying an e-Learning platform on
the Cloud include [41]:
 Lower startup costs - there is no software to purchase, no
need to devote the time or human resources to installing
programs and working out glitches;
 Enhanced data security – data is hosted on platforms that
are better encrypted and safer to use;
 Improved accessibility – better accessibility for both
learners and course designers. Learners are able to learn
on-the-go, anywhere and anytime, instructional
designers can utilize their tablets and any other internetready device to upload content and communicate;
 Faster deployment – cloud-based eLearning is faster to
set up and requires less time to actually deploy. There's
no hardware of software involved, so one can have
immediate access to the LMS;
 Cost predictability – cloud-based LMS offers
administrators the ability to choose between plans based
on registered users or plans based on activity;
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Easier to maintain – cloud-based LMS service providers
have IT staff on hand. One does not have to worry about
dealing with glitches and other LMS operation issues;
More storage space – all of the data will be uploaded
directly to the LMS, releasing space on user devices.
Other users, such as collaborators and content creators,
will be able to share information with ease, given that it's
being stored on a remote (and secure) server;
Fully customizable and scalable - regardless of whether
it is a smaller organization or a large corporation, cloudbased LMS offers the best of both worlds in the form of
customizability and low cost. Owners can modify and
scale their learning cloud-based LMS, providing the best
learning experience for their users.
V.

COMPARISON WITH US, BLENDED LEARNING

The Gartner Group Research Institute in the United States
anticipated that the world’s e-Learning sales would grow
14.5% annually from 2006 to 2011 [1]. Campuses will still
be active, however, technology will transform the way
education is delivered and accessed, and the way value is
created by higher education providers. A 4% growth for US
is forecasted as related with 16% for Eastern Europe (Fig. 1).
While in US more than 1 in 4 students take an online
course, in EE we estimate the current ratio at about 1 in 30.
However, when compared to Europe, similar issues plague
the e-Learning system deployment. As mentioned in Section
III.B, resistance to change, short-sighted policies, budgetary
limitations and unqualified decision makers are universal
problems in this area. However, another important factor is
the maturity of the learner. Fully online programs are meant
for those who live far from campus or may have jobs that
prevent them from attending campus classes, but at the same
time such programs require a mature learner that is selfpaced, responsible and motivated. To be successful in a fully
online learning environment requires a strong sense of selfdirected learning. Of course many strategies exist to promote
student engagement (e.g., enable students to monitor their
own progress, help students set achievable goals in the
course); however, often these strategies fail and sometimes
are not correctly implemented due to the lack of expertise in
instructional design.
An alternative solution, especially useful for transitioning
from a traditional course to an online course is Blended
Learning [42]. The term Blended Learning is being used with
increasing frequency in academic writing but there is no
consensus on its meaning [43]. An alternative term, Hybrid,
is defined as being of “mixed character; composed of
different elements” [44], and Blended is defined as “an
unobtrusive or harmonious part of a greater whole” [45].
Blended Learning has been described as a hybrid
instructional approach combining aspects of e-Learning and
a traditional classroom environment [46] and defined as
courses that deliver material both face-to-face and online and
where students interact with instructors both online and face-
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to-face. Many colleges in US offer hybrid courses, which
combine traditional face-to-face with online instruction.
Previous research proves that this combination may promote
learner-centered and active learning [47]. A similar trend is
foreseen in Europe as well, specifically in Eastern Europe and
particularly in Romania where e-Learning systems are still in
their infancy.
As an example of this strategy the public University
System of Georgia [48] defines the following:
 Fully online: All or nearly all the class sessions are
delivered via technology (96% to 100% online);
 Partially online: Technology is used to deliver more than
50% of class sessions (51% to 95% online);
 Hybrid: Technology is used to deliver at least one class
session up to 50% of class sessions;
 Campus/on-site: No class sessions are replaced by online
technology.
Whether fully or partially online, the successful
deployment of e-Learning systems in Romania will follow
the regional trends and will be strongly influenced by the
political decisions in the region. Young Romanian learners
seem to be very flexible and motivated specifically in the
technology sector. They know that e-Learning enables global
learning, breaking the boundaries of local knowledge and
they are eager to explore the possibilities.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The paper provides an insight into e-Learning
technologies and their evolution in Europe. The focus is set
on Eastern Europe, particularly on the developments in
Romania along several dimensions: e-Learning in high
schools, higher education, government, as well as the private
sector. Several important factors that influence the adoption
and success of e-Learning systems are presented and should
be considered by policymakers and educators.
Spawning from the need for continuous education, eLearning generates advantages for both the young and the
mature learner in Romania. Mobile and Cloud technology are
fundamental factors for e-Learning growth and provide major
benefits not only in terms of content storage and management
but also in terms of content presentation and availability.
U.S and East European e-Learning trends show common
expectations from faculty, administrators and students,
highlighting the need for a gradual and better managed
introduction to online teaching. As a first step of this
transition, a careful analysis along the main strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats of online teaching must
be accomplished, and the subset of courses to be taught online
must be identified. Online teaching pedagogy courses must
be subsequently offered to faculty and students, as well as
training describing the features and the use of the LMS of
choice. Ultimately a successful implementation of the eLearning paradigms depends on all the actors involved:
administrators, faculty, students and policy makers.
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Development of a Support System for Japanese Extensive Reading:
Supporting learners’ autonomous learning outside the classroom

Teiko Nakano
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Abstract—This paper reports on the investigation of a support
system for Japanese extensive reading. This system was
developed for Japanese learners outside the classroom to learn
Japanese through e-learning by reading digital books with
autonomy. From the results of the questionnaire and the amount
of reading by participants, it was found that video clips and a
comment board are useful functions for self-study. Additionally,
the findings suggest that, unless there are no discussions among
learners, reading communities are useful in that learners are
made aware of other learners’ presence.

Quiz about video clips
Complete perfectly

ID
Password

Video clips

Introduction to
SAKURA

What ER is

What ER is

Library (SAKURA)

How to read GR

How to read GR
How to use eERlab
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Evaluation of
SAKURA

INTRODUCTION

Extensive reading (ER) is part of an approach for teaching
English to speakers of other languages to build vocabulary and
develop reading comprehension [1] [2] [3]. The development
of graded readers (GRs) has a long history, and a large number
of GRs have been published. Extensive reading has not been
a common approach in education programs because it is time
consuming and qualitatively different compared with existing
reading courses that are typically offered; however, through
the development of a module that can hold students
accountable for their reading [4], ER outside the classroom
has been made possible.
There has been a gradual increase in the number of
Japanese GRs, and digital books of Japanese GRs have been
prepared. Considering that most learners of foreign languages
are studying outside the countries where the target language is
used, an online library of GRs is useful for providing learning
materials. Online systems have the most benefit for learners
who learn autonomously outside the classroom. Currently,
there is no system of Japanese ER which is available to
independent learners outside the classroom. This study
designs and develops a support system for Japanese ER on the
basis that an online GR library is appropriate for autonomous
learning [5], where learners select their reason or way of
learning.
It is recognized that, despite limitations, Video-Based
Learning represents an effective learning method that replace
teacher-led learning approaches [6]. In this study, video clips
and a comment board were used in the self-ER support system
as a preliminary study. Based on the results of a postquestionnaire and the amount of reading, the usefulness of the
self-ER support system is discussed. Moreover, this study
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How to use eERlab
Quiz Answer

Progress

Keywords-online library; Japanese graded readers; reading
community.

I.

Teacher
eERlab

Self-study

ID
Password
Blended ER lessons

Figure 1. Schematic of a Support System for ER

discusses the potential of post-reading activities for learners
who study independently through a reading community on
Facebook (FB), where learners discuss books with each other.
This paper aimed to address the following questions:
(1) Can the video clips replace teachers?
(2) As an indicator of the presence of other learners, is a
comment board useful for encouraging reading?
(3) Is an ER FB group that discusses books useful for
encouraging reading?
In section II, we will discuss the design of this system.
Then, in section III, we will look at the methodology of this
study. In section IV, we will examine how useful this system
was based on the results of a post questionnaire and amount
of reading. In section V, we will conclude this study.
II.

A SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR AUTONOMOUS LEARNING

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the support system for ER,
which has two purposes and functions. First, the system
supports blended ER lessons (blended-ER support system),
which are designed for teachers who provide such lessons.
Second, it is a support system for learners who study by
themselves (self-ER support system). This system was
designed to facilitate learning outside the classroom, and
provides an online library of Japanese GRs such that learners
can select their method and reason for learning. The common
functions between the two systems are libraries and quizzes.
In the blended-ER support system, the teacher explains ER,
how to read GRs, and how to use the eERlab. The teacher can
also provide post-reading activities, such as initiating
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discussions about the readings. A blended ER lesson using the
blended-ER support system was implemented, and the
availability of the system was confirmed [7][8][9].
In contrast, the self-ER support system was designed for
learners who learn independently through the system, without
teachers. In this system, video clips are used in place of the
teacher’s explanation so that learners can learn the same
lessons as those in the blended-ER support system.
Additionally, a comment board, on which learners write their
impressions about books, was added to the eERlab to ensure
that learners were aware of the presence of other learners. It is
expected that knowing other learners’ progress would
promote reading among learners visiting the comment board
[10].
III.

METHODS

First, I will introduce the participants and then, explain
the methodology of the study. Lastly, I will show the post
questionnaire.
A. Participants
Ten international students (5 Chinese, 5 Korean) at a
Japanese language school participated in this study. To
understand participants’ needs and abilities, the Simple
Performance-Oriented Test (SPOT), a vocabulary assessment,
and pre-questionnaire were administered. SPOT was used to
assess grammar [11]. A Japanese language proficiency test
was used to assess vocabulary.
The pre-questionnaire asked about the length of time spent
learning Japanese, whether the respondent has devices for
reading digital books, whether he or she uses social
networking services (SNS), and whether he or she would join
the ER FB group. The participants’ average period of learning
Japanese was 1 year and 8 months, with the shortest being 4
months, and the longest 3 years and 3 months. The results of
the pre-questionnaire indicate that all the participants had
devices for reading digital books and used SNS. Five (4
Chinese, 1 Korean) of 10 participants reported that they would
join the ER FB group. Those 5 participants were asked about
the kind of SNS used, device used, frequency of use per week,
with whom they communicated and the language used. Four
of the 5 participants used FB. Four of the 5 participants used
smartphones to access SNS. Four participants used SNS every
day and the other participant used SNS 2–3 days per week.
Participants used SNS mostly with “friends in their country”,
followed by “family” and “friends in Japan”. That is,
participants mainly used SNS to communicate with others
living in their home countries and used their first language.
Four participants used both their first language and Japanese,
and 1 participant used only their first language.
B. e-Extensive Reading Lab
Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the self-ER support system.
“Video clips” are used to teach “what ER is,” “how to read
GR” and “how to use eERlab”. The time required to watch
each video clip is 3, 2, and 5 min, respectively. “The quiz
about the video clips” was prepared for participants to check
their understandings of the video clips.
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Quiz about video clips
Complete perfectly
Video clips

ID
Password

eERlab
Introduction
to SAKURA
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What ER is
How to read GR
How to use eERLab

Quiz Answer

Progress
Evaluation
of SAKURA

Figure 2. Schematic of a Self-ER Support System

The “Library” contains SAKURA which is a small
collection of Japanese GRs divided into eight levels from A,
beginner to H, higher middle level [12]. “Introduction to
SAKURA” provides information on each title, such as a brief
introduction, number of letters, and vocabulary level.
On the “Quiz” page, participants were required to answer
some questions about the book that they had read. Participants
were asked five questions with four choices each to gauge
their reading comprehension. Additionally, participants were
required to complete a questionnaire. Therein, they evaluated
the length, difficulty, and contents of the reading, and were
asked to report the hours spent reading and the frequency of
dictionary usage using a five-point Likert scale. The final part
of the “Quiz” page featured a comment board, on which
participants could write their impressions about a given story.
The data on the amount of reading were displayed in the
“Progress” page, and the answers to the questionnaire and the
participants’ comments were displayed on the “Evaluation of
SAKURA” page, along with the participants’ IDs.
The procedures were as follows:
(1) The participants watch the video clips. After they
complete the quiz section about the video clips perfectly,
they log into eERlab using their user IDs and passwords.
Nicknames are used as IDs.
(2) Participants read books from the library on their
devices. Participants are required to read from the lower
level of SAKURA. eERlab was used for 3 weeks.
(3) Participants answer questions about the story that they
read, and complete a questionnaire to evaluate the book.
They are then asked to enter their comment about the story.
C. ER Discussion Group on Facebook
The experimenter created a private group on FB and
invited participants who opted to join the ER FB group on the
pre-questionnaire. The members of the ER FB group were not
classmates. Participants used their real names on FB.
(1) The experimenter writes questions about each title on
FB.
(2) After completing the relevant reading, participants in
the ER FB group are required to post their answers to the
questions on the FB group wall.
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(3) Participants of ER FB group are also required to
comment on other participants’ answers and comments.
D. Post-Questionnaire
In the post-questionnaire, participants were asked:
(1) How much did you understand the explanations of the
video clips? What are the strengths of the video clips and
what needs to be improved? How many times did you take
the quiz about the video clips until you achieved a perfect
score?
(2) How do you rate eERlab and the difficulty of the
quizzes?
(3) Please give your reason if you did not write a
comment on the comment board.
(4) Please state why you did or did not find the
“Progress” and “evaluation on eERlab” sites useful.
(5) Please evaluate the ER FB group. What are the
strengths of the ER FB group and what points need to be
improved? Please state the reason if you did not write a
comment on the ER FB group page.
(6) Please give your reason if you did not comment on
other participants’ posts on FB.
Questions (5) and (6) were intended only for members of
the ER FB group.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we discuss the functions of the self-ER support
system. Then, we examine the effect of the ER FB group.
Lastly, we discuss the usability and effect of this system on
users’ Japanese proficiency.
A. Availability of the Video Clips
To the question, how much did you understand the
explanations of the video clips, 80% of participants answered
“understood very well”. Among the strengths of the video
clips, participants reported that the activities were: “easy
because [they] just imitated the video clip;” “explained
plainly;” and that “the speed of speaking was appropriate.”
The points needing improvement were: “the speaking volume
was low” and “the explanation was long.” The average
number of times needed to complete the quiz about the video
clips to achieve a perfect score was 1.2 times. This result
shows that the video clips could replace teachers’ explanations.
B. Availability of a Comment Board
Four of the 10 participants in this study posted their
impressions of the readings to the comment board.
Participants who did not post their comments gave the
following reasons: “I am not good at writing,” “I did not have
anything to post,” “I did not have time to write comment,” “I
did not notice the space for posting comments on the site,” and
“it was troublesome.” However, regarding the function of
displaying their comments on the comment board, 80% of
participants reported that they found this useful. For the reason,
six participants answered, “I thought it would be interesting to
read other participants’ comments,” and two participants
answered, “I thought that I should do the reading when I saw
that other participants had already done so.” Participants who
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answered that “it [the comment board] was not useful” gave
the following reasons: “I was not affected by other
participants’ opinions” and “it was stressful.”
It is predicted that participants who had not yet completed
the reading were motivated to read by observing other
participants’ progress. A reading community outside the
classroom in which learners can know that other learners are
also reading may be effective in motivating learners who have
not yet read the book to begin reading.
C. Effect of ER Facebook Group
Three participants (2 Chinese, 1 Korean) in the ER FB
group posted their responses to the discussion questions,
which the experimenter had posted on FB. However, there
was no discussion because the participants did not comment
on one another’s posts. Although all FB comments were
marked “seen by everyone,” no participants used FB’s “Like”
function on their peers’ comments.
In the post-questionnaire, participants who posted
comments on FB answered that the comment function “allows
participants to exchange ideas” as a positive point of having
an ER FB group. For points needing improvement, they
answered, “Using FB for discussion was good, but it was not
useful in this experiment. The rules for commenting should be
less rigid.”; and “The more members, the better the discussion.”
In addition, participants stated that “the effect of [having a]
FB group depends on whether each member is active or not.”
A participant who did not write a comment on FB, but
wrote comments on the comment board stated the following
in an interview, “I could write on the comment board, but I
could not write on FB. I could not [express] my real feelings
in Japanese.” Another participant who did not write on the
comment board or on FB selected “interesting” in postquestionnaire question about the ER FB group, giving the
reason, “I was able to learn the other participants’ opinions.”
Although there was no discussion, participants’
impressions about the ER FB group were positive.
D. Effect of Other Learners’ Presence on ER
Table I shows the effect of the ER FB group on the posted
comments. “Vocabulary” and “grammar” show average
scores. “Amount of reading” shows the average number of
titles that participants had read. “Quiz” shows the average rate
of correct answers to the questions about each story.
“Comment” and “FB” show the number of participants who
posted their comments on the comment board and on FB,
respectively. There was no significant difference in Japanese
proficiency between the participants who joined the group and
those who did not. In addition, the difference in quiz scores
was not large. However, “Amount of reading” among those
who joined the group was almost double that of those who did
not. Furthermore, the rate of participants who posted their
comments on the comment board among those who joined the
group was higher than that of those who did not. Three of the
four participants who posted their comments on the comment
board had joined the group.
Table II shows the relationship between the amount of
reading and comment posting. Participants are divided into
upper or lower groups depending on the amount read. The five
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TABLE I.
ER FB
group
Joined
Did not

EFFECT OF ER FB GROUP PARTICIPATION ON POSTED
COMMENTS

77
83

TABLE II.
Upper
Lower

gram
mar
83
80

Vocab

Grammar

90
85

Amount of
reading
7.8
4.0

Comment
board
3
1

FB
3

COMMENT POSTING AND AMOUNT OF READING

Amount of reading
10.4
1.4
TABLE III.

Vocab

Quiz

Comment board
4/4
0/4

ER FB group
3/3
0/3

JAPANESE PROFICIENCY AND ER
Vocab

Grammar

89
71
84
76

85
77
90
73

Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower

Amount of
reading
5.2
6.6
5.6
6.2

CONCLUSION

To develop an environment where independent learners
outside the classroom can learn autonomously, we confirmed
the usefulness of video clips and a comment board as
functions of the self-ER support system. We also found that a
comment board and FB group were effective in making
independent learners aware of the presence of other learners.
Further work is needed to improve the current system and
to develop an environment where learners can learn through
Japanese GRs independently.
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E. Japanese Proficiency and ER
Table III shows the relationship between participants’
Japanese proficiency and ER. As for the amount of reading,
the lower groups in both vocabulary and grammar read more
on average than upper groups. According to the logs of the
self-ER support system, the time required to read in the upper
group was shorter than that in the lower group. However, the
results show that participants in the upper group who could
read faster than those in the lower group did not always read
more than those in lower group. Two of the three participants
who read more than 13 books belonged to the lower groups of
both vocabulary and grammar. However, three participants
who read only one book belonged to the upper groups of
vocabulary or grammar. In the post-questionnaire, these
participants stated, “if I was given something that was
appropriate to my level, I would have read;” “I did not know
my level when I started;” “it was boring because there were
same words appeared too many times in the texts.” According
to these results, implementing a vocabulary level test that
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V.

Quiz

participants in the upper group read 10.4 books on average,
and the five participants in the lower group read 1.4 books on
average. All the participants who posted their comments on
the comment board and the ER FB group wall belonged to the
upper group. This result suggests that the presence of a
reading community encourages participants to read books.
The amount of reading among members of the ER FB
group was higher than that among those nonmembers.
Although there was no discussion, participants were made
aware of the other learners’ presence. However, it was
suggested that membership in the ER FB group is an
important indicator of participation in FB discussions. The
effect of ER FB group membership on FB commenting and
the effect of the comment board of the self-ER support system
were almost the same in that they encouraged learners to read
by making them aware of the other learners’ presence. These
results indicate that an ER FB group is not necessary, but that
a comment board is useful in the self-ER support system.
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judges the appropriate level of SAKURA for learners to start
reading is necessary.
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Abstract—A number of E-learning models have been proposed
in the literature capturing critical success factors of E-learning
in an attempt to denote how E-learning can be made effective
to achieve the best learning outcomes. In fact, E-learning has
redefined the way education is dispensed across the world. It is
viewed as a modern, effective and efficient alternative to
education for a number of reasons including an alternate
means to cater for the increasing demand for higher education
and to cater for the increasing expectations to make the
learning process more customised to learners’ needs to
achieved the best learning outcomes. The concept of Web 3.0 is
often associated with the Semantic Web, which is a recent
effort to make the Web more meaningful to machines. In fact,
the Semantic Web is seen as a promising technology to meet Elearning requirement. Consequently, this study represents an
attempt to provide a holistic representation of E-learning
critical success factors as well as Semantic Web characteristics.
The study proposes a combined E-learning and Semantic Web
model, E-learning 3.0, derived from the literature review
outlining four main characteristics namely Content
Management, Teaching and Learning, Support and
Technology. It focuses on two of these characteristics namely
Content Management and Support, which are further analysed
via surveys conducted within the Mauritian higher educational
sector from students and lecturers. Results following an
exploratory factor analysis on the 2 dimensions surveyed
provided a regrouping of their sub characteristics allowing for
a more integrated representation of these characteristics
within the combined model.
Keywords-E-learning; Semantic Web; Critical Success
Factors; Content Management; Support

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the research and development world, there is
great stress upon the need to develop educational models
that will meet the expectations of the higher-education
community where effective learning occurs with the best
outcomes. In fact, over recent years, more emphasis is given
to the development of education systems that involve
intelligent technologies and the World Wide Web [11]. With
the need to make the learning process faster with well
organised learning materials specific to learners‟ needs as
well as customised online services initiated by user profiles,
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efforts are now being directed in building 3.0 E-learning
systems in line with the Semantic Web [15].
As the name suggests, the Semantic Web aims to
add a level of meaning to the Web so that it can be more
easily manipulated by computer programs, and thereby used
more effectively by humans [23]. In fact, the semantic web
is about adapting content to specific users where instead of
having to search a long list of web sites for the required
information, users have access to a customised file where
the content is translated, personalised and adapted to meet
specific needs [1]. It encompasses efforts to build a new
WWW architecture that enhances content with formal
semantics, which enables better possibilities for navigating
through the web and accessing its contents [22].
As a matter of fact, the static approach to learning
content limits the willingness of many people to use
information and communication technologies to learn [29].
Expectations with regards to E-learning lie in having a
learning process which is timely and efficient capturing the
needs for suitable learning content, as well as a mechanism
to organise learning materials based on learner‟s needs and
pace [22]. The concept of Web 3.0 is often associated with
the Semantic Web and is seen as having the potential to
improve the semantics interoperability for e-learning
components and as such provide the best capabilities for
learning content composition and access [35]. Central to this
is the use of ontologies which is the backbone of the
Semantic Web. Ontologies allow for learning domains to be
described from different perspectives allowing for a richer
description and retrieval of contents [7].
In an effort to remain competitive and maintain
their market share, many traditional higher education
institutions are offering web-based or web supplemented
learning to compete with the growing number of virtual
higher education institutions[25]. As such, E-learning is
carving its way as an alternate medium of course delivery in
many countries including Mauritius which aims to be the
centre of excellence in education, attracting international
universities and students from all over the region. In fact, in
the wake of being a digital island, Mauritius regroups all the
necessary ingredients in fostering E-learning as an
alternative mode to traditional method of teaching [34].
However, one of the biggest drawbacks of the current
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educational system in the country is the under utilisation of
technologies to enhance learning. E-learning platforms in
Mauritius are usually used as means of delivery information
on the Internet in static ways [34]. With internal university
politics, omnipresent technological transformations in
education and Government policies to democratise tertiary
education, tertiary institutions, particularly public ones, are
forced to reconsider the traditional class room delivery
model and the roles that educators and learners play in the
learning environment [33]. Undeniably, Mauritius is no
exception to the growing need for post secondary education.
With limited capacity of existing classrooms at academic
institutions and the prohibitive cost of building new
facilities, E-Learning is an attractive alternative [27]. In line
with the aim to become a knowledge based economy, Elearning is seen as part of the solution in converting the
island into a knowledge hub, complementing educational
infrastructure needs, widening access and eliminating
distance barriers and promoting a student centered learning
environment [34].
With the numerous benefits that E-learning could
bring to countries like Mauritius coupled with Semantic
Web technology, which is seen as a promising technology to
meet E-learning requirements, this paper aims to look at
current literature and provide an overview of E-Learning
critical success factors (CSFs) and Semantic Web
characteristics in a combined 3.0 E-learning model. The
paper will then empirically validate two characteristics
outlined from the proposed 3.0 E-learning model namely
Content Management and Support through surveys
conducted within tertiary institutions in Mauritius. Section
II of the paper describes the initial proposed model based on
existing literature, Section III outlines the research
methodology followed by the survey analysis of the
characteristics Content Management and Support in Section
IV. The paper ends with the conclusion and directions for
future explorations in Section V.
II.

INITIAL PROPOSED 3.0 E-LEARNING MODEL

A comprehensive literature search and review
clearly revealed that E-learning CSFs which are relevant to
the Semantic Web are often omitted or seldom integrated
into existing 3.0 E-learning models. In an attempt to provide
a holistic representation of a 3.0 E-learning model based on
the combined characteristics of the Semantic Web and Elearning CSFs, an initial 3.0 E-learning model is proposed in
Fig. 1 as an effort to synthesize existing literature review on
E-Learning CSFs and Semantic Web characteristics. It seeks
to capture the most prominent set of E-learning CSFs and
Semantic Web characteristics derived from the literature
review. However, for any E-learning system to be effective,
users‟ perceptions and needs must be taken into
consideration. As a result, this review cannot be claimed to
be exhaustive. In order to ensure that the new model meets
the needs and expectations of higher education E-learning
users, namely students and lecturers, the model needs to be
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evaluated. For this purpose, the proposed 3.0 E-learning
model is evaluated within the higher education sector in
Mauritius. It consists of four main characteristics which are
further broken down into a number of sub characteristics as
follows.
A. Content Management consisting of: Content Creation,
Content Retrieval, Content Reuse and Knowledge
Representation
A systematic approach to managing knowledge is
considered to be an essential pre-requisite for knowledge
seekers to access relevant learning materials as and when
required [16]. In fact, the prevalence of materials and
resources to support the learning settings is deemed as
critical to the success of online delivery strategies within
higher education institutions [32].
As such, content
management, which refers to the access, manipulation and
maintenance of learning content, is seen as a key
characteristic for 3.0 E-learning [31]. Central to this is the
creation and retrieval of learning materials based on their
degree of difficulty and knowledge levels of students.
Furthermore, the Semantic Web is seen as an opportunity to
enhance learning content descriptions via the use of
ontologies, which provide a formal representation of
learning content allowing for better conditions for
composing and reusing learning materials [12][30].
B. Teaching and Learning consisting of: Curriculum,
Pedagogy, Personalised Learning and Collaboration
According to [17], well-designed courses,
curriculums and learning materials are key factors that
influence learning performance. He further stated that that
the structure and coherence of the curriculum components
and of the learning material are major factors for facilitating
meaningful learning. Additionally, personalised learning
where students are provided with learning content which
meet their specific needs and motivations as well as
knowledge and skills level based on their particular learning
and cognitive styles, is considered key to the success of Elearning environments [11]. Reference [4] further stated that
productive learning outcomes are most likely to occur when
learners perceive that their actual learning environment
matches their preferred learning environment. In fact,
according to [10], E-learning is concerned with ensuring
learners‟ learning goals are met, synchronous and
asynchronous communications occur, as well as
collaboration between learners and instructors. The
Semantic web is seen to further support teaching and
learning, allowing students to determine their learning
agenda and be in control of their learning [8].
C. Support consisting of: Instructional Support, Systems
Support, Organisational Support and Government
Support
According to [27], the success of E-learning in
higher education is a shared responsibility between elearning stakeholders.
Students, lecturers, educational
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institutions and the Government have key roles to play in
the success of E-learning. In fact, organisational support is
identified as a critical success factor for E-learning success
in the literature review [14][36][38]. Reference [28] stated
that successful implementation of e-learning requires the
same management commitment as other mission-critical,
university-wide initiatives. This includes the right teaching
and learning support to lecturers and students to faciliate
online learning acceptance and the necessary technical
infrastructure and technical to support the E-learning
environment. Students should be provided with the
resources to develop and enhance their skills and knowledge
of online learning management systems in terms of timely
feedback on learning progress, appropriate online learning

tools such as FAQs, discussion forums, emails and
collaboration among peers [2] [20]. Similarly, lecturers
should be provided with the support needed to allow for the
shift in mindset and skillset necessary to perform effectively
in an online learning environment [32]. It is even argued
that the perception of how one is supported within an Elearning environment contributes significantly to its success
[20]. In addition, especially in developing countries, such as
Mauritius where public tertiary institutions rely a lot on
Government‟s funding, political backing and support from
policy makers are essential [3].

Figure 1. Initial proposed 3.0 E-learning model.

D. Technology consisting of: IT Infrastructure, Usability
and Accessibility and Semantic Web
The acceptance of E-learning depends a lot on the
efficient and effective use of Information Technology [5]. A
reliable IT infrastructure capable of supporting online
delivery is considered as a critical success factor for Elearning [14]. Systems usability and accessibility are key as
systems users, especially students, will not care about
didactics as long as as they can find the information they are
looking for and their needs are satisfied [16]. The interface
design as well as the ease of navigation and consistency in
the manner that the online learning environment is presented
and organised play vital roles in fostering a friendly and less
intimidating learning environment [5]. In addition, the Elearning environment can be further enhanced by Semantic
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Web technologies where personal profile of students
including previous knowledge and experience, preferred
learning styles and educational goals can facilitate semantic
web retrieval of content to allow for best individuals
learning experiences. Semantic Web technologies through
the use of ontologies can provide well structured databases
to allow better knowledge handling by machines opening
the gate to a learner centered learning environment which
promotes collaboration, reuse and where learners can
manage their own learning content [2].
III.

METHODOLOGY

Two web-based surveys were conducted to gather the
perceptions of students and lecturers on the initial proposed
3.0 E-learning model. One survey was directed towards
students from the Mauritian higher education sector and one
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was directed towards lecturers of the Mauritian higher
education sector.
Web-based surveys have several
advantages including short response time, lower cost to the
researcher(s), instant access to the audience irrespective of
their geographical location, better design options, speed and
accuracy of data collection and immediate access to results
in different formats [6] [18] [39]. However, there have been
concerns about the reponse rate of web-based surveys which
is highly dependent on Internet and email technology as
well as participants characteristics [37]. Bearing these in
mind and looking at the target participants for this study,
namely students and lecturers from Mauritian higher
education institutions, web-based surveys were considered
as appropriate.
The development of the survey required a thorough
understanding and accurate interpretation of E-Learning
CSFs and the Semantic Web characteristics from the
literature review. The surveys‟ questions were then based on
the characteristics identified in the initial proposed model as
per Fig. 1 in order to gather the perceptions of Mauritian
students and lecturers on these characteristics.
In order to collect a sample that represents the
point of view of Mauritian higher education students and
lecturers, a research agency in Mauritius was contacted to
distribute the survey. The respective links of the surveys
were distributed to students and lecturers from both public
and private tertiary institutions via emails. With the
response rate of web-based surveys also dependent on the
number of contacts made to participants, participation rate
was monitored and follow ups emails were sent to
participants to ensure as many responses as possible
[24][21].The data collection process was anonymous.
Participants provided consent before moving to the next part
of the survey by reading the Informed Consent form. The
fom clearly stated that by completing the survey, they are
consenting to participate.
Both surveys were structured in a simple manner
and consisted of different types of questions including
multiple choice questions, five-point Likert scale questions
and free text boxes. Participants were provided with a brief
explanation of each section at the beginning of each section.
Section one of both surveys captured general
information about participants‟ demographics. Each of the
characteristics in the proposed model had a dedicated
section to it with a number of statements using a five point
likert scale to determine how strongly participants agree or
disagree with the statements. The scale ranged from one to
five and consisted of the following values: Strongly Agree,
Agree, Neutral, Disagree, and Strongly Disagree with a „5‟
representing the participant strongly agree with the
statement and a „1‟ representing the participant strongly
disagree with the statement. At the end of each section,
participants were given the option to write any comments
regarding each section should they wish to do so via a free
text box.
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IV.

SURVEY ANALYSIS

300 students and 105 lecturers from the public and
private tertiary institutions participated in the surveys. Table
I provides some statistics on the students‟ and lecturers‟
surveys participation.
TABLE I.

ONLINE SURVEY STATISTICS

Number of participants

Lecturers’
Survey
105

Students’
Survey
300

50%
50%

43%
57%

51%
49%

48%
52%

Gender
Male participants
Female participants
Types of Institutions
Public
Private
Age (Students)
16-25
26-35
36-45
46-50
51 and above
Age (Lecturers)
22-35
36-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
61 and Above
Fields of Study/Faculty
Agriculture
Art & Design
Business, Accounting & Finance
Engineering
Health
Information Technology and Systems
Law and Management
Science
Social Studies & Humanities
Tourism
Others
Qualifications
Foundation
Undergraduate Certificate
Undergraduate Diploma
Undergraduate Degree/Bachelor Degree
Postgraduate Diploma
Postgraduate Degree/Masters
PhD/Research
Others

97%
3%
18%
27%
41%
12%
2%
10%
16%
1%
1%
9%
27%
14%
18%
4%

7%
6%
6%
3%
10%
12%
6%
12%
23%
15%

5%
13%
67%
15%
-

3%
7%
22%
62%
4%
2%
-

SPSS software version 22.0 was used to analyse
the surveys‟ results. Exploratory factor analysis was used to
“explore the underlying dimensions of a construct” in order
to ensure a more consistent interpretation of data from the
original groupings in the proposed model [9]. To ensure the
appropriateness of factor analysis for this study, the KaiserMeyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) and the
Bartlett‟s test of sphericity which examines if variables are
related were used [13] [26]. KMO recommends a minimum
of 0.5 while the Bartlett‟s test of sphericity is significant
when p = .05 or smaller [19]. The KMO for statements
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related to Content Management and Support characteristics
are outlined in Table II. The KMO results met the minimum
standards required for both groups although Content
Management seemed to be a concept more familiar to
lecturers as compared to students. The Bartlett‟s tests were
significant for both characterisics and groups. Factor
analysis was therefore deemed appropriate for this study.
KMO AND BARTLETT‟S TEST

TABLE II.

Content Management

Support

Lecturers‟
Survey

Students‟
Survey

Lecturers‟
Survey

Students‟
Survey

.797

0.54

0.699

0.824

.000

.000

0.000

.000

KMO Measure of
Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of
Sig.
Sphericity

With these initial tests and findings, factor
extraction was then performed on both characteristics to
determine the smallest number of factors that can be used to
best represent the interrelationships among the set of
variables [19]. Kaiser‟s criterion where only factors with an
eigen value greater than 1.0 was then used to determined the
number of factors to be retained [19].
For Content Management for both the lecturer‟s
and the student‟s survey, there were 2 components with
eigenvalues greater than 1; these 2 components accounted
TABLE III.

for 57 % (lecturer‟s survey) and 62% (student‟s survey) of
the total variance of the data set. Similarly, for Support, 2
components accounted for 54 % (lecturer‟s survey) and
57% (student‟s survey) of the total variance of the data set.
To assist further in the analysis of these 2 characterisitcs,
Varimax rotation method, a widely used orthogonal method
which attempts to minimise the number of variables by
keeping the high loadings variables for each factor, was then
used to determine which factors loaded on each of the
dimensions [9][19].
With respect to Content Management, for the
lecturers‟ survey, the items that cluster on the same
components suggest that component 1 represented Content
Relevance and Responsibility while component 2
represented Content Representation. As for the students‟
survey, component 1 was very much related to that of the
lecturers‟ survey and was termed as Content Relevance and
Accessibility while component 2 was termed Content
Responsibility . Based on these results, Content
Management was reviewed to include Content Relevance,
Content Accessibility, Content Responsibility and Content
Representation as per Table III and Table IV.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT FACTOR LABELS - LECTURERS
Component

Statements from Lecturers’ Survey
Learning content should match the unit's aims
Learning content should match students‟ needs
Students can contribute to learning content creation (e.g. Students‟ portfolios,
presentations etc)
Only lecturers can create learning materials
Learning content should be reusable
TABLE IV.

1

Factor Labels

2

.764
.659

Content Relevance and
Responsibility

.645
.640
.908 Content Representation

CONTENT MANAGEMENT FACTOR LABELS - STUDENTS
Component

Statements from Students’ Survey
Learning content should be quick to search
Learning content should match students‟ needs
Only lecturers can create learning materials
Students can contribute to learning content creation (e.g. Students‟ portfolios,
presentations etc)
TABLE V.

2

.795
.778

Content Relevance and
Accessibility
.867 Content Responsibility
-.544

SUPPORT FACTOR LABELS - LECTURERS
Component

Statements from Lecturers’ Survey

Training to use the system is important
Effective and appropriate technology infrastructure is important
Ongoing IT Support is important (e.g. help, FAQs, Help desk)
Students should assist their peers
Ongoing feedback to students about their learning performances is important
Ongoing feedback from students about their learning experience is important
Lecturers should support students (e.g. students‟; encouragements, provision of
study materials, assessment and exams hints, use of different teaching styles)
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Factor Labels

1

1
.875
.833
.556

Factor Labels

2
Types of Support
.402
.734
.724

Stakeholder’s Support

.681
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TABLE VI.

SUPPORT FACTOR LABELS - STUDENTS

Ongoing IT Support is important (e.g. help, FAQs, Help desk)
Effective and appropriate technology infrastructure is important
Training to use the system is important
I should be able to provide feedback about my learning experience
Lecturers‟ support is important (e.g. through students‟ encouragements, provision
of study materials, assessment and exams hints, use of different teaching styles)
Peer assistance is important to me
Ongoing feedback from lecturers about my learning performance is important
TABLE VII.

Support

.818
.804
.600
.535

Types of Support

.445
.713

Stakeholders’ Support

.712
.668

SUMMARY OF FACTORS FOR CONTENT MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Results derived after
Students’ Survey
Analysis

Content Management

Factor Labels

Component
1
2

Statements from Students’ Survey

Content Relevance
Content Accessibility
Content Responsibility
Content Representation
Types of Support
Stakeholders‟ Support

Results derived after
Lecturers’ Survey
Analysis

Results derived after
Students’ and Lecturers’
Surveys Analysis
√

√
√
√
√
√

Figure 2. Revised Content Management and Support characteristics.

As for Support, for both surveys, factor loadings
after rotation showed clustering on component 1 to
represent the types of support expected and therefore
renamed as Type of Support. Component 2 for both surveys
converged towards the idea of who should be providing the
support and was renamed as Stakeholders‟ Support. Table V
and Table VI outline the factors for Support chactacterisitcs.
The revised Content Management and Support
Characteristics are shown in Fig 2. For Content
Management, the resulting factors Content Relevance and
Content Responsibility were derived from both the students‟
and lecturers‟ surveys while Content Accessibility and
Content Representation were factors derived from the
students‟ and lecturers‟ surveys respectively. The Support
characteristic consists of Types of Support and stakeholders‟
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Support resulting from analysis of both students‟ and
lecturers‟ survey. Table VII provides a summary of the
factors derived , clearly outlining factors common to both
surveys‟ analysis.
To examine the internal reliability of each
dimension, Cronbach alpha was calculated on the 2
dimensions resulting in alpha coefficients of 0.737 and
0.778 respectively indicating sufficient level of reliability.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that these two
dimensions namely Content Management and Support
represents different aspects of the 3.0 E-learning model.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Higher educational institutions are required to
understand the critical success factors affecting E-learning
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to be able to make the best use of the Internet. With
Semantic web technologies viewed as a promising
technology to meet E-learning requirements, the need for a
combined model capturing the CSFs of E-learning as well
as the main characteristics of the Semantic Web is deemed
necessary.
This study is significant because it proposed a
combined model representing the CSFs of E-learning with
the Semantic web, namely a 3.0 E-learning model. The
study identified four main characteristics within the
proposed 3.0 E-learning model and provided empirical
evidence and indicative support of the importance of two of
these characteristics namely Content Management and
Support. This study additionally provided a deeper analysis
of Content Management and Support characteristics via
exploratory factor analysis further regrouping the sub
characteristics of these two dimensions to provide a more
holistic view of what they represent within the model.
In terms of future directions, since the results of
this study are based on survey outcomes from Mauritian
Higher educational sector, they can be further assessed by
interviewing experts in E-learning within the Mauritian
higher educational sector. Future research should also aim to
generalise these results to consider other environments and
countries. Additionally, more characteristics and sub
characteristics can be added to the E-Learning and Semantic
Web Combined Model, as well as new groupings can be
made following further analysis.
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Abstract—In recent years, learning analytics has been attracting
attention. Learning analytics is the measurement, collection,
analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts
for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the
environments. Generally, its information are stored in Learning
Management System (LMS) and Course Management System
(CMS). However, LMS and CMS did not have the method to
measure the achievement of learning using lecture contents. This
paper proposes the methods to measure the achievement of
learning using lecture contents.
Keywords–Lecture Contents; Learning Analytics; Measurement
of Learning Achievement.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Recently, many educational institutions offer various mechanism for the educational advance using information communication technology (ICT). A massive open online course
(MOOC) [1][2][3] is a model for delivering learning content
online to any person who wants to take a course, without any
limitation on attendance. MOOC delivers not only text media
(syllabus, handout, etc.), but also sound contents and movie
contents. Coursera [4] is also the service provider to deliver
a lecture of a university as MOOC. Coursera is delivering
courses of more than 1000 by 120 universities and has more
than 13,000,000 participants. It’s learned using lecture contents
by open online course. Hori [5] shows the user is viewing
only one or two lecture contents by open online course. Hori
also shows 80 percent of user view and stopped half of
lecture contents and the average viewing hour is 30 minutes.
Generally, lecture contents is 90 minutes in Japan. Because
lecture contents are generated by recording real lecture. This
result shows it is difficult to secure time to view all of lecture
contents.
We developed the lecture contents viewing system using lecture contents metadata [6][7]. The system which we
developed has three functions, index function, unit/content
viewing function and playlist function. The index function can
view lecture contents from utterance time of indexing term
by using index metadata. The unit/content viewing function
can be played back selected unit and learning content of
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lecture content by using syllabus metadata generated from
the syllabus. The playlist function can view plural units and
learning contents continuously. This system provides various
mechanism of viewing lecture contents on learning. This
system provides the mechanism which the learner views the
lecture contents little by little and complete viewing with
several days. In recent years, learning analytics [8] has been
attracting attention. Learning analytics is the measurement,
collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and
their contexts for purposes of understanding and optimizing
learning and the environments. Its information stored Learning
Management System (LMS) [9] and Course Management
System (CMS) [10]. However, LMS and CMS did not have
the method to measure the achievement of learning using
lecture contents. And the system which we developed has
the mechanism to acquire viewing history of learners [11].
However, this system can not measure the achievement of
learning using lecture contents. This research proposes the
methods to measure the achievement of learning using lecture
contents.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes lecture contents viewing system using lecture contents metadata.
Section III describes method to measure the achievement of
learning using lecture contents. Section IV describes conclusion.
II.

L ECTURE C ONTENTS V IEWING S YSTEM U SING
L ECTURE C ONTENTS M ETADATA

This section describes lecture contents metadata and lecture
contents viewing system using lecture contents metadata.
A. Lecture Contents Metadata
The lecture contents and lecture contents metadata are
stored in the database. Its database is called lecture contents archives. Lecture contents metadata consist of general
information, index metadata and syllabus metadata. General
information are name of lecture contents, creation date of
lecture contents, etc. The index metadata is generated from
text data which is converted by teacher’s utterance in lecture
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<contents name=”JAD02”>
<index>
<term name=”Encoding”>
<time>00:04:39</time>
</term>
<term name=”Symbol”>
<time>00:07:32</time>
<time>00:14:12</time>
<time>00:46:08</time>
<time>01:07:29</time>
<time>01:07:54</time>
</term>
<term name=”Codeword”>
<time>00:08:03</time>
<time>00:12:11</time>
<time>00:46:08</time>
</term>
<term name=”Length of code”>
<time>00:10:23</time>
</term>
<term name=”Average code length”>
<time>00:10:37</time>
<time>00:25:46</time>
</term>
・
・
・
</index>
</contents>

Figure 1. The Index Metadata

<lecture title=”Fundamentals of Telecommunication Engineering”>
<unit id=”1”>
<unitstart”>00:00:00</unitstart>
<unitend”>00:31:45</unitend>
<unittitle”>Encoding of Information</unittitle>
<content id =”1”>
<contentstart>00:00:00</contentstart>
<contentend>00:06:41</contentend>
<contenttitle>Information Transimission</contenttitle>
</content>
<content id =”2”>
<contentstart>00:06:41</contentstart>
<contentend>00:09:57</contentend>
<contenttitle>Symbol and Code</contenttitle>
</content>
…
</unit>
<unit id=”2”>
<unitstart”>00:31:45</unitstart>
<unitend”>00:50:08</unitend>
<unittitle”>Information Content</unittitle>
…
</unit>
…
</lecture>

Figure 2. The Syllabus Metadata

contents using a voice recognition technology. Figure. 1 shows
index metadata. In index metadata, the information of lecture
contents describes contents tags, indexing term describes term
tags and utterance time of indexing term describes time
tags. According to Figure. 1, indexing term “Codeword” is
uttered 00:08:03, 00:12:11 and 00:46:08 in the lecture content
(JAD02).Using index metadata, the contents created by this
system don’t need the play back from the beginning but from
the midstream.The syllabus metadata is generated from the
syllabus. Figure. 2 shows the syllabus metadata. Figure. 2
shows the lecture contents (JAD02) consists of various units
and learning contents. This unit consists of Encoding of
Information
and
Information Content . This learning
content (Encoding of Information) consists of Information
Transmission and Symbol and Code . The lecture contents
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Figure 3. Result Window of index function

<smil>
<head>
<layout>
<region id=”1” width=”480” height=”320”fit=”fill”/>
</layout>
</head>
<body>
<par>
<video src=”JAD01.rm” region=”movie1”clip-begin= 3008s” />
<textstream src=”JAD01.rt” region=”text1” clip-begin= 3008s”>
</par> </body>
</smil>

Figure 4. SMIL generated by indexing function

can be played back selected units and learning contents by
using syllabus metadata.
B. Lecture Contents Viewing System Using Lecture Contents
Metadata
The lecture contents viewing system has three functions,
indexing function, unit/content viewing function and playlist
function.
1) Indexing Function: The indexing function has three
retrieval methods, (a) Input indexing term to input form,
(b) Select indexing term from initial letter of indexing term,
(c) Select indexing term from indexing list for each lecture.
Figure. 3 shows the result window. In indexing function, the
lecture contents can be played back the midstream uttered
indexing term. This function uses Synchronized Multimedia
Integration Language (SMIL) [12]. Using SMIL, the lecture
contents created by this system can play back from the
scene of indexing term. Figure. 4 shows SMIL file generated
by indexing function. The lecture contents (JAD01) uttered
indexing term Entropy is played back from 3008 seconds.
2) Unit/Learning Content Viewing Function: The
unit/learning content viewing function can be played
back selected unit and learning content of lecture content
by using syllabus metadata. This function also uses SMIL.
Figure. 5 shows SMIL file generated by this function. Its
shows the lecture contents (JAD02) is played back unit of
information content from 1905 seconds to 3008 seconds.
These information are based on syllabus metadata, which
the authors defined in this research. Figure. 6 shows lecture
content using SMIL file.
3) Playlist Function: The playlist function can view plural
units and learning contents continuously. Using SMIL, the
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TABLE I. Obtained Viewing History of Lecture Contents
No.

Starting Time

Ending Time

Playback
Start Position

Playback
Ending Position

Playback Time

1

1/16/2015
10:28:00

1/16/2015
10:31:16

0:06:41

0:09:57

196 seconds

2

1/16/2015
10:31:16

1/16/2015
10:39:31

0:31:45

0:40:00

495 seconds

3

1/16/2015
10:39:31

1/16/2015
10:46:12

0:00:00

0:06:41

401 seconds

4

1/16/2015
10:46:12

1/16/2015
10:49:28

0:06:41

0:09:57

196 seconds

5

1/16/2015
10:49:28

1/16/2015
10:59:38

0:40:00

0:50:08

608 seconds

<smil>
<head>
<layout>
<region id=”1” width=”480” height=”320”fit=”fill”/>
</layout>
</head>
<body>
<video clip-begin=”1905s”clip-end=”3008s” src=”JAD02.rm”
title=”Information Content”region=”1”/>
</body>
</smil>

Figure 5. SMIL generated by unit/learning content function

<smil>
<head>
<layout>
<region id=”1” width=”480” height=”320”fit=”fill”/>
</layout>
</head>
<body>
<seq>
<video clip-begin= 3008s clip-end= 4267s
src= JAD02.rm title= Entropy region= 1”/>
<video clip-begin= 401s clip-end= 597s
src= JAD02.rm title= Length of code region= 1”/>
</body>
</smil>

Figure 7. SMIL generated by playlist function

method to measure the achievement of all students. These are
measured based on data which the function to acquire viewing
history of learners creates.
A. The Method to Measure the Achievement of each Student

Figure 6. Played Lecture Contents

lecture contents created by this system can play back plural
units and learning contents continuously. Figure. 7 shows
SMIL file generated by playlist function. According to Figure.
7, the lecture contents (JAD02) is played back from 3008
seconds (00:50:08) to 4267 seconds (01:11:07) and from 401
seconds (00:06:41) to 597 seconds (00:09:57) continuously.
The playlist function can play not only the same lecture
contents but also different lecture contents continuously.
III.

T HE M ETHODS TO M EASURE THE ACHIEVEMENT OF
L EARNING U SING L ECTURE C ONTENTS

We developed the function to acquire viewing history of
learners [11]. This sectoin proposes the two kinds of method to
measure the achievement of learning using lecture contents. It’s
the method to measure the achievement of each student and the
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A function which acquires viewing history consists of
indexing history acquisition function and viewing time acquisition function. The indexing history acquisition function
acquires a total number of views using indexing function.
TABLE.I shows viewing history obtained by the viewing
time acquisition function. This is a viewing history of lecture
content (JAD02) by a certain learner. No.1 of Table.1 means
that the learner views lecture content (JAD02) from January 16,
2015 10:28:00 to January 16, 2015 10:31:16. Also, it means
that lecture content (JAD02) is playback from 00:06:41 to
00:09:57. Therefore, the learner views lecture content (JAD02)
for 196 minutes from 00:06:41 to 00:09:57. As shown in
the syllabus metadata of Figure. 2, lecture content (JAD02)
is played back about Symbol and Code from 00:06:41
to 00:09:57. Therefore, it means the learner views Symbol
and Code of lecture content (JAD02). Figure. 8 presents
the measurement obtained by this method. This is measured
based on data which the function to acquire viewing history of
learners creates. Figure. 8 shows that Student X is viewing all
contents of No.1, 80% of contents of No.2. However, student
X is viewing only 30% of contents of No.5.
B. The Method to Measure the Achievement of all Students
Section III.A describes the method to measure the achievement of each student. It is important that a teacher sees the
measurement on each all students, and a teacher correspond
appropriately to it. And it is also important to grasp the
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achievement of all students．This is also measured based on
data which the function to acquire viewing history of learners
creates. Figure. 9 is indicated the measurement obtained by
this method. Figure. 9 shows student A is viewing 75% of
contents of No1, student B is viewing all contents of No.1. And
student C is viewing only 15% of contents of No.1. Figure. 10
shows proportion of each viewing rating. Figure. 10 shows the
students who view 100% of contents of No.1 are 45 students,
the students who view more than 60% of contents are 112
students.
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This paper proposed the two kinds of method to measure
the achievement of learning using lecture contents, The method
to measure the achievement of each student and the method
to measure the achievement of all students. We are conducting
an experiment to confirm the effectiveness of this method in
Kagawa university.
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Abstract—It is an urgent task for the education institutes to use
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) devices effectively. The education institutes not only introduce ICT devices,
but also it is necessary to evaluate the effect of the introduced
ICT devices. This paper proposes ICT Operational Model and
ICT Operational Pattern which express teacher’s operation in
a lecture. This paper describes the outline of ICT Operational
Model and ICT Operational Pattern. ICT Operational Model and
ICT Operational Pattern can be used as the valuable information
to evaluate the effect of the introduced ICT devices.
Index Terms—ICT Operational Model; ICT Operational Pattern; ICT device

I. I NTRODUCTION
Kagawa University developed the Kagawa University type
IT desk system (TDS) to support the effective enforcement
of the class using ICT devices installed in the classroom
in Kagawa University[1]. TDS can operate the ICT devices
which were installed in the classroom by using the ICT device
control system on the same interface. Figure 1 shows the TDS.
Various kinds of ICT devices are stored in the TDS. Figure
2 shows the interface of the ICT device control system. The
system is operated by iPad. All the ICT device operations are
conducted through ICT device control system from iPad, and
all operation logs are stored in the ICT device control system.
Table 1 shows ICT devices installed in the TDS. TDS has been
used in ten classrooms of Kagawa University. ICT devices play
an important role in institutes, and therefore the effect of the
introduced systems needs to be evaluated to keep or improve
the performance of the institutes within the limited budgets
and time. For example, many educational institutes including
universities have introduced ICT devices to support effective
on-site/remote teaching using multimedia contents, and some
of them were evaluated by using limited methods such as
questionnaire survey. TDSs which consist of various kinds of
ICT devices have been developed and installed in classrooms,
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Figure 1. The TDS

but their effect has not been evaluated so far, and also there
are no valid methods to evaluate the effect systematically.
In this paper, we created ICT Operational Model from the
operation logs of the TDS using Operational Profile[1], [2]
and ICT Operational Pattern from ICT Operational Model.
The Operational Profile that we used is the Extended
Operational Profile[3]. Extended Operational Profile gave the
sojourn times and the sojourn counts to the Operational Profile
that is one of the modeling techniques of software and the information system. Sojourn times is using total times(minutes).
Sojourn counts is total nunber of using.
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Figure 3. The Operational Log in the ICT Device Control System
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Figure 2. Screen Image of the Interface of TDS
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TABLE I. STORED ICT DEVICES IN TDS
Category
Display device

Camera Device
Imaging device

Sound Device

Contents Showing Device

Etc

Device Name
Screen
Projector
Large Display
Electronic White Board
Network Camera
Matrix Switcher
Digital RGB Distributor
ICT Control System
Speaker
Powered Mixer
Hand Microphone
Tiepin Microphone
2ch Receiver
Blu-ray
Visualizer
Personal Computer(PC)
Lecture Recording System
Video Conference system

This paper describes the outline of ICT Operational Model
and ICT Operational Pattern. ICT Operational Model and
ICT Operational Pattern suggest not only the certain effect to
measure ICT-based teaching and plan for construction of ICT
devices but also construction of learning program and learning
environment using ICT devices. Besides, this result contributes
to the curriculum design which utilized the ICT devices in the
class and the development of the learning environment design.
II. ICT O PERATIONAL M ODEL AND ICT O PERATIONAL
PATTERN
In this section, we describes ICT Operational Model and
ICT Operational Pattern. Operational profile is the model
which added users operate probability to finite state machine
[1], [2]. For that reason, operational profile express functions
that are used for a long time at once as ”the function which is
not often used”. It is It was the problem so far. Fukutake [4]
proposed new Operational Profiles (Extended Operational Profiles) which include users sojourn times and sojourn counts in
addition to users operate probability. ICT Operational Model
is expressed based on Extended Operational Profiles proposed
by Fukutake. ICT device installed in TDS is controlled by
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30%

30%

Visualizer
[3, 43]

40%

30%

Blu-ray
[14, 35]

Figure 4. Extended Operational Profiles
TABLE II. THE KINDS OF OPERATION ORDER
Operation order
%1PWAL
%1NAL
%1AUST
%1BD
%1LR

Content
Turn on the projector
Switch the out put image
Switch the out put audio
Control the Blu-ray
Control the Lecture Conference System

the ICT device control system. Figure 3 shows the operational
log in the ICT device control system. The ICT device control
system works with the Web container, Tomcat. The parts below
”start to send command” in Figure 3 show the operation order
of the ICT device control system. Table 2 shows the kinds of
operation order. Figure 4 shows a example of ICT Operational
Model. It transits from Initial State to 「Own PC (RGB)」 with
a probability of 100%. It transits from 「Own PC (RGB)」
to 「Visualizer」 with a probability of 30%. It transits from
「Own PC (RGB)」 to 「Blu-ray」 with a probability of 30%.
It transits from 「Own PC (RGB)」 to 「Own PC (HDMI) 」
with a probability of 40%. 「Own PC (RGB)」 was visited
seven times, and was stayed for the total of 50 minutes. ICT
Operational Pattern is created from ICT Operational Model.
ICT Operational Pattern indicates operational sequence, and
ICT Operational Model and Pattern are created by hand.
III. C REATION OF ICT O PERATIONAL M ODEL AND ICT
O PERATIONAL PATTERN
In this section, we describes creation of ICT Operational
Model and ICT Operational Pattern. ICT Operational Model
was constructed from April 8, 2015 to April 30, 2015 in
school of nursing 303 classroom in the faculty of Medicine.
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4%
Blu-ray
Player
[4 times,
30 minutes

7%
10%
Video
Conference
[17 times,
69 minutes]

7%
17%

Own PC
(HDMI)

Own PC
(RGB)

13%

[11 times,
414 minutes]

25%

82%

33%

17%

57%

[50 times,
1946 minutes]

50%

Visualizer 10%
[4 times,
56 minutes]

33% 25%
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Figure 5. ICT Operational Model at the Nursing, 303 Classroom
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TABLE III. ICT OPERATIONAL PATTERN AT THE NURSING, 303 CLASSROOM

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Count
of operation
17
3
1
1

5th

1

6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

1
1
1
1
1

number

ICT Operational Pattern
Own PC (RGB)
Own PC (RGB) → Own PC (HDMI) → Own PC (RGB)
Own PC (HDMI) → Own PC (RGB)
Own PC (RGB) → Own PC (HDMI)
Video Conference → Own PC (RGB) → Video Conference → Own PC (RGB) → Visualizer
→ Own PC (RGB) → Visualizer → Own PC (RGB) → Visualizer
Blu-ray
Own PC (HDMI)
Own PC (RGB) → Video Conference → Visualizer → Video Conference → Own PC (HDMI)
Video Conference
Own PC (RGB) → Video Conference

་Ꮫ㒊

Figure 5 shows constructed ICT Operational Model. ICT
Operational Model was generated from the operational logs of
TDS. Twenty-eight classes used TDS in the school of nursing
303 classroom in the faculty of Medicine, and the time of all
classes were 2516 minutes. It transits from 「Initial State」 to
State 「Own PC (RGB)」 with a probability of 82%, State
「Own PC (HDMI)」 with a probability of 7% and, State
「Video Conference」 with a probability of 7%, State 「Bluray」 with a probability of 4%. It remains at State 「Own PC
(RGB)」 fifty times for 1946 minutes. Own PC is used in the
class of the 89% together with 「Own PC (RGB)」 and 「Own
PC (HDMI)」from 「Initial State」. Most of the classes did
not use other ICT devices and finished the class using only
「Own PC」.
ICT Operational Patterns are created from ICT Operational
Model by hand. We extracted a data of ICT device operations
per lecture from ICT Operational Model. Table 3 shows the
created ICT Operational Patterns. Ten patterns were generated
from ICT Operational Model nursing 303 classroom. Using
Only 「Own PC (RGB)」 is the most frequent pattern. It
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was used seventeen times. ICT Operational Model shows the
tendency and sequence of teachers’ ICT device operation. It
indicates the certain effect to measure ICT based teaching.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes ICT Operational Model and ICT Operational Pattern which express teacher’s operation in a lecture.
This paper describes the outline of ICT Operational Model and
ICT Operational Pattern. ICT Operational Model is the model
which shows teachers’ ICT device operation during lectures.
ICT Operational Model uses Extended Operational Profiles
which include users’ sojourn times and sojourn counts in
addition to operational profiles. Also, this paper showed the
construction of ICT Operational Model from the operational
logs of TDS. ICT Operational Model and ICT Operational
Pattern suggest not only the certain effect to measure ICTbased teaching and plan for construction of ICT devices but
also construction of learning program and learning environment using ICT devices. ICT Operational Model and ICT
Operational Pattern show the evaluation methods of software
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and information system. This research also can be applied to
other software and information systems, as well as information
systems for education. Now, we are developing the function
which automatically creates ICT operational model and pattern
from operational logs by using the result of this study.
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Abstract— Web 2.0 applications, in the form of social
networking sites, are increasingly being repurposed as
academic tools in higher education institutions. In this
context, social networking sites are used to support a
number of key academic functions including the sharing of
ideas between students and academic staff, the forming of
dedicated study groups, the exchange of links and other
academic objects and self-publication. While these tools are
readily being adopted in mainstream Western contexts, little
is currently known regarding whether – and how – social
networking sites are used in other geo-cultural regions. This
study sought to redress this research gap by investigating
how often and in what ways Saudi Arabian students use
social networking for learning purposes as well as how they
perceive these instruments as educational instruments. The
study was based on the analysis of results derived from focus
group discussions with university students at four Saudi
Arabian universities. The research found that Saudi
Arabian students are aware of, and welcome, social
networking sites and are starting to use them for academic
purposes in the same way that university students do in
more mainstream contexts. However, it is evident that, in
Saudi Arabia, the utilization of these sites for teaching and
learning purposes is not yet widespread, nor is it
particularly sophisticated in terms of user knowledge of a
range of social networking sites and their application to
higher education. The study concluded that, due to students’
enthusiastic reception of these sites, Saudi Arabia is wellplaced to adopt them in a considered and organized manner,
looking to global best practice usage. This study is part of a
wider research project and the outcomes will be used as the
basis of an in-depth survey which will be published in future
research.

communities defined by common interests and purposes.
Whilst initially intended for social and leisure usages,
these applications have penetrated a number of sectors
such as business, healthcare and government, changing
the landscape of human communication and interaction
[2]. One sector that has particularly benefitted from the
advantages offered by social networking sites is higher
education where these applications have been put to use
for educational purposes such as the establishment of
academic groupings or networks, the dissemination of
materials, the sharing of ideas and resources, and
engagement with group-based collaborative projects [3].
World-wide, there has been a shift from informal and
incidental usages of social media in education by students
themselves to more purposeful and intentional
incorporation of social networking into university
courses, often at faculty-wide level. However, much of
the research into the use of social networking in higher
education has occurred within mainstream, Western
contexts and little is known about how social networking
is regarded and employed as an educational tool in nonmainstream contexts which may differ markedly in terms
of pedagogical understandings, technological resources
and cultural backgrounds. Saudi Arabia is one such nonmainstream context, and therefore does not offer a clear
picture of how social networking is used and perceived as
a pedagogical instrument. The aim of this study was to
analyse data obtained from student focus groups in an
attempt to determine their attitudes to and perceptions of
the use of social networking for educational purposes.
In order to contribute to the body of knowledge about
the use of social networking sites in the higher education
sector in Saudi Arabia, this research addressed two main
questions:

Keywords; Web2.0; Social Network; Education; Saudi
Arabia.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Social networking sites, such as Facebook and
Twitter, have developed under the umbrella of the
interactive and collaborative platform known as Web
2.0[1]. Such applications offer users the opportunity to
dynamically create and share self-generated content in
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In what ways do Saudi Arabian students use social
networking in learning activities?
What are students’ attitudes to and perceptions of
social networking for educational purposes?
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The paper is structured into six sections: section I
introduces the key themes aims and objectives of the
paper, followed by Section II which describes how social
networking has been used in higher education settings as
both an informal and formal learning tool. Section III
surveys the sparse literature on social networking in
universities in Saudi Arabia while Section IV discusses the
focus group as a research methodology as well as explains
the approach used in this study. Section V reports the
findings arising from the focus group sessions and Section
VI extrapolates the key discussion points from the
findings. Finally, the paper concludes by reiterating the
main themes that have emerged from the research.
II.

SOCIAL NETWORKING IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Higher education is considered to be a natural arena
for the adoption of social networking technologies for two
main reasons: firstly, the vast uptake of social networking
by “Digital Natives” [4], or a post-1980 cohort born into a
networked society, and secondly, the suitability of
interactive technologies to serve the purposes of higher
education where creating, sharing and disseminating ideas
in academic communities is of primary importance.
University students as a demographic tend to be
technologically aware, bringing with them to university
their established networking usages, habits and practices,
as well as the capability to acquire new ones. Indeed, it is
claimed that social networking is as “natural to education
as the commute, the computer and everything else which
students bring” [5].
Since the advent of social networking, an increasing
number of studies have explored the intention to use, the
rates and sectors related to usage, and the purposes and
effects of usage of such sites by university students so as
to learn more about how they communicate and interact
by means of modern collaborative technologies [6]- [9].
In examining the purported purposes of social
networking usage by university students, studies reveal
that, apart from social and leisure uses, respondents use
these tools for contacting peers and “talking about”
academic work [6]-[9]. According to Selwyn [10], social
networking is used by students as a means of discussing
learning experiences, exchanging factual information with
peers, and seeking moral support. Furthermore, there is a
shift towards the formal incorporation of social
networking sites by universities themselves, rather than
simply leaving students to their own independent usages.
A number of studies Saxena and Majumdar [11], Cuesta,
et al. [12], Lahiri and Moseley [13], El Bialy and Jalali
[14] attest to social networking as a formal method of
student-student interaction and collaboration, studentinstructor engagement, contribution and discussion of
ideas, clarification of concepts, information posting (e.g.,
announcing assignments or events), information and
resource-sharing (articles, course notes, video clips, links
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to
webpages
or
blogs,
photos)
and
selfreflection/publication [11]- [13], [15].
Research into the use of Facebook as an official
educational tool, for example, confirms its powerful
ability to create groupings or communities of users, acting
as a dedicated shared space for the interactions of targeted
students, often with university instructors or tutors as
participatory or mediating interlocutors [11]-[13], [15][21]. While not as prolific as studies on Facebook within
the higher education setting, research on Twitter confirms
its serviceability as a convenient and cost-effective
conduit for tapping into internal and external scholarly
networks, allowing for immediate information sharing
and updating [22]-[34]. Similarly, resource-sharing sites
have been heralded for their relevance to higher education
tasks, especially the use of social bookmarking sites as a
means of annotating, categorising, exchanging and storing
online documentary resources within the context of
groups united by common academic pursuits [35]-[41].
Scholarly attention has likewise been paid to contentcreation tools as learning accessories, such as blogging
[42]-[47] and wikis [48]-[51]. In particular, studies of
blogging and wikis as communication tools in tertiary
settings emphasise their ability to enhance critical
thinking, to develop a student “voice”, as well as to
facilitate collaborative group processes [52]-[58].
III.

SOCIAL NETWORKING IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION
SECTOR IN SAUDI ARABIA

While there is evidence that Saudi Arabian
universities are making some use of social networking
platforms, their usage appears to be largely restricted to
communicative functions rather than educational
engagement. University websites incorporate Facebook,
Twitter and other Web 2.0 tools but only as a means of
recruiting, informing and updating students and their
parents [59], Ahmad, et al. [60] However, little published
research is available to support enquiry into how Saudi
college students perceive and make use of social
networking as a learning tool and whether any usage is
self-directed or a faculty directive [61].
Of the handful of studies that do exist, many focus on
“e-learning” or distance learning technologies and classic
Learning Management System [62] tools as opposed to
more contemporary collaborative Web 2.0 instruments
[59], [63]- [67]. Moreover, many of the more recent
studies do not clarify the intended purposes of the
applications.
For example, a recent study at the
University of Dammam found that respondents use the
Internet accompanied by Facebook, Twitter and YouTube
to support their studies without differentiating between
students’ independent, informal usage and the more
formal university-driven incorporation of social
networking sites in higher education [68]. In addition,
while a study by Alwagait, et al. [69] explicitly references
Twitter and Facebook usage by Saudi Arabian university
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students and suggests that using these sites does not
adversely impact on GPA, it also does not clearly specify
what these networking sites were being used for or
whether indeed they were used for educational purposes
at all. Generally, then, current research tells us little about
whether and how social networking is actually used by
students in university settings in Saudi Arabia.
In terms of barriers to uptake, Almalki [67] suggested
that the main impediments to the penetration of social
networking in universities in Saudi Arabia are the poor
quality of internet connections in the country, and trust
issues related to intellectual property and privacy.
Another study concluded that the lack of wireless internet,
poor maintenance of technology tools and the need for
user training were the main barriers preventing the
adoption of this technology by tertiary institutions [68].
Other obstacles cited by researchers are the lack of Arabic
interfaces in social networking platforms, lack of Arabic
user support documents and lack of online Arab content,
as well as resistance to uptake due to traditional face-toface, storytelling-focused and rote-based learning styles
which are valued in this society [61], [70], [71]. Sultan, et
al. [70] analysed a number of key cultural issues
associated with the use of contemporary technologies for
teaching and learning purposes in Saudi Arabia: one
important question is how the deeply entrenched practice
of “wasta” which is a personal influence through social
connections, might fare when democratized digital forms
of learning are used [70]. Another consideration is how
well digital learning mechanisms align with typical Arab
characteristics such as extreme politeness conventions and
the avoidance of making critical comments to and about
others. Moreover, Sultan, et al. [70] raise the question of
how to equip Arab learners with global digital
competencies such as the ability to filter content and
make judgements about quality and trustworthiness of
information within an education system that favours
memorization and traditional examination success as
measures of successful pedagogy. This is compounded by
the dearth of Arabic open access content and the limited
English possessed by Saudi citizens, making participation
in an information culture extremely challenging. Against
this background, this study aims to gauge current usage of
social networking for educational purposes by Saudi
Arabian students, as well as their attitudes to and
perceptions of these sites.
IV.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Focus groups have been in use for several decades in
various fields such as healthcare, marketing and numerous
academic sub-disciplines within the social sciences. This
is a qualitative method of collecting and analysing data,
and is distinct in methodology from other qualitative
techniques such as interviews and surveys [72]. Primarily,
focus groups are intended to elicit data regarding the
personal experiences and insights of individual members
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of the group in a relaxed and interactive environment.
Each member of the focus group is encouraged to engage
and converse with the moderator and other respondents
[73].
In a typical focus group, the researcher facilitates the
discussion rather than conducting individual interviews.
Usually, a group will consist of five to twelve
participants, and it is limited to this small number of
participants to allow each participant to express an
opinion about each question or statement, while providing
the opportunity to agree or disagree with the opinions
expressed by others in the group. Typically, the chosen
participants are members of a particular group of interest
to the research, and they are available. In this way, a focus
group can help to indicate whether there is general
agreement or consensus regarding a particular viewpoint.
For this study, university students were selected because
the research examines whether social networking should
be incorporated into the university’s educational regimen.
The usual procedure is to record the discussion and
transcribe it. It is also important for the facilitator to
ensure that everyone in the group has a chance to share
his/her ideas and that any of the more assertive group
members do not dominate the discussion [74].
Based on the guidelines mentioned above for using a
focus group, four focus groups were conducted with
Saudi Arabian university students who would be the
target sample for the investigation into social networking
at university. These four focus groups constituted the
pilot study conducted prior to the subsequent more indepth survey of students designed to provide a
quantitative analysis of the different views and attitudes
of the students. The findings from the focus group
provided the basis for survey questionnaire.
The students were recruited by inviting interested
students to participate on the grounds that they were
social media users who actively used Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter, or other popular social media platforms.
Each group comprised 7 to 10 students, with a gender
balance so as to provide a representative sample of the
student body at universities. The focus group discussions
were conducted by the researcher in one of the lecture
rooms on campus and the opinions and responses were
recorded and transcribed. The universities were selected
based on their classification as government or private
universities, as well as their high ranking within the
country [75].
TABLE I.

FOCUS GROUPS

Male

Female

Total

University A

8

-

8

University B

5

3

8

University C

5

4

9

University D

6

4

10
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The focus group discussions covered several areas,
namely, usage of social networking, purposes of usage,
benefits of social networking, how best to incorporate
social networking into the Saudi Arabian higher education
sector, as well as the barriers to and drivers of social
networking specific to Saudi Arabia. This study addressed
only the student attitudes to and perceptions of social
networking as an educational tool.
V.

FINDINGS

The research found that the student participants in the
focus groups actively used social media, especially
Facebook and Twitter, and were very receptive to having
it incorporated into the Saudi educational system. They
felt that social media provided them with many benefits
for both university work and entertainment, including
using it to obtain information and communicating with
other students as well as watching videos on their
smartphones. They expressed a preference for professors
providing them with course information online.
The students indicated that they frequently used
different social media platforms, especially Facebook and
Twitter. They used it for both work and in their social
life, for entertainment, watching videos and
communicating with other individuals. Students cited a
number of benefits, including being able to do things such
as finding information online more easily and quickly.
Several mentioned using it for learning - looking up
words or finding interesting articles. Another perceived
advantage was that it allowed students to work from
home, which saved them time commuting,
Some students were able to create groups to enhance
their learning, sharing links to specific information and
sharing this information with each other, which saved
time as they did not have to do these tasks independently.
For instance, one male student commented:
“We used it for both (work,
entertainment, or learning).
For
example… (we used) video clips…on
YouTube to learn more about a
subject.” (UniCM1)
Another male student observed:
“We use it for learning about different
things. Sometimes people share useful
links that I save in my favorites for
future used…The young men have
formed a group and forums for
intercommunication. They explain to
one another and send messages through
the sites.” (UniCM2)
Several students pointed out that social networking
platforms enabled them to receive feedback and guidance
from others. Commenting on these advantages, one male
student stated:
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“I have used SNS in one of the projects
that I was working on…We used SNS to
get feedback and the perception of
people about our project, mostly after
we have started the development and
the operation stage…We viewed the
feedback that we received from the
people
for
the
service
we
organized…and try to improve our
service based on the feedback…until
our project received high satisfaction
from the users…So (SNS) was a quick
point for communication with the
people.” (UniCM3)
Some of the students indicated that they were able to
learn more from each other in a time-efficient manner by
posting questions and then obtaining answers from other
students. Furthermore, this helped them because they
were able to acquire more knowledge and insights from
others. As one male student commented:
“We made an account on Facebook.
Some Wikipedia issues were raised.
Always the students and doctors were
communicating with each other whether
for homework or any other thing related
to the subject.” (UniDM1)
Another male student observed:
“It was very nice (to use the SNS). If I
have any question, I write it on
Facebook. Next morning, I find the
answer…Another student gives the
answer. It was very beneficial.”
(UniDM2)
A third respondent pointed out that he was
able to obtain information from other students if
he was not able to attend lectures; moreover, he
could receive input from lecturers in regard to
study materials. As he commented:
“I have obtained considerable benefits
in entertainment and work, both. For
instance, with respect to Whatsapp, if I
could not go to the university, I would
ask my groups on Whatsapp about what
we had covered…Or take Twitter. If the
lecturer would like a emphasize a
certain point or request consulting
references for a particular subject, he
would say, for example, review that
subject. It would be discussed further.”
(UniAM1)
Another student simply observed:
“I use social networking sites, including
Whatsapp and Twitter for both work
and entertainment…as my colleague
has maintained. In the case of absence,
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you may inquire about the subjects
taught.” (UniAM2)
A third echoed a similar experience in the following
comment:
“As for social networking sites, I use
Twitter, Snapchat, and Whatsapp.
Whatsapp is, of course, for work and
communication with friends if there was
a lesson that I missed do to my
absence…(And)
lecturers
do
communicate with us. If a lecturer was
absent for any reason he would inform
us.” (UniAM3)
Still other students pointed to the advantages of using
social media for distance learning. It helped them with
research project designs and provided them with answers
to any problems they encountered along the way. It also
enabled them to work at home which was very convenient
and saved them time. As one male student commented:
“My program was distance learning…I
used it in making questionnaires and
obtaining answers (from Google). I
followed Twitter summaries and cues.”
(UniBM3)
A female student concurred:
“It allows you to work from your house.
I used Instagram for work for certain
periods. It was extremely marvelous
and beneficial. (UniBF2)
Another male student stated:
“If I would (use it) to search about any
information or face a problem in using
my mobile, I normally find the answer
in the program, mainly in Twitter for
solving the problems or obtaining other
information.” (UniBM1)
“In terms of the learning, it is
beneficial. I use it for several things,
(such as) for finding words and other
things I feel are interesting.” (UniDM3)
“We were a group. We agreed to
prepare the graduation dissertation. All
of our communications were maintained
using Facebook.” (UniBF3)
Some students also stated that they found it helpful to
transfer written materials into electronic documents which
could be shared, while hard copies documents could not
be disseminated as efficiently. As one male student
explained:
“The first thing to do is transfer the
educational subjects into electronic,
and then we introduced the social
networking sites. It is not easy to
introduce social networking sites when
the learning is still paper-based.”
(UniBM1)
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In some cases, the students were able to use social
media for posting and promoting programs they had
developed, such as video clips. As another male student
explained:
“We were making films for the
university…We planned to form a
website onto which we downloaded
educational video clips that we
designed” (UniBM2)
Another advantage of the social media mentioned by
many students was its speed, enabling them to do
whatever they wanted to do very quickly. For instance,
two male students offered these comments:
“As I work in the media, the most
convenient use and most easy method
for obtaining information and news is to
access Twitter.
It is very fast.”
(UniBM2)
“We can do things easily and faster
anywhere.” (UniDM3)
Similarly, the female students who participated in the
focus groups used the social networking sites for both
leisure and learning, though the female students stressed
the use of social networking for entertainment and did not
participate as much in the general conversation. As some
of the female students commented:
“I mostly use it as a form of
entertainment” (UniCF2).
The student was referring to Instagram, Twitter, and
Facebook, wikis, and blogs.
“We have used Twitter and Instagram.
The objective varies from person to
another. Sometimes (it is) for leisure
and some time to learn new things. (It)
depends on the individual’s interests.”
(UniCF1).
VI.

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

As this research shows, the students in the focus group
had had some favourable experiences with using major
social networking sites for studying and learning
purposes, most notably Facebook, Twitter, and
WhatsApp. They especially liked the fact that these could
be used quickly and easily as a means of keeping them
connected with others. In general, in relation to their
tertiary studies, the respondents used social networking
sites for searching out and obtaining required academic
information, connecting with others and forming study
groups, learning about topics from video clips, and
problem-solving by posting questions and receiving
answers from other users. There was also some evidence
of lecturers using social networking sites to post materials
and to keep in contact with students, usually due to
lecturer or student absence. The respondents also
commented on the convenience of being able to use social
networking sites from home. This positive orientation to
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using social networking as an educational tool suggests
that, despite the barriers to uptake particular to Saudi
Arabia, there is a high level of student acceptance of
social media as an educational instrument and a desire to
use it to facilitate the learning experience.
However, while the research reveals an enthusiasm for
and a desire to use social networking for educational
reasons, there is also evidence that most students
independently use social media for personal reasons.
While there is some suggestion that instructors engage
with students via social networking platforms, it seems
that there is limited formal inclusion of social networking
sites in Saudi Arabian universities as a planned
pedagogical aid. Hence, Saudi Arabia has not yet fully
harnessed the benefits of social networking sites for
teaching and learning purposes in higher education, with
current usages being relatively unsophisticated and at an
individual level of endeavor. It is also evident that Saudi
Arabian students use a relatively narrow range of social
networking sites, namely, Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp,
Snapchat and Instagram. Other applications which are
advantageous to higher education, such as wikis, blogs
and social bookmarking, were not mentioned by any of
the respondents.
The significance of this study is that it indicates that
there is great scope for Saudi Arabia to look to worldwide trends and developments so as to more formally
incorporate social networking into its teaching and
learning activities at a broader faculty or university-wide
level using a range of interactive Web 2.0 tools.
This study had several limitations, namely, the small
sample size as well as the restricted participation of
females who were reluctant to share their views despite
the best efforts of the researcher, in comparison to males.
This can be attributed to cultural values in a
predominantly patriarchal society. A further limitation
was the limited knowledge of the participants who were
unfamiliar with sophisticated usage of social networking
as it applies to formal education. Moreover, the
respondents had a limited awareness of the wide range of
available social networking applications. Lastly, this
study covers only a part of the focus group data as the rest
of the data will be presented and discussed in future
research.
VII. CONCLUSION
Social networking sites have a natural affinity with
higher education due to their interactive and collaborative
capacities. Universities world-wide have begun to
actively tap into the potential of these sites as pedagogical
tools in order to capture the interest and attention of
millennium students. While there remain some barriers to
the widespread uptake of this technology, Saudi Arabian
universities are ideally positioned to harness the benefits
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of social networking sites in education due to the wide
acceptance of these applications by students. Whilst usage
is currently relatively incidental and unsophisticated,
there is vast potential for Saudi Arabia to reap the benefits
of these technologies by implementing them for teaching
and learning purposes.
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Abstract— Undergraduate students are exposed to disciplinespecific lexis and concepts, particularly when studying in a
second language. Current research suggests that most students
find it difficult to fully comprehend academic reading material
because they lack the requisite vocabulary, i.e., 5,000 to 8,000
word families for achieving 95% to 98% comprehension,
respectively. It has also been suggested that teaching vocabulary
explicitly is not an efficient use of classroom time. Thus, in order
to enhance vocabulary acquisition and, ultimately, improve the
reading comprehension skills of second language learners, this
pilot study evaluated the use of a modified version of the
Vocabulary Self-Selection Strategy (VSS+) as a self-directed
learning tool. The study was conducted in an Arab higher
education institution where undergraduate students studied
Information Technology (IT) in English. It was anticipated that
this unique intervention would improve vocabulary acquisition
with minimal use of classroom teaching time. Results indicated
that students were actively engaged with the wiki as a learning
tool and there was a noticeable improvement in their vocabulary
knowledge. Overall, the study has implications for teachers, as
well as learners
Keywords: data-driven learning; vocabulary self-collection
strategy; vocabulary learning; involvement load hypothesis;
teaching with wikis.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to read academic texts in English is one of the
most challenging issues facing second language students
studying at English-medium institutions (EMI). Many Emirati
students who have studied in Arabic-medium schools are not
equipped with these skills and thus find it difficult to obtain
direct entry into these institutions. Consequently, many
federal EMI’s in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) require
students who have not achieved an International English
Language Testing System (IELTS) score of 5.0 attend prebaccalaureate programs that focus on English academic
literacy and language skills. Students can spend up to two
years in these programs and can only progress by achieving
the requisite IELTS score (5.0) and a pass in their final
examination. IELTS broadly defines a Band 5 student as a
modest user (IELTS, 2016).
Reading proficiency is assessed throughout these
academic English courses and students are expected to have
achieved a satisfactory level of academic literacy skills that
will allow them to cope with the English language textbooks
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and content specific material encountered in their
baccalaureate studies. At first glance, it would seem that most
students do cope and have the language and academic literacy
skills to meet subject requirements. However, feedback from
content faculty and recent pre-graduation data in the
institution where the study described in this paper took place,
has revealed that over 60% of students who graduated in 2015,
exited the institution with an IELTS level less than Band 6 on
Reading. This indicates no or minimal improvement has been
achieved by these students despite four years of subject
specific study in the English language (Internal Dean’s
Council Report, December 21st, 2015).
IELTS broadly defines a Band 6 student as a competent
user (IELTS, 2016) and Band 6.5 as the entry level demanded
by many universities in the UK; this is largely considered the
minimum level that a student should possess to cope with the
rigors of academic study. Based on these definitions of
language competence, many of the English as a Second
Language (ESL) students studying at the institution where this
study took place are struggling to cope with academic texts
and are graduating at a level of less than ‘competent’.
Furthermore, the majority of these students are struggling with
academic and technical language, once they have ceased to
receive academic language support.
This situation stimulated several discussions at the
institutional level about reading and the level of attainment,
(as measured by the IELTS examination), that students need
in order to function effectively and prompted the following
questions:
1. Do ESL students studying at an EMI have sufficient
academic literacy skills to be able to cope with their
subject-specific reading material?
2. If not, what strategies can be employed to improve
ESL students’ academic literacy skills in content
courses?
The present study addressed these questions by first
conducting a short survey with the IT content teaching faculty,
asking how they taught academic reading and content specific
vocabulary in the classroom and what problems the lack of
technical vocabulary knowledge caused their students. The
majority of faculty indicated that a significant number of
students did, indeed, face difficulties, however, a number of
faculty felt it was not their place to rectify them (Internal
College of Technological Innovation’s Language Task Force
Survey, January 2014). This inability of many content faculty
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members to consider the difficulties faced by their students in
their subjects and the students’ inadequate academic literacy
skills led to the development of the next phase of this research
project, described in this paper.
It was anticipated that by using contemporary text mining
techniques to develop the students’ academic vocabulary and
by rethinking our approach to the development of academic
literacy skills, particularly in the area of vocabulary
acquisition, we should be able to reduce the difficulties faced
by ESL students when studying content and allow them to
utilize the higher order thinking skills needed to function in
today’s multi-literate society, as identified in Bloom’s
Revised Taxonomy [1]. By employing these techniques,
coupled with the implementation of “Language Across the
Curriculum” strategies, the aim would be to develop the
students’ Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency skills
(CALP), [2] along with, what Volmer [3] calls, students’
‘Conceptual Literacy’ and ‘Discourse Competence’ skills.
In Section 2 of this paper, the literature review will address
the issue of developing vocabulary knowledge. Section 3 will
discuss the methodology used to develop the vocabulary and
finally Section 4 of the paper will conclude with a discussion
of the results and future implications for this pilot project.
II. BACKGROUND
Academic research, [4]. highlights the difficulties longterm (7 or more years of language instruction) second
language learners have in reading academic texts. Difficulties
they highlighted include those identified by Cummins [2]
where students find it problematic to distinguish between
spoken and academic language. The studies also provide some
guidance on how these academic literacy skills, particularly
vocabulary instruction, can be taught in content courses and
thereby improve reading comprehension.
Research has demonstrated that there is a clear link
between word knowledge and the ability to comprehend texts.
This relationship was recently examined by Laufer and
Ravenhorst-Kalovski [5] who not only suggested that
increased vocabulary knowledge could lead to an
improvement in reading comprehension, but also proposed
two thresholds for text coverage and comprehension. This
showed that for a student to understand 98% of a text, a
knowledge of 8,000 word families is required and a
knowledge of 4,000 to 5,000 word families for 95% coverage.
This reinforces an earlier study by Hu and Nation [6] who
proposed that for unknown vocabulary not to be a major
hindrance to text comprehension, knowledge of roughly 98%
of the lexis is required.
This awareness of the importance of academic discourse
and, in particular, academic vocabulary is thus deemed
necessary for students’ success in university study.
Consequently, it is paramount that content faculty be made
aware of interventions that could enhance students’
comprehension of academic texts. However, as the faculty
survey revealed, many content teachers do not have the time
or inclination to engage in strategies to improve their students’
text comprehension. Therefore, many faculty rely on basic
glossaries available in the course textbooks and assume that
students will make use of these. To rectify this situation, the
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present study incorporated data driven techniques to develop
subject-specific keyword vocabulary lists and then created an
intervention based on an extended version of the Vocabulary
Self-Collection Strategy Plus (VSS+) [7], the Involvement
Load Hypothesis (ILH) [8] and a class wiki.
The VSS+ and wiki, when combined with the ILH formed
an important part of the vocabulary retention strategy. The
Involvement Load Hypothesis (ILH), [8] an idea that
postulates that words processed with greater learner
involvement are retained longer than those processed with a
lower involvement load. The construct, labeled ‘task-induced
involvement’, incorporates the cognitive components of
‘Search’ and ‘Evaluation’ and the motivational component of
‘Need’. For example, the act of selecting a target word and
finding its meaning demonstrates ‘Need’. When followed by
the action of searching for the definition and translating it into
Arabic, the ‘Search’ process is fulfilled. Finally, the
evaluation of the ‘word sense’ or context meets the
‘Evaluation’ criteria. Such activities warrant a high level of
engagement from the student on the Involvement Index scale
(i.e., Presence of factors: No factor=0, Moderate=1, and
Strong=2). This study evaluated the level of vocabulary
knowledge development between two groups of students: a
control group following the same course with no intervention
and a group engaging in the wiki tasks which, ranked high on
the Involvement Index scale.
III. METHODOLOGY
The aim of this research was to develop and apply a
pedagogical framework for the teaching and learning of IT
content-specific vocabulary. It employed a quasiexperimental research design to test the impact of the VSS+
framework and it explored the following research questions:
1. Is there a significant difference between the VSS+
wiki intervention group and the control group that
received traditional instruction?
2. What do the participants in the VSS+ wiki group
think about the VSS+ wiki framework as a means of
learning vocabulary?
A. Participants
A total of 8 male and 21 female university students
majoring in Information Technology at an EMI university in
the UAE participated in the study. The students, all ESL
learners with Arabic as their first language, ranged in age from
20-30 years old. A control group of 11 female students were
taught by a separate instructor and followed the traditional
course of instruction. The intervention group consisted of two
intact groups: one female class of 10 students and one male
class of 8 students who were taught using the VSS+ by myself.
Of the students participating in the intervention group, 17
completed a pre- and post-vocabulary knowledge (VKS) test
as well as a questionnaire. From the control group, only 5
students completed the pre- and post-VKS test.
B. The Intervention - Selecting Appropriate Lexeis for the
Content Course
Studies cited by Cobb [9] suggest that the first 2,000 most
frequent words, coupled with the 570 word families in the
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Academic Word List (AWL), can bring the coverage of an
academic text up to approximately 90%. To increase
comprehension to the minimum coverage of 95% the students
will need to develop a word knowledge of 4,000 to 5,000 word
families, [5].
The current debate on the benefits of rich vocabulary
instruction, [10] as opposed to “genuine academic reading for
the readers’ own purposes, [11] has prompted educators to
explore what intervention would be more successful with ESL
students. However, evidence provided, [12] showed that Arab
learners find vocabulary acquisition extremely challenging
primarily because a limited number of words in English are
borrowed from Arabic and also because the Arab teaching
pedagogy is traditionally based on rote learning and minimal
engagement in extensive reading activities. Based on this
evidence, the present study employed ‘rich’ vocabulary
instruction strategies in the style of the VSS+ intervention as
these would be deemed useful for Arab ESL students.
Having decided on the method of intervention, it was
necessary to compile academic words specific to the pilot
content course, i.e., IT in Global and Local Cultures. There
are numerous definitions of academic vocabulary but, [13]
state that academic words can be categorized into two
distinctive areas: general and discipline-specific words.
General words are used across disciplines whereas disciplinespecific words tend to be used in specific disciplines. As
learning discipline-specific words does not always guarantee
full comprehension of discipline-specific texts, it also
advisable to incorporate scaffolding techniques to make the
text more meaningful, [10]. Thus, a corpus of key academic
words (general and discipline specific) was created using the
SketchEngine application, [14].
The use of corpora in language teaching and learning,
sometimes referred to as ‘data-driven learning’ a model
created by Johns (1990), as cited in, [15] has greatly simplified
the process of analyzing language and enabled the creation of
frequency lists based on the course textbook. Once the lists
were created and analyzed, keywords were chosen based on
the following criteria: relevance to subject, academic word list
and, finally, frequency level as per the Vocab Profiler, [16].
C. Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy
The Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy (VSS) is an
approach that can be used for “general, basal reading or
content area development”, [17]. In this study, the focus was
on content vocabulary development, with the main purpose
being to develop students’ understanding of subject-specific
words and concepts. The instructional strategies used to
achieve this involved specific instruction of the reading
followed by the students selecting key terms that have been
identified in the corpus analysis of the reading. The process,
however, was slightly adapted to incorporate technology and
use techniques similar to those adopted by, [7] with their
VSS+ framework. After reading the text and discussing the
major concepts in class, the students used a wiki to develop a
subject glossary based on the vocabulary they selected. This
allowed them to explore the words in much greater depth, as
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the template with hyperlinks enabled them to study the words
in detail. (see Fig. 1)

Figure I. Wiki Template Sample

The rationale for the use of the wiki was twofold. Firstly,
it was expected that the students would be involved in specific
activities that required reading the text, creating an easily
available glossary and engaging in word focused tasks that
encourage deep learning. Secondly, the word tasks were
collaborative and loosely followed, [18] the six steps of
vocabulary instruction. It is also generally recognized that
what learners do with words is an important part of vocabulary
retention and it is necessary for learning tasks to involve the
components of “need, search and evaluation”, [8] It was,
therefore, postulated that the adaptation of the VSS+ /ILH
intervention using the wiki framework discussed above would
enhance content vocabulary acquisition.
As discussed above, the Vocabulary Self-Collection
Strategy (VSS+) and Involvement Load Hypothesis (ILH)
approaches, were used in conjunction with the class wiki tool.
The intervention took place over a period of twelve weeks or
six teaching units. The students in the intervention group were
instructed on the use of the wiki as an autonomous learning
tool. A vocabulary template was developed for the students to
investigate the meaning of their selected lexeis (see Fig. 1).
For each new topic covered in the course, students selected
unknown vocabulary from the list of Key Words In Context
(KWIC) words highlighted in the corpus or words they
selected on their own from class readings. After reading the
text and discussing the major concepts in class, the students
used the wiki to develop a subject glossary based on the
vocabulary they selected. Students in the class had the
opportunity to edit the wiki entries as they saw fit. As an
incentive, a small percentage of the final course grade was
awarded for participation based on the number of wiki entries.
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D. Data Collection Instruments & Proceedures
The following two vocabulary tests were administered as
pre- and post-tests to both the intervention and the control
groups:
• X-Lex: an online test of vocabulary breadth that
assesses how many words a student knows. The
students in the current study were presented with a
set of words from five different frequency levels (1k
to 5k) one at a time, in a context-free environment.
They simply decided whether they knew the
meaning of each word. Based on their responses XLex developed a profile of vocabulary knowledge for
each frequency band and then suggested which level
each should be placed in, [19]. The test was
completed by 13 students from the intervention
group and 11 students from the control group.
• Vocabulary Knowledge Scale, (VKS), [20] a test of
students’ knowledge of discipline specific
vocabulary. This was adapted to test 130 prominent
keywords extracted from the discipline specific
corpus. The students in this study indicated their
level of recognition of the words by selecting one of
the options: a) I have never seen this word before; b)
I have seen or heard of this word before; c) I think I
can define this word; d) I am confident I can define
this word. The test was completed by 18 students
from the intervention group and 11 students from the
control group.
The aim of the tests was to establish a vocabulary level for
all students and to establish which of the 130 corpus keywords
were known by both groups of students.
Additionally, at the end of the study, a questionnaire was
used with the intervention group to assess the students’
TABLE I.

VKS

VKS 1(I have never
seen this word before)

perceptions on the use of the wiki as an autonomous learning
tool. The questionnaire consisted of 8 statements and asked
participants in the intervention group to rate each statement on
a 5-point Likert scale (Agree, Strongly agree, Neither Agree
nor Disagree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree). The
questionnaire was administered at the end of the 12-week
intervention and it was completed by 17 students.
IV.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

A. Pre- and Post-Test Comparisons
The first research question sought to investigate the effect
of vocabulary instruction using the VSS+ with the
intervention group and to compare the results with a control
group who had received traditional vocabulary instruction.
The results were analyzed using a t-test and produced
some interesting findings within the groups, but unfortunately
limited information was obtained in the between-groups
comparisons. This could be a result of the small amount of
data available for the control group, many of whom failed to
complete the post-test. It is planned to repeat the study with a
much larger cohort of students and greater control over the
testing proceedures.
The pre- and post-test scores were calculated with both the
raw scores and the percentage scores. No significant
difference was found between pre- and post-VKS, between
the control and intervention groups. However, the t-test results
showed that the intervention group performed significantly
better with regards to their knowledge of vocabulary (see
Table 1), which, suggests that the use of the VSS+ strategy
and the wiki improved their vocabulary knowledge. Although
the pilot study did not provide conclusive results, it is evident

T-TEST RESULTS FOR INTERVENTION GROUP

Pre-Test (% of
students)

Post Test (% of
students)

Pre-Test (% of
students)

Post-Test (% of
students)

% Word
recognition

% Word recognition

Mean

Mean

t-test score

p value

17%

10%

21.28

12.94

4.652

.000

VKS 2 (I have seen or
heard of this word
before)
VKS 3 (I think I can
define this word)

9%

8%

11.89

10.67

.466

12%

7%

15.00

9.00

2.848

.011

VKS 4 (I am confident
I can define this word)

62%

74%

77.78

93.28

-9.520

.000
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that using this method has the potential to enhance students’
vocabulary and ability to comprehend academic texts.
Overall, the results of the VKS support the view that the
wiki was a useful tool for teaching vocabulary, when using the
VSS+ and ILH strategy because the students were actively
engaged in the process. Not only did the students research the
meaning and ‘sense’ of the vocabulary items they selected, but
they also translated each word into Arabic and added a
pictorial representation, where possible. Additional test
results also revealed that there were no significant statistical
differences between the male and female students. Finally,
they were also engaged in the glossary review process, which,
promoted collaborative learning and a sense of community
within the class. All of the above would seem to support the
conclusion that “What learners do with the word may be more
important than how many times they encounter it.”, [21].
B. Questionnaire
The second research question sought to discover what the
intervention group thought about the class wiki and the VSS+
strategy, as a means of learning vocabulary. A questionnaire
was used asking participants in the intervention group to rate
a total of 8 statements on a 5-point Likert scale. The results of
the questionnaire are shown in Table 2.
The feedback gathered from the questionnaire suggested
that:
• Two thirds of the students in the intervention
group found that a wiki is a useful vocabulary
learning tool.
•
11 out of 17 students liked using the wiki as
a way of exposing themselves to and learning
new vocabulary.
TABLE II. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS (N=17).
Statement

SD

D

N

A

SA

4

2

0

7

4

4

0

2

5

6

4

0

3

6

4

4

0

3

7

3

3

6

7

1

0

3

2

3

3

6

7. The wiki has improved the
sense of community in the class.

3

1

2

6

5

8. I would like to employ the
wiki in all my courses.

4

3

4

2

4

1. The class wiki is a useful tool
to practice new course
vocabulary.
2. The class wiki has given me
more exposure to new
vocabulary.
3. I feel competent to peer
review my classmates’ wiki
entries.
4. Peer review of the wiki
entries has been useful for
vocabulary learning.
5. I felt insecure to make
corrections to other student’s
wiki entries.
6. I think my motivation to the
subject has now increased.

Note: SD = Strongly Disagree; D= Disagree; N=Neutral; A=
Agree; SA = Strongly Agree
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•

A further 10 students felt competent in peer
reviewing their classmates’ entries and felt that it
was a useful learning exercise.
• Only one student felt insecure with editing other
students’ work.
• More than half of the students felt that their
motivation increased and that it improved their
sense of community in class.
• Just over one third of students would like to use
a vocabulary wiki in all their classes.
By and large, the wiki proved to be functional as a teaching
tool and was used throughout the semester for a variety of
activities. It was particularly useful for collaborative
activities, once the students had become used to the many
features available. However, in the future, it would be
advisable to employ the wiki solely as an online glossary that
can be easily accessed and utilized, as a result of the finding
that some initial difficulties were encountered when it was
being used for other purposes.
The use of the wiki as the main technological interface
appears to have been well received, with 11 out of 17 students
indicating that is was a useful tool to learn vocabulary.
However, the interface design was not as easy to manipulate
as had been anticipated and valuable time was spent training
students on the process for creating and editing the wiki
glossary. The word template, although easy to use, required
quite a few ‘clicks’ to achieve the end result and, thus proved
to be frustrating for some students. As the activities were
associated to the Involvement Load Hypothesis, [8] the
students were required to click on a variety of links, to seek
out the required information and then enter the results into the
template, thus making the whole process quite time
consuming.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this pilot study was to determine the
effectiveness of the VSS + and ILH strategy, when used in
conjunction with a wiki, as a means of enhancing the
acquisition of content specific vocabulary by undergraduate
Arab students studying at an EMI in the UAE. Each of the
research questions sought to determine the level of
effectiveness of this intervention. While the results from the
first research question were not conclusive owing to the
limited number of students in the control group completing
the tests, the results for the intervention group indicated an
improvement in vocabulary knowledge when the VSS+, wiki
ILH intervention were used. The second research question
addressed the students’ attitudes to the VSS+, wiki and ILH
as a means of developing their vocabulary. The questionnaire
results indicated that the majority of students found the
strategy and tools to be a useful method by which to learn new
IT content specific vocabulary.
The present study has implications for both teachers and
learners. The VSS+/Wiki/ILH framework could be easily
adapted by content-specific teachers as a method for
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developing their students’ vocabulary knowledge and
concepts in their specialized courses. Although this a pilot
study, these results indicate that this method of autonomous
learning could have long term future implications that could
be beneficial to many fields of study, wherein extensive
knowledge and retention of vocabulary is required. The
potential to share the framework and build it into course
templates is also a possibility, as many universities now use
learning management systems such as BlackBoard or Moodle
that incorporate wikis in their course tools. With the help of
free and readily available tools, the framework described in
this paper, can help learners work collaboratively and further
enhance their vocabulary knowledge.
At this point, it is useful to identify some of the factors that
should be taken into consideration for the follow-up study.
The development of the corpus in this study, although
straightforward with the Sketch Engine application, could be
created just as easily with the AntConc application that is
freely available for all to use and has training videos readily
available on YouTube. It would also be advisable to contact
textbook publishers, well in advance, for a .txt version of the
course textbook being used to create the corpus, as the option
of scanning the whole textbook and creating the .txt file for
use in the concordance is very time consuming, even when
using specialized software. Finally, future studies should also
analyze the long-term retention of the vocabulary, as it is
subject specific and, unlike general vocabulary, it will not be
recycled on a regular basis throughout the other subjects.
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Abstract- In this paper, we advance some of the results of a
study aimed at identifying the contributions of smartphones
as a support for multiple systems of representation in
continuing teacher training. The participants are three
teachers of primary school. The still-image tools on
smartphones enable the representation and communication
of situations experienced in classrooms using photography.
Taking photos of classroom situations that are considered
difficult by these teachers, and later viewing these photos to
help them reflect on what occurred in the classroom using
photo-elicitation processes, enables us to evaluate the
possibilities that smartphones offer to represent and
communicate meanings, beliefs and ideas on problematic
situations using images, while weighing up diverse
alternatives for professional action. They further enable
analysis of trends concerning the type of image captured and
the meanings associated to them.

We need to analyse two basic concepts to understand
the functionality of smartphones to represent and
communicate the situations experienced in classrooms
through the language of images: smartphones as a means
of communication based on audiovisual messages, and
reflection on teaching practice mediated through photoelicitation processes.

interaction in collective virtual spaces appear in people’s
lives daily. With this, image comes to the foreground to
reveal people’s subjective experience. In the same way as
a text give us ideas, images give us information about
events, people and things. But in particular, they are
capable of generating meanings, personal interpretations
associated with such representations. In this sense, a
picture does not show us the world but different ways of
seeing the world. This subjective dimension of images is
important for Barthes [1] since it highlights the emotional
dimension that photography promotes. He focuses his
reflections on the sensations and emotions a photo
produces. One’s interest in the photo from such a
perspective does not reside so much in its aesthetic beauty
due to the composition of the elements it shows us, nor in
the analogous reality it represents, but in its value in
creating, communicating and transmitting the meanings
that the photo contains.
The smartphones´ uses and systems of representation
promote the visibility of our experiences and our personal
perspectives. These devices enable us to share images
and, with them, experiences and messages in real time
through the different social networks and to reach any part
of the world quickly, reliably and efficiently. The
anonymous voice of the individual gains in prominence
and, in our study, so do teachers’ voices when faced with
the dilemmas and problems of professional practice.

A. Smartphones

B. Reflection on teaching practice through photo-

Keywords-teacher
photo-elicitation.

education;

I.

photography;

smartphones;

INTRODUCTION

as
a
means
of
facilitating
communication based on audiovisual messages

The functions that smartphones offer us
simultaneously allow producing audiovisual messages,
editing, publishing, and dissemination on the virtual
spaces. New forms of communication and social
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elicitation processes.
Teachers have a mediating role in teaching processes.
This is why helping them understand the determinants of
professional practice, helping them represent the
situations they experience and allowing them to define the
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problems themselves, enables them to weigh up different
choices of action and improve their teaching processes.
This reflection on practice is key for developing any
strategy for innovating and improving teaching. The
modelling and transformational role of teachers, and
consequently the need for autonomous development of
their professional thought, justifies the need for teachers
to carry out processes of reflection on their professional
practice [2]. Many educators emphasize the critical role of
learning through reflective practice in developing
teaching capabilities [3] [4] [5].
The novelty in our study is placing a smartphone into
teachers’ hands so they can record and analyse the
difficulties and dilemmas emerging in classrooms and
educational centres, previously capturing there significant
instants and moments in photos.
In this way, teachers can analyse, question, discuss
and reflect on what happened in photo-elicitation
sessions. This procedure consists of using photos to
communicate people’s life experiences [6]. It is a means
of narration supported by images through which the
thoughts, interpretations and meanings people place on
the actions, objects or events represented in the photos are
retrieved. The idea is to capture an image of reality to
“see through others’ eyes” (in this case, the teachers’)
aspects of this reality and their particular interpretations
of the image captured [7].
In our case, given that during classroom activities it is
difficult to reflect on professional problems and
dilemmas, it is only later through photo-elicitation that the
teachers become aware of their beliefs, theories, attitudes
and values. This is because, based on the photos they take,
they are asked about what the images represent and they
provide a narration on what they are doing in class, what
they could do and what would be advisable to do. This
process forces them to analyse and make their problems
and concerns explicit. When the teacher reflects on her
practice, she constructs meanings over the realities within
which she is working. She becomes involved with a
process of observation, interpretation and construction of
meanings. Essential processes in the “realization of their
activity to the extent that the teacher inevitably makes
many decisions, working with objectives and realities that
can be interpreted, within complex, fluid settings:
something that may not be so decisive in other
professions” [8]. From this approach teachers are defined
as a professionals who undertake their role in a personal
way who give the profession a creative component.
What does a smartphone provide to help teachers
record and reflect on these situations? What value does
the language of images have in these analytical,
questioning and discussion processes on what took place
in classrooms and educational centres? What is the nature
of the images that teachers take and what discourses do
they articulate? We propose that the teachers take photos
of situations and moments. This means we focus on the
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group of tools for taking still images that these devices
have.
II. THE AIMS AND RESEARCH METHOD
The aims proposed to reveal how the language of
images contributes to reflection on teaching practice are:
•
Understanding how teachers use their
smartphones to communicate using the language
of images.
•
Describing and make connections between the
photos´ content and the teacher´s reflections that
arise in the photo-elicitation sessions.
To meet these aims, we developed three types of
procedures:
Photo-elicitation sessions. These sessions were
conducted once every two weeks during three years.
Before the sessions teachers take photos of events, tasks,
dilemmas, conflicts, behaviours and so on that they
consider most relevant and interesting in the life of their
classroom and other spaces in the centre. The photos that
each teacher takes are shown and participants comment
on the reasons that prompted them to take each photo.
After this, the members of the research group formulate
questions or doubts on the content of images and the
reasons given by the teacher. In this way, images “can
offer researchers new and valuable routes to other
people´s experiences, knowledge and values” [9].
Audio-reflection sessions. An audio recording is made
of the photo-elicitation sessions with two research goals.
Firstly, to analyse each teacher’s narrations, and secondly,
to codify the information provided to place it in context
by analysing each photo’s content.
Content analysis. To describe how the images and the
meanings associated to these photos are used by teachers,
according this method [10] [11], we grouped the photos
according to their relationship between the internal
narrative – what actually appears in the photos and the
type of shot or composition – and their external narrative
– what the image aims to communicate, the information
recorded in the audio-reflection sessions [12]. To codify
and sort both information types, we use NVivo 10
software, a programme that provides a flexible, multipurpose work space, which allows us to create categories
for analysis and to access information combining different
types of records: text-based and still image, in our case.
We understand that the most direct way of knowing these
human experiences is to narrate them, rather than to
quantify them. Our research strategy is based on the idea
that each situation of photo-elicitation is equivalent to an
open interview, which does not need a questionnaire,
because the questions are oriented from the spontaneous
manifestations of the teachers about images of moments
in their classrooms.
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III. CONCLUSION
Three fundamental aspects have stood out during our
research:
Firstly, we verified how the language of images
enables teachers to take photos easily to represent their
ideas, concerns and problems in classrooms and
educational centres. When an unexpected event occurs
that activates their thought and a personal interpretation of
that event, quick access to the camera app on smartphones
makes it possible to record that moment, which is
important to them, in a more efficient way than using a
classic camera.
It may seem like an obvious question, but in the
educational field, Smartphones, which have a great
presence in our daily lives, are not as widely used in
schools as video and photo cameras. The study is relevant
because of the few existing experiences in which
smartphones take center stage in the processes of
reflection on the teaching practice. This allows them to be
aware of their particular professional and ethical attitudes
in response to specific problems. The important role that
smartphones play in ongoing training and in improving
professional practice of these three teachers is clear. For
them, smartphones have gone from being a resource
whose use was exclusively devoted to leisure, to
becoming an important tool for professional development.
In contrast to a typical camera, we carry our smartphones
on us at all times, and that omnipresence is what helps
when recording images. Since they are multi-functional,
teachers also have other ways of recording ideas such as
taking text and audio notes to record the reasons why they
took the photos. Furthermore, in the images the teachers
took, we confirmed that the spaces for reflection were not
only in the educational centre or classroom; rather, having
a device on them to record images allowed teachers to
extend their reflective spaces beyond the school
environment. Thus, they showed us photos taken in their
personal space, such as photos taken at home and in
leisure spaces. It is in these spaces that they can also
retrieve the photos taken previously and calmly continue
to build meanings and ideas. But in addition, smartphones
allow to capture the immediacy. It also allows to capture
the significant moment of an event or anecdote for the
teachers, in a more effective way than if they used a
camera of photos. The practical thinking of teachers is a
difficult question to materialize. The events that are
happening in the classroom do not allow the teacher to
become aware of the ideas and theory that they use to
respond to the problems that arise. The tactile functions of
smartphones facilitate this task to make explicit that
practical knowledge.
With regard to the second aim, we have seen that
close-up photos – showing objects and things – are a type
of record that predominates in their representations. We
observed that the teachers constructed highly personal,
intimate and, therefore, elaborate meanings, and they
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recognised that it would be difficult to express these
without the support of the photos. The language of images
appears to be a language for expressing ideas and
thoughts that would be more difficult to communicate
through written language. The meanings associated with
the photos also reveal their ideological position. The use
of images reveals a negotiation process regarding their
identities as creative teachers who transform their
professional practices and conditions, as opposed to a
more uncritical and technical role in the teaching
profession. In the processes of photo-elicitation the
teachers discuss with the researchers alternative actions.
These alternative actions are aimed at improving the
problems detected. For example, one of the participating
teachers is becoming aware of the problems of
coexistence in her classroom during the process of photoelicitation. Competitiveness among students emerges as
their form of interaction. This process leads the teacher to
implement a behavior modification project in her
classroom.
A future line of work could be the inclusion of image
and the processes of photo-elicitation such as a
pedagogical strategy in initial teachers' curriculum. If the
students use a multimodal language, they will improve
their skills to observe and analyze critically their contexts
and any educational situation.
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Abstract—Verbal communication is a major part of a
language, but there are not many systems/solutions in the
market that caters to self-learning of spoken language.
Traditional classroom learning is affected by the cultural
background of the learning environment, thus students from
different backgrounds might end up speaking a different
dialect or accent, and this might result in miscommunication.
Speech Shadowing is an experimental technique where a
subject repeats speech immediately after hearing it. However,
it is a time consuming method as it requires 1-on-1 tutoring. In
this paper, we present our approach to utilizing this method
for a self-supported learning system and how to utilize
technology to improve its efficiency over traditional speech
shadowing methods.
Keywords- Speech Shadowing; language learning; mobile
learning

I.
INTRODUCTION
The development of speech production throughout an
individual's life starts from an infant's first babble and is
transformed into fully developed speech by the age of five
[1]. It is a type of cognitive skill, and thus, we cannot teach it
the same way we would teach sciences or history, as
cognitive skill learning is the learning of a skill or knowledge
that is hard to symbolize.
Today, the English language is the de-facto lingua franca.
Despite the widespread usage of English, there exists many
variations of the English dialects, such as British English,
Cockney English, American English, Engrish (generally
refers to poor Japanese influenced English), Manglish
(Malaysian English), and many more. The more formal
dialects such as British English and American English are
often used as the standard for major English proficiency test
such as IELTS and TOEFL. Other dialects have evolved
from their original one often due to cultural and
environmental influences. For example, Manglish is a result
of assimilating the many languages spoken in Malaysia into
the English language. Another example would be Japanese
English, where students often learn English the aid of
furigana. There exist many consonants and vowels that are
mutually exclusive in both language, and thus, a student who
learns to speak English via furigana often end up having a
hard time to be understood by non-Japanese English [2]. For
example, a Japanese would often pronounce “eight” as “ei-to
(エイト), fight as “figh-to (ファイト)”, or “the” as “za (ザ)”.
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Another reason for doing this research is to reduce
miscommunication due to different accents/dialects. Looking
at the aviation industry, we can observe that many accidents
have resulted from communication error. The nuances of a
language can be complicated and the same word can carry
multiple meanings. Depending on how it is delivered, the
message conveyed might vary [3].
Furthermore, in this digital age, information can be
disseminated very quickly through the internet and thus
many people can spend their downtime (riding on a
bus/train, waiting in line, etc.) to absorb more information
via their mobile devices. This allows people to learn almost
anywhere and anytime. However, some domains are not as
easy to be learnt without the presence of an instructor or
teacher. There are many applications that cater to language
learning. However, the amount of smartphone applications
that focuses on improving a learner’s speaking skill is also
very limited. Most of these applications focuses on the
reading/writing aspect, and the speaking aspect is usually
very simple (such as pronunciation of a single word at a
time). In teaching a student to speak a foreign language, most
attention is devoted to the correct pronunciation of sounds
and isolated words. Generally speaking, much less attention
is paid to a correct production of intonation [4].
In this research, the aim is to utilize Speech Shadowing
to improve verbal communication abilities according to a
certain dialect/accent. The scope of this research will cover
the development of a system to improve a user’s speaking
skill in the English language via Speech Shadowing. In
Section II, we will describe what speech shadowing is, and
the problems faced by this method. The learning model that
will be applied is discussed in Section III. At Section IV, we
will describe our approach to solving the problems described
earlier, and their algorithms. Section V will be the
conclusion to this paper, summarizing it.
II. SPEECH SHADOWING
One way to improve a user’s speaking ability is via
Speech Shadowing. Speech shadowing is an experimental
technique where a subject repeats speech immediately after
hearing it, usually through headphones to reduce noise
and/or speech jamming. The reaction time between hearing a
word and pronouncing it can be as short as 254ms or even
150ms [5]. While a person is only asked to repeat words,
they also automatically process their syntax and semantics.
Words repeated during the shadowing practice imitate the
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parlance of the overheard words more than the same words
read aloud by that subject. We can also observe a similar
behaviour in children as they begin to develop their speaking
ability. They are often predisposed to imitate/shadow words
and speech as a way to guide themselves to enter their
cultural community [6]. Since children utilize this method to
learn a language, it could be possible to utilize the same
method for adults. In fact, learning the patterns of intonation
is thought to take place unconsciously by mere imitation.
That is, by listening to, and repeating model utterances the
foreign-language learner has to acquire a proper intonation.
A. Traditional Speech Shadowing
In the traditional speech shadowing method, an instructor
is needed to sit there to evaluate the student performing
speech shadowing. Fig. 1 illustrates the usual steps for a
speech shadowing session and they are as follows:
1) Playback of a speech/conversation recording
2) Student performs speech shadowing (repeats the
heard speech with minimal delay as clearly and loudly as
possible)
3) Instructor listens to the shadowed speech and
provides evaluation/feedback to the student
4) The student attempts to improve based on the given
feedback and retries the process on a later date.

Figure 1. Traditional Speech Shadowing Session Setup

Due to the fact that one instructor can only focus on one
student at a time during a speech shadowing session, the
process becomes inherently expensive. The instructor
should also be highly trained and/or be very experienced
with the language and dialect that he is instructing on. This
only adds to the cost of speech shadowing. Furthermore,
because speech shadowing is still largely an experimental
technique, there exists no formal feedback/evaluation
method. Verbal and/or written feedback comments may be
subjective and thus prove to be ambiguous at times. This
makes it hard to keep track of past performance that could
be used to help the student improve.
III.

LEARNING MODEL

The learning model used in this research would be the
Cognitive Apprenticeship Theory. It is the process where a
master of a skill teaches it to an apprentice via 5 steps/stages,
which is modelling, coaching, reflection, articulation and
exploration [7].
 Modelling – Demonstrating the thinking process
 Coaching – Assisting and supporting student
cognitive activities as needed (includes scaffolding)
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Reflection – Self-analysis and assessment
Articulation – Verbalizing the results of reflection
Exploration – Formation and testing of one’s own
hypothesis
The focus of this research will be modelling, coaching,
and reflection, whereby the original speech would be the
model, the scaffolding being the coach, and self-evaluation
being the reflection.
Coaching would be done via scaffolding with the 4
elements being used to control the difficulty. The 4 elements
would be discussed in Section IV.A. Initially the user would
be given a questionnaire to judge their own level and a
speech of appropriate difficulty will be given to the user to
shadow without any scaffolding. After the initial rating, the
user will then be given scaffolding suited to his level.
At this phase of the research, reflection would be selfevaluation. The user would be given some visual aids such as
the audio waveform in order to evaluate his own
performance and then he would answer a questionnaire.
Feedback such as graphs will then be provided to show the
user his current performance in various aspect of speech such
as intonation, tempo, and pronunciation. The user can also
track his past performances. These metrics would be fed
back to the system in order to determine the coaching needed
for the next shadowing session.
IV. O UR APPROACH
Due to the impracticality of the traditional speech
shadowing for language learning on a larger scale, we
propose a system that is able to replace the role of the
instructor of the traditional method. At the same time, we
want the system to provide a more tailored learning method
for the student using it, so that he/she may learn and improve
faster. The lack of an instructor also allows the student to
learn independently, and due to the simplicity of our
proposed system, the system can also be implemented on a
mobile system, allowing students to learn anywhere and
anytime. This will be approached by 2 methods
A. Speech Shadowing System
The system would contain recordings of speeches to be
listened to, and the speeches will be sorted by difficulty
levels according to their length, speed, and difficulty of the
words or sentences. The system would also pickup and
record the speech shadowed by the student so that it can be
analysed to provide feedback and evaluation.
The difficulty level of the speeches will be determined by
the following elements of speech:
 Length of speech
 Speed/tempo of speech
 Difficulty of words used
 Number of stresses/intonation in sentence
The reason the elements are chosen are explained as
follows. The length of speech can directly affect the
difficulty of the speech as it increases the cognitive load as it
becomes longer. The speed and tempo of a speech also
affects the difficulty of a speech as speech rate (the number
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of words spoken per minute) has been used extensively in
the previous research of oral fluency [8] [9] [10]. Previous
research also found that speech rate positively correlated
with other measures of fluency, such as length of speech
without pauses, hesitations, or repeats [11] [12]. Difficulty of
words that appear is also taken into consideration as it can
affect the understanding of a shadowed speech.
The number of stresses and intonation in a sentence can
affect the difficulty of a speech because linguistic, syntactic
and semantic information is more easily conveyed when a
speaker produces the correct variations in pitch in a speech
utterance [13]. Of all the elements of a target language, the
intonation appears to be the most difficult to acquire [14].
First, because the intonation in infants is learned at a very
early stage in the language-acquisition process [15], it is
most resistant to change. Second, as a result of the fact that
suprasegmental patterns are particularly deep-rooted, foreign
language learners often superimpose the prosodic features of
their mother language on the sounds of the foreign language.
For this reason, foreign-language learners are often not
aware of any differences in intonation between the mother
language and the foreign language [4]. This makes the
number of stresses in a sentence directly related to the
difficulty of shadowing a sentence.
We propose that the system runs on a smartphone so that
it can make the learning process more accessible as year-byyear digital media audiences are increasingly coming from
mobile devices [16]. Setting up a headset is also easier and
less costly compared to a desktop-based system as most
smartphone owner would already have access to a headset.
This also ensures students can learn on the go, although they
should use the system in an isolated environment to avoid
disturbing others.
An account would be created for progress tracking
purposes. First time user of the system would take a
standardised test and answer a short questionnaire to
determine his/her initial level and proficiency (system
initialization). The test would be a speech shadowing session
without any support from the system. The difficulty of the
speech would also be a predetermined medium level speech.
Under a normal use-case condition (post-initialization),
students would login to the system and be presented with a
list of recommended speeches to shadow, which are
determined by the student’s proficiency and level. The
amount and type of scaffolding provided during a shadowing
session is affected by the student’s proficiency and level
along with the difficulty of the speech attempted. Take for
example Student A is rated by the system as a level 6 user
(out of 10 possible levels, with 1 being lowest and 10 being
highest) attempts a speech of difficulty level 2 (out of 5
difficulties with 1 being easiest and 5 being the hardest).
Student A would get no scaffolding as his proficiency should
be sufficient to attempt the speech with ease. However, if
Student A attempts a level 5 difficulty speech, all scaffolding
would be activated to help Student A with his shadowing
attempt. In the optimal scenario, Student A should be
attempting speeches with difficulty level that matches his
own proficiency level, as the effect of learning via speech
shadowing can be affected by having too much scaffolding.
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TABLE I.

USER LEVEL AND SPEECH DIFFICULTY LEVEL MATCHING

(User Level)
/2

Scaffolding

Notes

> speech level

No scaffolding

= speech level

Partial Scaffolding

< speech level

More / All Scaffolding

Scaffolding provided
depends on user’s
proficiency on speech
elements as well

Fig. 2 shows the types of scaffolding that is provided by
the system:
1) Speech transcript
2) Pronunciation help
3) Highlighting sentence stress points
4) Speed control for recordings

Figure 2. Scaffolding 1,3, and 4 being used in a shadowing session

Figure 2 provides an example of 3 types of scaffolding
being used to coach the user. The Transcript is there to help
the user know what exactly he/she is saying while the
highlighted word is the part of speech where a stress is
needed. A playback speed is also displayed and can be used
to change the speed of the playback to help the user cope
with higher difficulty speeches.
B. Performance Evaluation
In order to provide the student with a valuable feedback
and evaluation without an instructor, a way to grade the
speech shadowing session needs to be devised. Using 3
metrics, the user’s performance can be measured more
accurately and the training time needed can be shortened as
the student knows what he has to focus on to improve. The 3
metrics that is used in this system are:
 Intonation
 Pronunciation
 Tempo
The user would evaluate the 3 metrics on his own by
comparing his shadowed speech to the original recording.
Using a simple questionnaire, the student would rate his own
performance compared to the sample recording. The system
will provide some visualisation of the data in order to make
the process easier.

Figure 3.

Visualization of intonation differece
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In future research, automated evaluation by the system
will replace self-evaluation system and it would provide a
more standardised method for evaluation and thus give better
feedback for reflection. Just like in self-evaluation, the
system would use intonation, tempo, and pronunciation to
evaluate the user, and the result of the automated evaluation
would be fed back into the system for the next session.
Figure 4. Visualisation of tempo difference

After the evaluation is done, the system would use the
data to determine if a user has levelled up and thus have
some of the scaffolding removed. The data would also be
archived so that users can keep track of their past
performance and pinpoint where their weakness is.
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Abstract — The growth in student enrollment in the
engineering programs, low student motivation and poor
passing rates in first years' students in a Computer Science
undergraduate program have demanded the incorporation of
active learning strategies into the classroom in order to
improve problem solving skills. This article describes a
proposal and preliminary results of incorporating technologybased teaching strategies. The Analysis-Design-ProgrammingTesting (ADPT) teaching strategy was applied in the
classroom, combined with a Flipped Classroom (FC)
methodology. Preliminary results show clear benefits related to
the availability of support media resources, increased time
dedicated to solving problems in the classroom, and the
creation of a collaborative and challenging classroom
environment.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: the
next section presents the academic context where the
proposed strategy for problem solving was applied. Section 3
describes the teaching and learning strategies supporting this
work, which include Problem Based Learning (PBL), FC and
ADPT. Section 4 shows a hybrid proposal that combines
these technologies and the ADPT strategy which we have
called ADPT++ (the name was chosen as a programming
joke). Preliminary results are shown in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 presents our conclusions and outlines future work.

Keywords-flipped classroom; ADPT, engineering education.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last 10 years, Chile’s social and educational
context has generated an explosive growth in student
enrollment in the engineering programs of the Universidad
Católica de la Santísima Concepción (UCSC). This increase
in the number of students has required optimizing the use of
time in the classroom, and dedicating more time to studentcentered activities supervised by an instructor.
This article presents a learning strategy that combines
reverse teaching, also known as Flipped Classroom [1], and
the
Analysis-Design-Programming-Testing
technique
(ADPT) [2]. This teaching approach enables transferring part
of the learning process to out-of-the-classroom activities by
the use of videocasts (short videos allocated in a web-based
platform), which introduce the theory and cognitive
knowledge associated with the topic under study. In general
terms, an instructor leads the in-classroom activities focusing
on practical tasks designed to reinforce the theory and
generate active and deeper learning in students.
Besides freeing in-classroom time by transferring the
theoretical aspects of the course to out-of-classroom
autonomous work, the use of videocasts allow students to
recall those theoretical contents whenever and wherever they
are.
The use of Information and Communications
Technologies (ICTs) and the implementation of practical
activities increased students’ motivation and commitment to
the assigned tasks. This new student disposition toward
learning resulted in improved academic performance.
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II.

ACADEMIC CONTEXT

In 2011, the UCSC School of Engineering implemented a
comprehensive curricular renovation of its five engineering
programs based on the “Conceive, Design, Implement and
Operate” (CDIO) initiative [3], which defines an educational
framework for engineering programs helping identify
program goals and associated learning outcomes, and
promotes integrated curriculum design. Its main resources
are the CDIO Syllabus and the CDIO Standards [4]. The
CDIO Syllabus summarizes and organizes a set of
engineering knowledge, personal and professional skills and
attributes, and interpersonal skills. The 12 CDIO Standards
serve as guidelines for educational program reform and
evaluation, and provide a framework for continuous
improvement. They address program philosophy (Standard
1), curriculum development (Standards 2, 3 and 4), designbuild experiences and workspaces (Standards 5 and 6), new
methods of teaching and learning (Standards 7 and 8),
faculty development (Standards 9 and 10), and assessment
and evaluation (Standards 11 and 12).
Among other issues, the curricular renovation addressed
the problem of low motivation in first years' students by
incorporating activities aimed at familiarizing students with
their future professional role. Also, the new curricula
incorporated the implementation of a student-centered
teaching and learning approach, which was strongly
supported through active learning methodologies (CDIO
Standard 8), such as the strategies described in this work.
As a result of the curricular renovation, all engineering
programs at UCSC were modified to include teaching
methodologies based on problem solving and collaborative
work. In these activities, students analyze different kind of
engineering problems and design solutions following a
structured approach according to their level of knowledge
and training. and
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III. TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
This section describes methodologies and strategies on
which the proposal of this paper is based.
A. Problem-Based Learning
Problem-Based Learning (PBL) is defined as an active
learning method in which teams of students learn by solving
relevant problems and reflecting on their experiences [5].
Problems must involve a cognitive conflict, and must be
challenging enough to motivate students to find a solution
and, at the same time, must be complex enough so that their
solution requires cooperation among all team members. The
instructor must act as a facilitator, making the problem a real
team challenge to be solved and thus preventing students
from just dividing up the work. In this way, PBL not only
helps students learn the specific subject of the course, but it
also helps develop teamwork, autonomous learning,
information searching from diverse sources, problem
solving, decision making, oral and written communications,
among others.
B. Flipped Classroom
At the beginning of the 21st century, methodological
innovations known as "reverse classes" have been
documented in the educational field in which what was
taught in the classroom was now learnt outside of it, thus
implying only a modification of the place where the
activities were carried out [6][7]. Recent works define the
Flipped Classroom (FC) [1][8][9] as a teaching/learning
model that transfers the individual learning work to
autonomous out-of-class activities and dedicates the in-class
time to practical and cooperative activities that facilitate the
acquisition, practice and application of the theoretical
knowledge. This teaching model makes it possible for
students to understand, analyze and apply information,
enhancing the development of their cognitive skills
[10][11][12]. From this perspective, this model considers
learning at the center of the training process, with students
taking an active and leading role and where instructors
mainly guide and facilitate learning.
From a methodology implementation standpoint,
Hamdan et al. [13] has identified a continuous process of
learning assessment with an emphasis on permanent and ontime feedback to students as a key aspect to consider. Hence,
flexible learning environments must be created that go
beyond the traditional physical and time boundaries of a
class [14]. On the other hand, Tucker [15] suggests the use of
video for student learning outside the classroom and
emphasizes the importance of integrating the contents seen in
the videos with the activities to be developed in the
classroom, so that they can effectively deepen and apply
those contents.
As for the positive effect of the use of FC in the teaching
and learning process, Brame [16] indicates that this strategy
allows the student to have the educational material prior to
the class and its revision at any time and place. In addition,
the development of student-centered activities in the
classroom encourages collaborative work, peer learning and
greater student engagement in learning. Finally, it enables
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instructors to give feedback in real time, allowing them to
recognize achievement, evaluate progress and thus take
improvement actions. Although this methodological strategy
has large benefits in the educational process, it is necessary
to consider its limitations such as the low quality of videos,
differences in students' autonomous work capacity, problems
in the design of activities for classroom work and difficulties
in synchronous and asynchronous communications between
instructor and students, e. g., when fielding questions [17].
The Flipped Classroom methodology is applicable to
different educational contexts, with evidence showing
improvements in the classroom work environment and
increased student motivation and involvement in their
learning process [18]. Additionally, improvements in the
learning outcomes achieved by the students have been
documented [19][20]. At the same time, instructors and
students both value positively the maximization of in-theclassroom time and the fostering of autonomous activities
that leverage information and communication technologies
[19][21].
C. Analysis-Design-Programming-Testing strategy
Analysis-Design-Programming-Testing (ADPT) is an
active learning strategy based on a PBL approach. It is
composed of the four stages of the classical software
development method, also called the waterfall model [2].
Even though the ADPT method was proposed to support
teaching computer programming, it includes generic
elements of both PBL and collaborative learning methods.
ADPT also encourages collaboration with other teams, can
be applied to solving different kinds of problems, from wellstructured simple problems to ill-structured relevant
problems.
As shown in Figure 1, each team of students is assigned a
problem to be solved using ADPT, and has to generate
deliverable documentation for each stage. This process is
guided and supervised by an instructor and teaching
assistants. In this case, the learning outcomes are assessed
through the results generated by the team for each of the
stages. The analysis stage outcome is an analysis document
including a description of inputs, processes, outputs, and
constraints. The design stage has as output a flow diagram or
pseudocode that represents the algorithm to solve problem.
Next, the programming stage has as its deliverable the source
code and finally, the test stage outcomes are a test plan and
the results obtained of its application. Figure 1 shows the
four ADPT stages and deliverables for each one.
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Figure 1.

IV.

ADPT traditional sequence.

purpose of this test is to detect whether students have
previously viewed the videos and whether they were able to
retain the minimum concepts needed to address the problem
proposed in class. Then, the class focuses only on
performing practical work based on the theoretical concepts
presented in the video. Finally, the expected learning
outcomes are assessed through the deliverables generated by
the team for each of the stages of the ADPT method and
through a perception survey.
Figure 3 details the four-step method used to guide the
work involved in producing the videos and in designing the
corresponding in-class didactic sequences.
Step 1 is performed by the lecturer responsible for the
course with support from the program committee. Step 2 is
supported by a technical crew which edits and customizes
the video. Steps 3 and 4 correspond to the implementation
and evaluation of the strategy. Steps 1 and 2 were performed
one semester before the intervention with the students
actually took place (Steps 3 and 4).

ENHANCED ADPT STRATEGY: ADPT++

Even though other experiences that describe the
implementation of Flipped Classroom strategies also
encourage in-class active work [1][16], our proposal is of
interest because we use this strategy to comply with the
CDIO active learning standard and because there are few
documents describing the implementation of flipped
classroom strategies in the engineering domain, particularly
in computer science, in Chile. This article presents an
improved teaching and learning strategy that combines
ADPT with the Flipped Classroom methodology, including
elements of both PBL and collaborative learning methods.
This strategy, called Enhanced ADPT or ADPT++, is
described graphically in Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Workflow method.

This classroom strategy was applied to the Programming
Lab I course during the Spring term of 2016 (from August to
December). This course meets for 5 hours a week and
corresponds to a second semester course in the Computer
Science undergraduate program. The course was taught in
two parallel groups of 24 and 29 students each.
In this course, students learn computer programming
using basic tools and simple structured problems, and also
develop teamwork skills. Table I presents the course's
learning outcomes, associated to: (i) disciplinary knowledge
and reasoning, (ii) personal and professional skills and
attributes, and (iii) interpersonal skills.
TABLE I. CDIO SYLLABUS GOALS OF PROGRAMMING LABORATORY I

Disciplinary
knowledge and
reasoning
Figure 2.

ADPT++ sequence.

The basic structure of this strategy involves the use of
videocasts allocated in a Youtube channel which cover the
theoretical fundamentals to be applied in classes. The
cognitive learning outcomes associated to the contents of the
videos are assessed by a formative test developed by means
of a Google Forms tools at the beginning of each class. The
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Personal and
professional skills and
attributes
Interpersonal skills

1 Fundamentals of algorithms, data
structures and programming languages
Explains the different software
1.1
development stages.
Identifies inputs, outputs and
1.2
constraints for a given problem.
Designs a structured solution
1.3
using an algorithmic
representation technique.
Builds an algorithmic solution
1.4
using a structured programming
language.
2 Analyzes a problem by dividing it
into identifiable parts, and propose
solutions.
3 Can work in interdisciplinary teams.
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Excellent
(5 pts.)

ADPT++ PROCESS – PRODUCT RUBRIC

Good
(4 pts.)

Satisfactor
y (3 pts.)

Poor
(2 pts.)

Unaccepta
ble (1 pts.)

Identifies
100% of the
inputs,
outputs and
A contraints of
the problem.

Identifies
most of the
inputs,
outputs and
contraints of
the problem .

Identifies
some inputs,
outputs and
contraints of
the problem.

Identifies few
inputs,
outputs and
contraints of
the problem.

Fails to
identify
inputs,
outputs and
contraints of
the problem.

Designs the
algorithms
and test cases
correctly
D 100% of the
time.

Designs the
algorithm and
test cases
correctly
most of the
time.

Partially
designs the
algorithm and
test cases.

Designs the
algorithm and
test cases
poorly.

Fails to
design the
algorithm and
test cases.

P

Source code
compiles
100% and
documentatio
n is complete.

Code passes
100% of test
T cases.

Source code
compiles
100%, but
style and
documentatio
n must be
improved.
Code passes
most (≥ 80%)
of test cases.

Complete
source code
is observed
but
compilation
fails.

Incomplete
source code
is observed.

No source
code is
observed.

Code passes
≥ 50% and <
80% test
cases.

Code passes
less than 50%
test cases.

Code fails for
all test cases.

Figures 4 and 5 show the preliminary results of the
Programming Lab I course in terms of the student
performance in Test 1 and Test 2, respectively. It is
important to note that the ADTP strategy was first applied in
2013, while the ADTP++ strategy was only applied in 2016.
Results show an improvement in student performance
starting in 2013, which can be seen in the shift of the score
boxes toward higher scores. In 2011 and 2012, students
failed to achieve the highest grades, unlike later years when
the ADPT and ADPT++ strategies were applied. Low score
outliers were found mainly when using ADPT++. This can
be explained by noting that 20% of the students did not
watch the video before class (Source: Google Analytics).
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Attitude
(10%)

Excellent
(5pts.)

Development
(10%)

TABLE II.

TABLE III.

Work
quality
(20%)

Student work was evaluated in two instances, first with a
theoretical formative test and second with an active learning
activity. The theoretical test results show if the students saw
and understood the videocast before the class. The active
learning activity in-class time, as in the ADPT strategy,
consists of solving a problem in teams and generating the
deliverables for the ADPT stages described in Section 3.
This activity is assessed using two specially designed
rubrics: (i) a ADPT process-product rubric, oriented toward
assessing issues related to disciplinary knowledge (Table
II), and (ii) a rubric designed to assess issues related to
teamwork (Table III). Students grades were calculated
assigning a weight of 80% to process-product performance
and of 20% to teamwork performance, both evaluated using
the rubrics shown in Table II and Table III, respectively.

As shown in Figure 5, the score for Test 2 for 2016 (with
ADPT++ strategy) was lower than the score for the 2013 to
2015 course versions (which applied the ADPT strategy).
This may be due to the immaturity of our implementation,
which still needs some work.
Both instructor perception and student feedback show an
increase in student participation and motivation, which is
consistent with the student reflective memos shown in [2].

Problem
solving
(40%)

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Work with
others (20%)

V.

ADPT++ TEAM WORK RUBRIC

Good
(4pts.)

Satisfact
ory
(3pts.)

Poor
(2 pts.)

Unaccept
able
(1 pts.)

Positive
attitude
towards
work.

Often has
a positive
attitude
towards
work.

Prepares
and plans
the work.
Always
supports
the work
of the team
Always
generates
high
quality
work.

Supports
the work
of the
team.

Ocassional
y has a
positive
attitude
towards
work.
Sometimes
supports
the work of
the team.

Often
demonstrat
es negative
attitude
towards
work.
Rarely
supports
the work of
the team.

Always
demostrate
s negative
attitude
towards
work.
Never
supports
the work of
the team.

Generates
work that
ocassional
y requires
reviews.

Generates
work that
often
requires
reviews.

Generates
low quality
work.

Occasional
ly suggests
or refines
solutions
to
problems.
Occasional
ly listens
and keeps
a good
work
environme
nt.

Rarely
contributes
to solving
problems.

Never
contributes
to solving
problems.

Rarely
listens and
keeps a
good work
environme
nt.

Never
keeps a
good work
environme
nt.

Proposes
solutions
to the
problems.

Always
listens and
keeps a
good work
environme
nt.

Figure 4.

Almost
always
generates
high
quality
work.
Refines
solutions
proposed
by others.

Almost
always
listens and
keeps a
good work
environme
nt.

Scores for test 1 between years 2011 and 2016.
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To collect data to measure the impact of this strategy
in students’ performance and motivation.
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Abstract— Open education has been getting much attention in
various educational fields, and the language education is not an
exception. It is a movement to enhance opportunities for
learning, which empowered by the current technological
revolution. In particular, the web has been employed in
English as a foreign language (EFL) education to change a
traditional classroom, and has created a community in which
students are able to actively participate in, exchange ideas, and
collaborate. By introducing two case studies, project based
language learning with MOOCs and online international
exchange, this paper explores new possibilities in Open
learning and advocates the active use of ICT to foster English
language learning.
Keywords-English education; MOOCs; distance education;
international exchange.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Open education is a movement that expands educational
opportunities. It relates to both methods and ideology. From
the elite to minority, men to women, to educationbenefitting areas to remote areas lacking access, it aims to
expand opportunities for learning. There has been continued
debate and trial and error amongst EFL teachers as to how
best to remove the borders of the classroom, and approach
English education from a global point of view that is also
authentic. Due to development in Web technologies, it has
become possible for learning to occur on a global scale,
allowing for collaboration and sharing of knowledge and
bringing about great changes in classroom structure [1]. The
purpose of this paper is to report EFL instructional designs
with open learning, and explores its potentiality.
Open Education’s history can be classified into three
generations, the first being about 40 years ago in Britain’s
Open University, which was introduced in print, radio, and
television, the second being the impact of the Web (1.0 and
2.0) on the exchange of information across the world, and
finally the Open Education of the 21st century- that is, the
rise of the Open Educational Resources movement [2]. We
can consider MOOCs to be a part of this. Bonk defines
Open Education as something that anyone at any place and
any time can undertake [3]. For example, Japanese students
in Tokyo are able to listen to a lecture by a professor in the
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US in real time, using the internet. With variety of learning
designs such as mobile learning and collaborative learning,
Bonk outlines 10 main learning trends in education,
describing them as ‘openers’ of education. The instruction
in this paper was designed using one or more of these
openers.
In Section 1, this study introduces how MOOCs can be
integrated in a regular EFL classroom. In Section 2, the
study introduces International exchange via ICT. These are
the examples of EFL instructional designs which expanded
opportunities for learning getting over the limitation of time
and space. Realizing authentic language learning in global
perspective without spending much money is a novel part of
these EFL instructional designs.
II.

CASE STUDIES

This section introduces two case studies, Project based
language learning with MOOCs, and International exchange
with ICT.
2.1. Project based language learning with MOOCs
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have its roots in
a lecture delivered by Athabasca University’s George
Siemens and Canada’s National Research Council’s Stephen
Downes’s in 2008 titled ‘Connectivism and Connective
Knowledge’ [4]. Now many of America’s leading
universities like Stanford and Harvard have been
participating in MOOCs’ platforms like Coursera and edX,
and a dynamic Web technology-based educational
environment enables students to participate in an online
community synchronously or asynchronously. There is
interaction between the instructor and the students, and
among the students [5].
It is thought that one of the best ways to improve one’s
English is to study abroad, however that is not a realistic path
for everyone to take. Furthermore, while texts like current
affairs, essays, and stories are being used as teaching
materials in textbooks, there are not many textbooks that deal
with lectures from foreign universities. Subsequently, there
has not been much exploration into how effective that
material is for English education. So, this paper investigated
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the potential of the EFL instructional design with MOOCs as
English teaching materials.
A pilot study was conducted in the first semester of 2013
at a Japanese university using a CALL. Their majors were
International Economics and Politics. According to the
results of a survey administered to the students, over 90%
were unaware of MOOCs, so they were first introduced what
MOOCs were. To help deepen the students’ understanding, a
statistics course offered by Princeton University through the
popular platform Coursera was introduced, together with a
discussion of Bonk’s ‘Instructional Ideas and Technology
Tools for Online Success’ that was delivered to an audience
of over 4000 people in May 2012, and his articles about
MOOCs [6][7]. The students were then split into groups of
3-4 people to complete the ‘One Week Group Project’. They
were asked to participate in a course of their choice for a
minimum of one week, analyze the MOOC, and create a 20
minute presentation on their findings as it is seen Fig. 1.
Introduction to MOOCs and Open education
One month project
Presentation
Figure 1. Structure of the EFL instruction

As a result, the students recognized usefulness of
MOOCs to enhance English proficiency. This is reflected in
responses to the question “Was MOOCs beneficial to
improving your grasp of English?” as shown in Fig. 2 which
details results of a survey conducted post-experiment.
Positive responses were recorded across the board.
strongly disagree

neutral
strongly agree

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Figure 2. “Do you think MOOCs will enhance English proficiency?”

More concretely, firstly, there seems to be potential as
preparation for study abroad. Since MOOCs broadcasts
lectures from different universities, it is possible to use them
to get used to American lecture styles, identify important
vocabulary, practice reasoning, note-taking, and so on.
Secondly, thanks to the learning communities around
MOOCs, classes can move beyond being passive
experiences to ones where students can provide their output.
Students were surprisingly active in posting questions in an
online community. The Internet, as a platform to get one’s
voice out into the world, would be good for improving one’s
courage and confidence in using English. It is important to
consider that being able to get one’s voice out online is vital
for today’s increasingly global society. Thirdly, students
were not found to have technical issues with the introduction
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of MOOCs. The lesson was conducted in the CALL
classroom, so the students, as “digital natives” [9] of the
modern world who had been using computers and the
Internet since birth, were already used to e-learning, which
may have been a reason for the lack of stress. Fourthly, the
students did not seem to experience any major language
difficulties while participating in their MOOC. This may
have been due to the fact that this class was targeted at
students with intermediate to advanced English ability, and
the subjects chosen in the MOOCs were easily understood
subjects like music, health, and food. In addition, the lectures
delivered were fairly visual. Fifth, it was observed that the
final One Week Group Project presentations promoted
critical thinking. As opposed to just reporting their findings
in their presentations, some students had moved beyond that
to evaluate the course structure and the pros and cons of
learning with MOOCs. As such, this educational activity was
a means to get the students to integrate their learning and
think critically. This study’s results unveiled the possibilities
of MOOCs for English learning. MOOCs promises to be a
new, appealing type of English study, in addition to stories,
essays, news, songs etc.
2.2 International Exchange with ICT
A case study in using Web technologies for international
exchange will be introduced in this section. In this class,
Japanese and American university students conducted
international exchange via writing. On the Japanese side,
warm up activities were performed during the first semester
of 2013. The aim of this class was to experience using
English, a global language, as a communication tool. Our
partner was the University of Kansas’s English as a Second
Language (ESL) class, consisting of students from China,
South Korea, South-East Asia and the Middle East. Together,
the classes jointly aimed to conduct an asynchronous
international exchange, and utilize English as a
communication tool.
Voicethread was the chosen tool for this exchange. The
students from the University of Kansas’s ESL class
introduced the cities they would like to visit, and the
Japanese students made comments and asked questions in
English, to which the University of Kansas students
responded. Fig. 3 is a screenshot from the international
exchange. The students at the University of Kansas posted
pictures of their favorite places together with their
descriptions. Fig. 4 illustrates examples of this interaction.
“Hi, I am A. I’m going to tell you about my hometown. My
home town is a famous place in Saudi Arabia...” This student
introduced his hometown, to which the Japanese student
replied, “Hi, I am B from Japan. I have a friend from Saudi
Arabia, so I want to visit there someday...” They read and
responded with their own impressions.
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Figure 3. Greetings of an American and Japanese EFL instructors

International exchange. This interaction among learners is
the strong characteristic of language learning with current
technologies.
Taking into account second-languages and spoken
foreign languages, it is estimated that 1.4-1.5 billion people
in the world are English speakers [8]. In addition, the number
of people who use English on the Internet are thought to be
even higher, highlighting the importance of being able to
communicate in the language. The English educators of
today now face a world where technology they would not
have dreamed of as a child is available, and they are aiming
for a more authentic classroom experience by introducing
technology into the classroom. As is seen, the incorporation
of ICT in English education in universities has the possibility
to traverse the boundaries of time and physical distance
created by the walls of the traditional classroom, and allow
participation, interaction, and collaboration in a global
community. We can open the English classroom to the world
with computers and mobile technologies. How this is
incorporated into each English class will depend on the aims
and curriculum design of each individual class, as well as
creativity of the EFL teachers.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Figure 4. An example of the students’ writing

English educators that employ ICT often desire
international exchange as a means of crafting an authentic
experience. Nowadays, there are many tools like Skype that
can facilitate this. The Web tool used in this case is not
complex either, being very simple to operate and requiring
little set up before being able to be used in a class. Also in
this type of international exchange, the difference in time
zones are an issue, but the asynchronous style of contact
meant that collaborative work was still able to be achieved.
Both sides of the exchange could feel the presence of the
other as they communicated. Due to concerns over student
privacy, the students used icons instead of actual photos to
represent themselves. That said, there is a gap between
knowing that using English on the Web would allow one to
communicate with people around the world, and actually
being able to communicate with people around the world on
the Web–in other words, having the awareness about
something vs. actually experiencing something. Beyond
studying English, it is also important to experience what it
means to communicate in English.
III.

CONCLUSION

These two case studies illustrate how ICT expanded
opportunities for authentic English language learning. By
using MOOCs, EFL learners can get access to quality
educational contents as well as having interactions with
learners around the globe. The same hold true for the
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Abstract— In Computer Supported Collaborative Learning
(CSCL) research, gaining a guideline to carry out appropriate
scaffolding by analyzing mechanism of successful collaborative
interaction and extracting indicators to identify groups where
collaborative process is not going well, can be considered as the
most important preoccupation, both for research and for
educational implementation. And to study this collaborative
learning process, different approaches have been tried. In this
paper, we opt for the verbal data analysis; its advantage of this
method is that it enables quantitative processing while
maintaining qualitative perspective, with collaborative
learning data of considerable size. However, coding large scale
educational data is extremely time consuming and sometimes
goes beyond men’s capacity. So, in recent years, there have
also been attempts to automate complex coding by using
machine learning technology. In this background, with large
scale data generated in our CSCL system, we have tried to
implement automation of high precision coding utilizing deep
learning methods, which are derived from the leading edge
technology of machine learning. The results indicate that our
approach with deep learning methods is promising,
outperforming the machine learning baselines, and that the
prediction accuracy could be improved by constructing models
more sensitive to the context of conversation.
Keywords-CSCL; leaning analytics; coding scheme; deep
learning methods.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Analysis of collaborative process
One of the greatest research interests in the actual
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL)
research is to analyze its social process from a social
constructionist viewpoint, and key research questions are as
follows: how knowledge and meanings are shared within a
group, what types of conflict, synchronization and
adjustment of opinions occur, and how knowledge is
constructed from discussions. And answering to these
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questions enables to develop more effective scaffolding
methods and CSCL system and tools.
In earlier researches at initial stage of CSCL, the focus
was on each individual within a collaborating group, and the
main point of interest had been how significantly a personal
learning outcome was affected by characteristic types of a
group (such as group size, group composition, learning tasks,
and communication media) [1]. However, it gradually
became clear that those characteristics are complexly
connected and intertwined with each other, and showing
causal relation to a specific result was extremely difficult.
From the 1990s, the interest in CSCL research had moved
away from awareness of the issue on how a personal learning
is established within a group, to attempting to explain the
process by clarifying the details of group interactions when
learning is taking place within a group [2].
However, attempting to analyze collaborative process
goes beyond merely shifting a research perspective; it also
leads to fundamental re-examination of its analytical
methodology. In other words, this involves a shift from
quantitative analysis to qualitative analysis. Naturally, there
are useful data among quantitative data saved within CSCL
system, such as the number of contributions within a group,
the number of contributions by each group member, and in
some cases contribution attributes obtained from system
interface (sentence opener), but those are very much a mere
surface data. The most important data for analysis are
contributions in chats, images/sounds within tools such as
Skype, and various outputs generated in the process of
collaborative
learning;
for
analysis
of
those,
ethnomethodologies such as conversation analysis and video
analysis have been invoked [3] [4].
However, those researches by their very nature tend to be
in-depth case studies of collaborative activities with a limited
number of groups and have the disadvantage of not at all
being easy to derive a guideline that has a certain level of
universality and can be applicable in other contexts.
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Therefore, researches have been carried out using verbal data
analysis method that carry out coding from a perspective of
linguistic or collaborative learning activities on a certain
volume of language data generated in collaborative learning
and analyzing them [5][6][7]. The advantage of this method
is that it enables quantitative processing while maintaining
qualitative perspective, with collaborative learning data of
considerable size as the subject, while coding them manually
is an extremely time consuming task which goes sometimes
beyond men’s capacity. For example, Persico et al.
developed a technological tool which helps the tutors to code
the contributions in chats and displays quantitative
information about the qualitative information and coding
data [8]. However, given that the coding procedure itself
remains manual in most existing studies [9][10], there is an
insurmountable limit in front of big data. Hence, we seek an
automatic coding technique for a large scale collaborative
learning data with deep learning methods.
B. Educational data and Learning Analytics
With the progress of educational cloud implementation in
educational institutions, data generated in Learning
Management System (LMS), e-learning, Social Network
Service (SNS), Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) and
others are increasing rapidly, and a new research approach
called Learning Analytics (LA) that tries to gain knowledge
that would lead to support of learning and educational
activities by analyzing those educational big data is
becoming more active [11][12]. Big educational data
obtained from CSCL system integrated in educational cloud
at a campus, such as conversation data, submitted documents
and images/sounds of learning activities, will certainly
become a subject for analysis in the near future: therefore, it
is believed that we are coming into a time when it is
necessary to seriously examine a new possibility of
collaborative learning research as LA. Due to such
background, in this research we have reconstructed CSCL
system that has been operating in a campus server for the last
five years as a module within Moodle, which is a LMS
within the campus cloud, and have already structured an
environment that can be operated within the campus and
collect/analyze collaborative learning data.
C. The goal and purpose of this study
The goal of our research is to analyze large-scale
collaborative data from LA perspective as described above
and discover the mechanism of activation and deactivation
of collaborative activity process which could not be gained
from micro level case studies up to now. Furthermore, this
research, based on its results, aims to implement supports in
authentic learning/educational contexts, such as real-time
monitoring of collaborative process and scaffolding to
groups that are not becoming activated.
In this paper, as the first step towards this goal, we
present work in progress, which attempts to develop an
automation technique for coding of chat data and verifies its
accuracy. To be more specific, a substantial volume of chat
data is coded manually, and has a part of that learnt as
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training data in deep learning methods, which are derived
from the leading edge technologies for machine learning;
afterwards, automatic coding of the raw data is carried out.
For validation of accuracy, the effectiveness of using deep
learning methods is assessed by comparing accuracy against
Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines, which are
baselines of machine learning algorithm used in existing
studies that carried out automatic coding by machine
learning.
D. Structure of this paper
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we
present the related work. The Section III describes our
datasets and coding scheme. The approach with deep
learning methods for automatic coding is discussed in
Section IV. Then, our experiment and results from our
evaluation are described in Section V. Section VI concludes
the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Since deep learning can often outperform existing
machine learning methods, such as SVMs, it has been
applied in various research areas, such as image recognition
and natural language processing [13]. Text classification is
an important task in natural learning processing, for which
various deep learning methods have been exploited
extensively in recent studies. A structure called a CNN has
been applied for text classification using word- or characterlevel modeling [14][15]. LSTM [16] and gated recurrent
units (GRUs) [17] are popular structures for RNNs. Both
structures are known to outperform existing models, such as
n-grams, and are thus widely available as learning models
for sequential data like text. RNNs are also applied to text
classification in various ways [18][19]. For instance, Yang
et al. used a bidirectional GRU with attention modeling by
setting two hierarchical layers that consist of the word and
sentence encoders [18].
In the field of CSCL, some researchers have tried to
apply text classification technology to chat logs. The most
representative studies would be Rosé and her
colleagues’works [20][21][22]. For example, they applied
text classification technology to a relatively large CSCL
corpus that had been coded by human coders using the
coding scheme with 7 dimensions, developed by Weinbeger
and Fisher [21][23]. McLaren’s Argunaut project took a
similar approach: he used online discussions coded
manually to train machine-learning classifiers in order to
predict the appearance of these discussions characteristics in
the new e-discussion[24]. However, it should be pointed out
that all these prior studies rely on the machine learning
techniques before deep learning studies emerge.
III.

DATA AND CODING SCHEME

In this section, we explain how we collected our dataset
and what coding scheme we adopted to categorize the
dataset.
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A. Data Description
Our dataset obtained through chat function within the
system, comes from conversations among students while
carrying out online collaborative learning in university
lectures using CSCL, which had been previously developed
by the researchers of this study [25].
This CSCL is used without face to face contact; therefore,
these data are all from occasions when unacquainted and
separated students formed groups within lecture halls at the
campus. And within the system all names of students are
shown in nicknames, so that even if students knew each
other they would not recognize each other.
The overview of CSCL contributions data used in this
research is shown in Table 1. The number of lectures is
seven and all classes of these lectures form groups of three to
four; in fact, there are a lot of data that we could not process
by coding them in this research. Learning times vary
depending on the class, from 45 to 90 minutes. In total, the
dataset contains 11504 contributions; there are 202 groups
from all the classes, with 426 participating students; since
students attend multiple classes, the number of participating
students are smaller than the product of number of groups
and number of students in a group.
Table 2 shows a conversation example of chat. This is a
conversation example of three students.
TABLE I.

CONTRIBUTIONS DATA USED IN THIS STUDY

the coder; therefore, after conferring among us, we unified
labels and re-coded the contributions. The resultant number
of labels assigned is shown in Table 3. Concordance rate is
82.3% and this is a high concordance rate with 0.800 Kappa
coefficient, and we consider this to be sufficiently practical
for use as an educational dataset in deep learning methods.
Fig. 1 shows the frequencies of the labels in the dataset. Nine
labels describe more than 90% of occurrences; label
occurrences appear to have a long-tail distribution. The main
purpose of this study is to learn and infer these labels from
posted contributions.
Others
9%
Gratitude…

Agreement
22%

Confirmation
4%
Outside
comments
5%

Reply
10%
Proposal
16%
Greeting
10%
Report
10%

Question
11%

Number of Lectures 7 Lectures
Member of Groups

3-4 people

Learning Time

45-90 mintutes

Number of Groups

202 groups

Number of Students

426 students

TABLE II.
Talker
D

CONVERSATION EXAMPLE (TRANLATION FROM JAPANESE)

D

Contents
Where do you want to change?
That's right … I guess, first of all, we definitely need to change the
question, and then, what about the well-formed formula?
How is it that changes only the third line of the question?

D
E
F

Regarding the well-formed formula, it's the final part after ⊃.
That's good idea.
I agree. How do we want to change that?

E

B. Coding scheme
In accordance with our manual for code assignment, one
code label is assigned to one contribution in a chat. There are
16 types of code labels as shown in Table 3, and one of those
labels is assigned for all cases.
All labels in our dataset are coded by two people; the
coincidence rate between the labels assigned was 67%.
However, when we reviewed the resultant coding data, it was
discovered that there were duplicated labels for some
contributions, and some labels had variances depending on
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Figure 1. Ratio of each conversational coding labels

IV. APPROACH -- DEEP LEARNING
In recent years, deep learning technology has led to
dramatic developments in the field of artificial intelligence.
Deep learning is a general framework of learning methods
that use neural networks with millions of weight parameters.
The weights in neural networks are optimized so that their
output coincides with labels in the given data. With the
recent development of parallel computing using Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs) and optimization algorithms,
machines are able to learn large numbers of parameters from
large datasets at realistic costs.
To try automatic coding, we adapt three types of deep
neural network (DNN) structures: a convolutional neural
network (CNN) -based model and two bidirectional Long
short-term memory (LSTM) -based models, LSTM and
Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq). The first and second
models take only a single contribution as input and cannot
refer to context information in the conversation. Conversely,
the Seq2Seq model can capture context information by using
a pair of sentences as its input, which represent source and
replay contributions.
A. CNN-based model
The CNN-based model uses the network architecture
proposed by Kim et al. (Fig. 2). Before training, all words in
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TABLE III.

Tag

Meaning of tag

Agreement

Contribution example

Conveying opinion, or yes/no question

Question
Report
Greeting
Reply

Other than yes/no question
Reporting own status
Greeting to other members
Other replies
Contribution on matters other than assignment
contents
Opinions on systems and such
Confirm the assignment and how to proceed
Gratitude to other members
A contribution to change event being handled,
such as moving on to the next assignment
Joke to other members
Requesting somebody to do some task
Correcting past contribution
Negative reply
Dissatisfactions towards assignments or systems
Contribution that does not make sense

Confirmation
Gratitude
Switchover
Joke
Request
Correction
Disagreement
Complaint
Noise

I think that’s good
How about five of us here make the
submission?
What shall we do with the title?
I corrected the complicated one
I’m looking forward to working with you
It looks that way!
My contribution is disappearing already; so
fast!
A bug
Would you like to submit it now?
Thanks!

Affirmative reply

Proposal

Outside
comments

List of labels

the data are converted to word vectors. Word vectors are
often obtained by pre-training using another external dataset.
In this study, we implemented two types of word vectors: 1)
vectors obtained by applying word2vec (the skipped gram
model with negative sampling) to all Japanese text in
Wikipedia, and 2) randomly initialized vectors that are tuned
simultaneously with the CNN.

Shall we give it a try?
You should, like, learn it physically?
Can either of you reply?
Sorry, I meant children
I think 30 minute is too long
I must say the theme isn’t great
?meet? day???

Number of
times used
5033
3762
2399
2394
2342
2324
1049
949
671
625

:)

433
354
204
160
155
143

contribution are input, both output vectors are concatenated
and fed into the two-layer fully-connected network and the
softmax layer to obtain classification results. Fig. 3 illustrates
this architecture.

Figure 2. CNN-based model

Figure 3. Bidirectional LSTM-based

B. Bidirectional LSTM-based model
An LSTM is a recurrent neural networks (RNNs) that is
carefully constructed so that it can capture long-distance
dependencies in sequential data. Generally speaking, an
RNN consists of input vector xt and output vector yt for each
time t. To obtain the output y{t}, the previous output vector
y{t-1} is fed to the neural network along with the current input
vector xt. The LSTM has another hidden vector, ct, called the
state vector in addition to the input and output vectors. While
the state vector is also output from the neural network, it is
computed to track long-distance relations through a function
called a forget gate, which is designed to decide whether the
state vector should be changed. We feed word vectors into
the two-layer LSTM network sequentially in both the
forward and reverse directions. After all words in a
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C.

Bidirectional Seq2Seq-based model
Each contribution is a part of a conversation; therefore, to
classify labels more accurately, we must account for
conversational contexts. To do this, we convert all
contributions in conversations into pairs of source and reply
contributions. Even if a user posts a contribution that does
not explicitly cite another, we assume that it cites a previous
contribution. We also suppose that the first contribution of
each conversation cites the empty string. To construct a
model that regards the source contribution as a
conversational context and the reply as a representation of
the user's intention, we use the Seq2seq framework. Seq2seq
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[26] was originally proposed as a neural model using RNNs
for machine translation, and later applied to other tasks, such
as conversational generation [27]. It consists of two separate
LSTM networks, called the encoder and decoder. We use
two-layer LSTM networks for both the encoder and decoder.
Words are sequentially fed in both the forward and reverse
directions. Output vectors from decoders are concatenated
and fed into the two-layer fully-connected network and the
softmax layer (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Bidirectional Seq2Seq-based model

V.

EVALUATION

For each contribution, we trimmed sentences beginning
with the symbol “>,” which were automatically generated by
the system. Since all the data consist of Japanese text,
morphological analysis was needed. We split texts into
words using a tool called MeCab. Replacing low-frequency
words with “unknown,” the vocabulary size was decreased to
approximately 4,000. Each contribution was given two labels
annotated by different people; we removed contributions that
were assigned two different labels. We used 90% of the
remaining 8,015 contributions as training data and 10% as
test data. The accuracy of the learning result for each model
is measured with the test data.
A.

Baseline Methods
For comparison, we used three classifiers; Naive Bayes, a
linear support vector machine (SVM), and an SVM with a
radial basis function (RBF) kernel. We also used two types
of feature sets: unigrams only and unigrams and bigrams.
For the SVM classifiers, in order to improve the
classification accuracy, input vectors were obtained by
normalizing zero-one vectors whose elements represent
occurrences of unigrams or bigrams.
B. Model Parameters and Learning
Model parameters, such as the vector sizes of layers, are
determined as follows. Both the size of word embedding and
the size of the last fully connected layer are 200 for all
models. We set the patch size of the convolutional layer in
the vertical direction to 4 and the number of channels to 256
for the CNN-based models. We set the size of both LSTM
layers to 800 for the LSTM and Seq2Seq models.
Models are learned by stochastic descent gradient (SDG)
using an optimization method called Adam. To avoid
overfitting, iteration was stopped at 10 epochs for the
LSTM-based methods and 30 epochs for the CNN-based
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methods. Due to the fluctuation in accuracy results between
epochs, we took the average of the last 5 epochs to measure
the accuracy of each model. To prevent overfitting, dropout
was applied to the last and second-last fully connected layers.
C. Experimental Results
Table 4 shows the accuracies of the three DNN models
and baseline methods. Overall, the DNN models outperform
the baselines, even as the SVMs maintain their high
performance. Among baseline methods, the SVM with the
RBF kernel achieved the highest accuracy. For the CNNbased models, using word vectors trained using the
Wikipedia data slightly enhanced accuracy. For LSTM-based
models, bidirectional processing yielded slightly higher
accuracy than single-directional processing.
There was no significant difference in the accuracies of
the CNN model using Wikipedia and the bidirectional LSTM
model. Both of these methods outperformed the best of
SVMs by 1–2%.
Seq2Seq model outperformed other methods clearly;
the best of SVMs by 5-6% and other DNN models by 3-4%.
TABLE IV.

PREDICTIVE ACCURACIES FOR BASELINES AND DEEPNEURAL-NETWORK MODELS

Naïve Bayes
unigram
uni+bigram
0.554
0.598

SVM(Linear)
unigram
uni+bigram
0.642
0.659

SVM(RBF Kernel)
unigram
uni+bigram
0.664
0.659

CNN
LSTM
with wikipedia
w.o. wikipedia
single-direction
bidirection
0.686
0.677
0.676
0.678

Seq2Seq
bidirection
bidir. w. interm.
0.718
0.717

The kappa coefficient for the bidirectional LSTM model
was 0.63, which is sufficiently high. However, to
automatically comprehend and judge the activities of users
from only the labels inferred by machines, the kappa
coefficient must be improved. By using the Seq2Seq model,
which is able to capture the contextual information from the
source or the adjacent contribution, the kappa coefficient was
improved to 0.723.
Hereafter, we analyze the misclassification of each label
individually. The precision and recall for each label are
shown in Table 5. Of the ten most frequent labels, the
precision of “Greeting” predictions were highest (F1: 0.94)
and that of “Agreement” was the second highest (F1: 0.83).
“Question” was also predicted with high accuracy (F1: 0.77).
These results are consistent with our intuition, as both seem
to be easy to infer from the contributions themselves, without
knowing their context. In contrast, as Table 5 shows, the
label “Reply” was hard for our model to predict. That
performed worst with respect to the recall, tending to be
misclassified as an “Agreement”, “Proposal” or “Report,” as
shown in the confusion matrix (Fig. 5). This can be solved if
richer context in neighboring contributions is used as input to
classifiers in addition to the source contribution.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As the first step to analyze collaborative process of big
educational data, we tried to automate time-consuming
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TABLE V. PRESITION AND RECALL FOR EACH LABEL (RESULT OF BIDIRECTIONAL LSTM)
Presition
Agreement
Proposal
Question
Report
Greeting
Reply
Outside comments
Confirmation
Gratitude

Recall
0.85
0.73
0.75
0.64
0.94
0.62
0.17
0.58
0.67

complex models that take multiple preceding contributions
as input vectors.

F1-value
0.81
0.74
0.8
0.62
0.94
0.46
0.47
0.74
0.67

0.83
0.73
0.77
0.63
0.94
0.53
0.25
0.65
0.67
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Abstract—This work discusses a recent browser technology known
as the Web MIDI API to design and release browser applications
for music. This application programming interface (API), still
under development by the Audio group of the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C), provides support to the Musical Instrument
Digital Interface (MIDI) protocol, enabling web applications to
interface with MIDI input and output devices on the client
system and send and receive MIDI messages. The paper critically
analyzes advantages and drawbacks currently presented by the
Web MIDI API in the context of web-based music education. In
the final part of this work, a case study will be discussed.
Keywords–MIDI; Web applications; Music education; Web
MIDI API.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In computing, a web application – or web app – is a clientserver software application in which the client or user interface
runs in a web browser. Web applications are very popular, since
they offer a number of advantages: they are cross-platform,
easy to update, often free, and they should not require ad hoc
installations. The distribution of web applications is immediate
and their audience potentially includes all users owning a
network-attached device equipped with a web browser. These
characteristics are very important for educational applications
too. For instance, portability and compatibility are at the base
of the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) paradigm, whose
advantages, risks and perspectives in the educational field have
been discussed in [1], [2], [3]. As stated in [4], the most
important quality criteria for the success of web applications
include reliability, usability, security, availability, scalability,
maintainability, and time-to-market. Most of these aspects
must be considered also in the design and implementation of
applications for students.
The Musical Interface for Digital Instruments (MIDI) is
a well-known and widely-adopted protocol to exchange messages among compatible music devices. Even if nowadays
MIDI could seem out of date and naive to non-experts –
suffice it to recall that the maximum bitrate of the protocol is
31.25 kbps and the structure of messages is composed by 7-bit
packages – it is still largely supported by professional music
and audio equipment. Some recent initiatives are bringing
new life to the format. In this sense, it is worth citing: the
recent reorganization of the official web site [5], with updated
contents, a new graphical layout and a News section; the
release on the marketplace of innovative music controllers,
such as the ROLI Seaboard Grand, able to extend the potential
of the original MIDI protocol still preserving full compatibility
[6]; and finally, the establishment of interest groups which join
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academia and industry in order to apply MIDI to new contexts
and meet recent technological requirements. In this light, the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) launched an initiative
aiming to design and implement the so-called Web MIDI
API. This specification defines an Application Programming
Interface (API) supporting the MIDI protocol, enabling web
applications to enumerate and select MIDI input and output
devices on the client system and send and receive MIDI
messages [7]. As stated in the official W3C page, the Web
MIDI API is intended to enable non-music MIDI applications
as well as music ones, by providing low-level access to the
MIDI devices available on the users’ systems. Further details
will be provided in Section IV.
The goal of this paper is to match the advantages of web
applications in the music education field with the flexibility
and power of the MIDI protocol for music reproduction. The
point of intersection of these two worlds lies in the technology
known as the Web MIDI API. The early development stage
of the API, the limited support currently offered by browsers
and the consequent lack of available applications make this
promising field relatively novel.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II will discuss
web resources for music teaching and learning; Section III will
provide an overview of the MIDI protocol and its applicability
to music education; Section IV will give details about the
Web MIDI API initiative; Section V will present a critical
analysis of this approach concerning the design, development
and release of web applications; finally, Section VI will discuss
the case study of an on-line application for music coding.
II.

W EB R ESOURCES FOR M USIC T EACHING AND
L EARNING
Computer-based technologies can help music education
from many points of view, ranging from teaching strategies
to new approaches to composition and performance, from
assistive technology and music therapy to K-12 listening skills
development [8]. In recent times, the pervasiveness of network
technologies and the availability of high-speed connections
have resulted in a rise of meaningful Internet-based music
resources. Just to mention some examples:
•

The official web sites of important institutions – see
the digitalization project of the Bach Archiv Leipzig
[9], the music section of the Beic Digital Library [10],
and the archive of the Teatro alla Scala [11], to name
but a few – nowadays offer high-quality materials to
Internet users. The mentioned examples cover heterogeneous aspects of music, including scores [12], audio
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•

•

recordings [13], and heterogeneous opera-related contents [14] respectively. These materials are of great
interest for the community of experts, scholars and
music students, but they cannot be easily reused in an
educational context, due to both technical limitations
and copyright issues;
There are collections of downloadable music resources, often based on the efforts of community
members. In this light, two relevant examples are the
Internet Archive, a site that retrieves digitized content
from the web including music scores and audio files
[15], and the IMSLP/Petrucci Music Library [16], a
popular platform to share public domain music [17];
Other on-line initiatives providing non-interactive resources for music education and dissemination, including static web pages, video tutorials, etc. For example,
the YouTube official channel of the Philharmonia
Orchestra – London (UK) collects in the Instrument
Guides section a number of videos aiming to present
musical instruments to young people.

Many studies discussed the integration of web-based material into music teaching, documenting phases of integration
that include supplemental links to resources, web-based teaching sequences, and various media to support course content
[18]. All the mentioned initiatives are potentially useful for
music teaching and learning, nevertheless, in order to achieve
effective educational results some additional features would be
desirable. The ideal web interface should not only grant highquality and certified resources, achieve cross-platform compatibility, and be always available, but it should also support an
active and customizable experience of music contents, present
multi-modal interactivity, and foster peer-to-peer and studentteacher interactions.
Keeping these goals in mind, we can provide a nonexhaustive state of the art on recent on-line initiatives that
embody such a vision. An example of web platform containing
high-quality materials for music education is DREAM – Digital
Resource Exchange About Music [19], a virtual space for exchanging information about digital learning tools [20]. Another
relevant example is EMIPIU – Enhanced Music Interactive
Platform for Internet Users [21], a web environment that
adopts the IEEE 1599 standard to encode music in all its
aspects according to a multi-layer structure and presents an
advanced web player to enjoy such contents in a synchronized
way [22]. As an evidence of its pedagogical valence, the same
technology has been employed in the on-line version of a
music textbook for children published by Pearson [23]. Finally,
let us mention the Chrome Music Lab [24] a set of simple
on-line tools that let anyone explore how music works. This
initiative is a collaboration between musicians and coders, and
its core technology lies in the freely available Web Audio API
[25].
In our opinion, a more detailed survey about web applications currently available for music education would go beyond
the scope of this work.
III. MIDI AND M USIC E DUCATION
The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) is an
industry standard music technology protocol that connects
products from many different companies including digital
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musical instruments, computers, tablets and smartphones. The
MIDI specification describes the protocol, the digital interface
and low-level hardware aspects, such as ports, cables and
connectors.
The original protocol was designed and released in the
1980’s. Despite significant enhancements over the years, the
MIDI specification officially remains at version 1.0 [26]. Later
extensions include the Standard MIDI File format, MIDI Show
Control, MIDI Time Code, and MIDI Machine Control. Nowadays the activities of the MIDI Manufacturers Association
(MMA) are focusing on new transfer protocols, such as MIDI
over USB and over wireless.
MIDI is used everyday around the world by musicians, DJs,
producers, educators, artists and hobbyists to create, perform,
learn and share music and artistic works. Advanced and innovative interfaces to make music through MIDI are constantly
under development, as shown during the Annual General
Meeting of the MMA occurred at the 2016 Winter NAMM
Show. The importance of MIDI as a commonly-accepted and
widely-adopted standard is also demonstrated by the libraries
available for the main programming languages, such as the C#
MIDI Toolkit for C#, the package javax.sound.midi for Java or
the MIDI Toolbox for Matlab [27].
The MIDI data stream is a unidirectional asynchronous bit
stream at 31.25 kbps. The interface on a MIDI instrument
will generally include three different connectors, labeled MIDI
IN, MIDI OUT, and MIDI THRU. The data stream is usually
originated by a MIDI controller or by a MIDI sequencer. A
MIDI controller is a device which is played as an instrument,
and it translates the performance into a MIDI data stream in
real time as it is played. Examples include not only keyboards,
but also electronic drums, wind controllers and guitar-like
MIDI devices. A MIDI sequencer is a device which allows
MIDI data sequences to be captured, stored, edited, combined,
and re-played. The MIDI data output from a MIDI controller or
sequencer is transmitted via the devices’ MIDI OUT connector.
The final recipient of the data stream is commonly a MIDI
sound generator or sound module, which will receive MIDI
messages at its MIDI IN connector, and respond to these messages by playing sounds. Further information can be retrieved
from the official documentation.
It is worth underlining that MIDI does not transmit audio
signals; instead, it sends event messages about musical notes,
controller signals for parameters, such as volume, vibrato
and panning, cues and clock signals to set the tempo, and
system-specific MIDI communications. In other terms, MIDI
itself does not make sound, rather it encodes the exchange of
messages generated by a MIDI chain and to be interpreted by
synthesizers in order to produce sound. The pros and cons of
this key aspect of MIDI will be discussed in Section V.
A MIDI device can be a piece of hardware (controllers,
synthesizers, etc.), a virtual/software tool, or a part of a software environment. From a logical point of view, the simplest
MIDI chain presents a message generator – like a keyboard
controller – and a message consumer – like a synthesizer.
There are devices that integrate both functions in a unique
product, as shown in Figure 1. Obviously, more complex
layouts can be created through the concatenation of multiple
devices, e.g., controllers, sequencers and sound modules, as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. An example of minimal MIDI chain: a keyboard controller
connected to a sound module.

Figure 3. An example of MIDI chain formed by a web application that is
piloted by a keyboard and controls a sound module.

on-line solutions with the potential of MIDI, and the answer
lies in the Web MIDI API [7].
Figure 2. An example of non-trivial MIDI setup in daisy-chain configuration.

Thanks to the huge support offered by most keyboard
controllers and to the availability of software counterparts
for physical equipment, MIDI can be easily adopted in any
educational environment. For instance, in the proposals detailed below, a network-attached computer will be sufficient to
experience MIDI-based activities oriented to music education.
According to some experts, MIDI can even bring a paradigm
shift in music teaching and learning (see [28] and [29]).
Among a number of didactic applications of the protocol, it is
worth mentioning:
•

•
•

•

the production of easy, low-cost, on-the-fly audio
renderings of potentially complex music pieces, in
contexts of instrument performance [30], vocal training [31], and assisted composition [32];
the accompaniment for music lessons and individual
instrumental practice [33];
the support offered to real-time distributed music
performances, mainly due to the lightweight exchange
of MIDI messages, as documented in [34] and [35];
new possibilities of music expression and interaction
for people affected by various kinds of disability,
thanks to ad-hoc MIDI-compatible controllers. A relevant application of MIDI to therapy and special
education can be found in [36], which presents the
use of MIDI devices in order to enable students with
physical and learning disabilities to participate to a
festival of popular music.

For a more detailed discussion of the advantages and
drawbacks of MIDI in music education, please refer to [37]
and [38].
IV. T HE W EB MIDI API
In Section II we have cited a number of heterogeneous web
applications for music education, and in Section III we have
explored the applicability of MIDI-based approaches to this
field. Now the question is how to couple the advantages of
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This specification defines an API to support the MIDI
protocol within web applications, so that applications can
enumerate and select MIDI input and output devices on
the client system and send and receive MIDI messages. In
accordance with the MIDI philosophy, also the API is not
designed to describe music or controller inputs semantically;
rather, it is intended to reproduce the mechanisms of MIDI
input and output interfaces, enabling direct access to devices
that respond to MIDI (e.g., controllers, synthesizers, lighting
equipment, other pieces of software, etc.). For the sake of
clarity, please note that the Web MIDI API is not a way to
play Standard MIDI files (SMFs) in a browser; this function
should be performed by a future extension of the HTML5
<audio> tag instead.
The Web MIDI API puts the web application in communication with other parts of the physical or virtual MIDI chain by
sending and receiving standard MIDI messages. In this way,
the web application becomes a new MIDI-compatible actor
connected to the MIDI chain, as intuitively shown in Figure 3.
The API aims to enable a brand new class of applications on
the web that can respond to MIDI controller inputs, even with
no music purposes. Examples may range from MIDI-controlled
video games to interfaces for the music expression by users
with disabilities. All these approaches can result in the design
and implementation of interactive browser-based educational
products.
From a practical point of view, adopting the Web MIDI
API in a web page requires to embed ad-hoc JavaScript code.
The first steps is searching for MIDI available resources on
the client system by invoking the requestMIDIAccess()
method. Then, it is possible to select the input/output devices
to be connected, if any. For an application that has to produce
sound, this implies to pick at least the default MIDI synthesizer. Finally, the application can listen to MIDI messages as
well as user actions in input, process them and finally send
MIDI messages in output. The send(data,timestamp)
method of the MIDIOutput interface enqueues the message(s) to be sent to the corresponding MIDI port, provided
that the data parameter contains one or more valid and
complete MIDI messages. It is also possible to specify when
the data should be sent to the port; if the timestamp
parameter is not present, is set to zero or to a time in the
past, data are to be sent as soon as possible.
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V. C RITICAL A NALYSIS
Before HTML5, the performance of audio files in a web
page could occur only through a plug-in – e.g., Macromedia
Flash or Windows Media Player – or non-standard HTML
syntax such as <bgsound>, an Internet Explorer element
associating a background sound with a page. These custom
solutions caused incompatibilities between implementations
and across different browsers, implying different behaviors of
the same page when visited by different users and unwanted
installations of third-party plug-ins.
The introduction of the <audio> element in HTML5
specification solved these issues. The idea was to provide web
designers and programmers with a standard way to embed into
web pages audio in MP3, Wav, and Ogg format. Nowadays,
the <audio> element is largely supported by web browsers,
as shown in Figure 4.
Consequently, at present there are standard approaches to
sonify web pages through background music and to play audio
content on demand. Nevertheless, in some cases a solution
based on pre-recorded sound files is neither efficient nor
effective. Let us consider those applications where audio is
produced in response to a specific user action, and sound
parameters (pitch, loudness, duration, timbre, etc.) should
change accordingly. For the sake of clarity, the sonification
of a button click can be easily implemented by loading a
default sound file, whereas a web interface to explore multiple music-scale models performed by different instruments
would require a considerable number of recordings; and the
situation would become even more critical in the case of an
interactive application (e.g., a touch-sensitive keyboard with
multi-timbral synthesis) where user actions are unpredictable.
In those music-oriented applications where sound parameters
may change considerably and are difficult to predict since they
depend on users’ choices and behaviors, MIDI can play an
important role.
Among the advantages offered by a MIDI-based approach,
we can mention:
•

A production of sound samples completely demanded
to a MIDI synthesizer, with no need to pre-record
audio fragments with all the variants required (e.g.,
different pitches, durations, timbres, etc). This implies
also the possibility to use the full range of General MIDI patches for multi-timbral synthesizers, and

Figure 4. The main browsers supporting the HTML5 <audio> element.
The numbers below specify the first browser version that offers full support.

•

•

•

to modify sounds through all the supported Control
Change commands;
A very light and compact client-server exchange of
music data, since MIDI does not transmit audio signals, rather it sends commands to trigger audio events;
The possibility to embed web applications into
MIDI chains, by connecting them with other MIDIcompatible real (hardware) or virtual (software) devices;
Provided a basic knowledge of the MIDI protocol,
the easiness of use by programmers, even if the
adoption of the HTML5 <audio> element is very
straightforward as well.

Of course, there are also some annoying drawbacks to take
into account:
•

•

•

•

MIDI is not an audio format, consequently the resulting sound quality on different systems is unpredictable
since it largely depends on the characteristics of the
sound module in use;
MIDI is not a music-notation format, so it can be
employed to encode scores only in non-professional
applications or in simplified contexts, such as most
children-oriented music games;
The Web MIDI API requires a MIDI chain to produce
sounds, namely the presence of either a hardware or
a software synthesizer;
The Web MIDI API has not reached the status of
standard yet, and at the moment of writing it is
supported only by the browsers listed in Figure 5.

The first two drawbacks listed above are connected to the
choice of MIDI as a way to represent music symbols and
produce sounds; conversely, the last two are directly linked to
the current characteristics of the Web MIDI API. Experience
shows that the success of web applications resides in multiplatform support, cross-browser compatibility and no need to
perform ad hoc installations, whereas at present the Web MIDI
API seems to go the opposite way: it requires the adoption of
a specific subset of browsers and the availability of physical
MIDI devices attached to the client – an uncommon situation
for most users – or, more likely, the installation of software
emulators.
Some of these problems will be hopefully solved when
the API becomes a standard. In the meanwhile, to get round
the problem it is possible to distribute applications wrapped in
ready-to-use software packages that embed all the required installations, resources, and configurations. For example, Docker
[39] is an open-source project wrapping up in a so-called
container all the resources needed in order to run one or
more processes. This isolation concerns both hardware (CPU,
memory, file system, etc.) and software (libraries, tools, code,
and so on). After the public deployment, the package launched
on a client behaves like a virtual machine.
VI.

Figure 5. Browsers supporting the Web MIDI API. The numbers below
specify the first browser version that offers full support.
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C ASE S TUDY: A W EB A PPLICATION FOR M USIC
C ODING
In order to foster artistic creativity and analytical skills
in young students, we designed, implemented and released a
publicly-available web environment for music coding. Music
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response to user choices: in fact, sound performance has been
demanded to the Web MIDI API.
The choice of the Web MIDI API against other standard
solutions, such as sampled sounds, is motivated by a number
of factors. First, the multi-timbral support combined with the
possibility to play a wide range of pitches would have required
the generation of approximatively 2000 sound samples. MIDI
syntax easily solves this issue thanks to:
•
•
Figure 6. A web interface for music coding where music is generated
through the Web MIDI API.

Figure 7. An evolution of the web application for music coding, based on
Google Blockly and deployed as a Docker package.

coding can be seen as an evolution of creative coding [40],
where the latter is applied to music education and its goals
embrace not only personal creativity, but also the analysis and
comprehension of music processes.
The web environment – to this end – proposes a simplified
subset of music operators involving mainly rhythmic and
melodic aspects of music. Examples include Play(p), i.e.,
“Play a given pitch”, Transpose(v), i.e., “Modify the
previous pitch according to a number of ascending/descending
steps”, and Tie(), i.e., “Extend the duration of a note”.
In addition to a short list of music operators, the interface
also presents a palette of musical instruments to choose from.
The reasons that led to multi-timbral support are manifold:
making music creation and reproduction more engaging, supporting the study of harmony and the listening of polyphony
through different timbres, introducing young students to the
characteristics of orchestral instruments, etc.
Due to the young age of expected users, music operators
and musical instruments are represented through playful and
colored icons, as shown in Figure 6.
This is not the place to provide further details about the
user interface, nor to discuss the validity of its pedagogical
approach. For those interested in deepening these topics, a
detailed discussion can be found in [41] and [42]. Rather, in
this context we are interested in the way music is produced in
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the parametric values of Note On events, which make
pitch (and even velocity) easy to set;
the use of different MIDI channels properly configured
through Program Change messages in order to support
different timbres.

Furthermore, the MIDI numeric representation of music
parameters allows to easily compute a music tune coming
from an algorithmic process. Let us recall that the interface
has been conceived to foster music coding, thus notes are not
necessarily expressed in an imperative way (e.g., “Play C4”),
but they can result from the application of a number of music
operators (e.g., “Play C4”, “Transpose a major third up and
play”, “Repeat the last note”). In this sense, the MIDI approach
intrinsically simplifies the computation of music parameters
that drive sound performance.
Such a web application for music coding is publicly
available at http://coding.lim.di.unimi.it. Please note that the
Web MIDI API requires a compatible browser – e.g., Google
Chrome – and the connection to a MIDI sound module to
work.
Recently, we made the interface evolve releasing a new
version in form of a Google Blockly game. Blockly [43]
is a library for building visual programming editors which
uses interlocking, graphical blocks to represent code concepts
like variables, logical expressions, loops, and more. In our
context, blocks have been linked to music concepts, e.g., music
operators and basic score elements, as shown in Figure 7. For
the reasons above, also this application adopts the Web MIDI
API as a base for the sound engine. In order to solve the crossplatform and installation issues mentioned in Section V, we
decided to make the Blockly-based implementation available to
schools and other interested institutions as a Docker package.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Thanks to its well-known characteristics, the web can
be a great means to design, implement and distribute valid
and engaging educational tools, and the field of music is
no exception. In recent years we have seen the release of a
large number of web applications focusing on music, including
playful approaches to learn a musical instrument, professional
ear-training apps, on-line viewers/players for music archives,
and so on. Within this multi-faceted scenario, MIDI – a
format dating back to the 80’s but still widely adopted by
the community of professional musicians – has shown signs
of great vitality.
In this paper we have analyzed the applications of MIDI
to web frameworks for music-education, an intersection made
possible by the Web MIDI API. At the moment of writing,
this W3C initiative is still under development, and the support offered by web browsers is very limited. Nevertheless,
we consider the Web MIDI API very promising, and many
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implications in education – e.g., by interfacing the web app
with external MIDI controllers – have yet to be explored.
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Abstract—Music Petri nets are a mathematical formalism suitable
to express the results of musicological analysis. Being able to
infer the structure of a music piece and to represent it through
Petri nets is not a trivial task, even for an expert of musicology
who is skilled in computational thinking. From this point of
view, a computer-based tool can be useful both in the learning
phase and in the a-posteriori assessment of the achieved results.
After providing the theoretical bases about Petri nets, this
paper will describe a web application for music education and
dissemination, able to integrate and synchronize the results of
music analysis with music-related media content within a single
on-line framework.
Keywords–Music; Web; Petri Nets; Analysis; Composition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Musicology is the part of the humanities that studies music
as a branch of knowledge. Nowadays, the scholarly analysis
and research-based study of music can benefit from technology
under a number of perspectives, ranging from the technical
reproducibility of sound to its preservation through ad-hoc
file formats and musical databases, from advanced computing
techniques to infer music characteristics to the exploitation of
intangible cultural heritage through computer interfaces.
Computational musicology is defined as the study of music with computational modeling and simulation [1]. This
discipline is not related only to the use of computers and
technological devices, but also to the adoption of statistical and
mathematical methods. In this sense, mathematical formalisms
aimed at representing music structures and their relationships
deserve a particular mention.
The analytical activity that brings to a formal description
of music can respond to different goals, including:
•

•

comprehension, when the analysis of already existing
pieces aims at a deep understanding of their structures
and of the music processes the composer had in mind;
re-synthesis, when the final goal is an automatic,
computer-driven, or hand-made (but aware) generation
of new music materials based on the discovered models.

As explained below, a promising formalism to explain musical processes is the one based on the adoption of Petri nets.
Even if Petri nets have been conceived in a context different
from information theory, they proved to be a valid means to
describe concurrent, asynchronous, and parallel processes, and
these features make them suitable to music analysis as well.
Unfortunately, for a student – even trained in music and
skilled in computational thinking – the task of carrying out
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the analysis of a music piece through Petri nets is not trivial:
first, such a formalism requires the development of specific analytical skills; moreover, checking the validity of the achieved
results is not easy, especially without a way to link the unveiled
structures with the original music content. For this reason, we
have created a set of computer-based tools for the editing, stepby-step execution and synchronized multimedia performance
of Petri nets.
In particular, this work focuses on the design and implementation of a web application for music education and
dissemination, where the results of music analysis through
Petri nets are integrated and synchronized with an advanced
media player thanks to the IEEE 1599 technology.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II will introduce
the key concepts about Petri nets, Section III will focus
on their musical interpretation, Section IV will discuss the
issues related to the teaching of Music Petri nets to university
students, Section V will describe a web prototype to facilitate
learning and result assessment, and finally Section VI will
provide some clarifying examples.
II. A S HORT I NTRODUCTION T O P ETRI N ETS
A Petri Net is an abstract and formal model aiming to
represent the dynamic behavior of a system with asynchronous
and concurrent activities [2]. It can be defined as a directed
bipartite graph, in which the nodes may represent transitions
(i.e., events that may occur) and places (i.e., conditions).
Transitions are linked to places, and vice versa, by directed
arcs, that describe which places are pre- and/or post-conditions
for which transitions. Please note that arcs never run between
places or between transitions.
Places in a Petri net may contain a discrete number of
marks called tokens. Any distribution of tokens over the places
will represent a configuration of the net called a marking. The
upper limit of tokens that a given place can host represents its
capacity.
A transition in a Petri net may fire if it is enabled, i.e.,
there are sufficient tokens in all of its input places and there
is sufficient room in all of its output places to host newly
generated tokens. When the transition fires, it consumes the
required input tokens, and creates tokens in its output places.
Please note that tokens are not moved from an input to an
output place, but consumed in the former and created in the
latter.
Arcs are weighted, and the so-called arc multiplicity defines
how many tokens should be consumed/created in the corresponding input/output place respectively.
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Figure 1. An example of Petri net including 4 places (with no initial
marking and capacity set to 1) and 2 transitions.

Figure 2. An iterative structure to play the music fragment contained in P1
for n + 1 times, with P2 having an initial marking n = 3.

A firing is atomic, in other words it is a single noninterruptible step. Moreover, unless an execution policy is
defined, the execution of Petri nets is non-deterministic: when
multiple transitions are enabled at the same time, any one
of them may fire. Petri nets have an exact mathematical
definition of their execution semantics, with a well-developed
mathematical theory for process analysis [3].
Thanks to their characteristics, Petri nets are well suited
for modeling the behavior of distributed systems. The modeled processes can include choice, iteration, and concurrent
execution [4].
Petri nets are usually represented through a graphical formalism, where transitions are symbolized by bars or rectangles,
places by circles, and arcs by lines with an arrow head.
A conventional way to indicate the current place marking
and its capacity is to inscribe in the circle an upper and a
lower number respectively. A complete example of graphical
representation is shown in Figure 1.
III.

M USIC P ETRI N ETS

A specific extension of Petri nets has been created for
music applications. In this implementation, called Music Petri
Nets (MPNs), places can be associated to music objects to be
played when a token is received, and transitions can contain
musical operators that alter the music objects of input places
and put these modified objects into output places. A music
object may be anything that could have a musical meaning,
e.g., a single note, a fragment of music, a control signal,
etc. Music operators apply transformational algorithms, such
as transpositions, inversions, and time stretching. It is worth
underlining that in MPNs not all places are necessarily associated to music objects, nor the transitions to musical operators:
in this case, these entities are used for mere net evolution,
in accordance with their original function in Petri nets. For
example, an iterative structure like the one shown in Figure 2
can be adopted to play a music fragment multiple times. This
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example presents place P1 carrying a musical content and P2
acting as a counter and reserved for net evolution.
MPNs have been applied both to the analysis of already
existing pieces of music [5] and to composition and musical
expression [6]. In the former case, that is more relevant for our
present goals, one factor that clearly influences the analytic
power of MPNs is the intrinsic structure of the piece to be
described. A composition that mainly contains well-defined
music fragments – repeated as they are or after applying
some modifications and presenting clear mutual relationships
– can be easily mapped onto a limited number of connected
structures. The resulting MPN would be compact and effective
in the representation of the whole piece structure, as it often
happens for counterpoint. Conversely, it would be very difficult to effectively describe a jazz improvisation through this
formalism, even after an accurate a-posteriori analysis.
IV. T EACHING M USIC P ETRI N ETS
Even if presented to the scientific community in a number
of conferences and scientific works, MPNs are deeply rooted in
the research activities of the Laboratory of Music Informatics
(LIM, Laboratorio di Informatica Musicale) of the University
of Milan.
The department of Computer Science of this university
offers a degree course in Music Informatics that gathers
about one hundred freshmen per year. One of the courses
that all students have to attend is Computer Science for
Music (Informatica applicata alla musica), where they face
technologies and formalisms both from a theoretical and from
a practical point of view. In particular, half course (48 hours)
is delivered in a computer-equipped classroom. Each lesson
lasts approximatively 3 hours, and – after a teacher-led initial
part – students are left time for exercises under the supervision
of an expert.
In the context of the Music Informatics degree, MPNs
are seen as a professionalizing subject that may help students
investigate the musical processes and provide a formal representation for them. For all we know, this is the only graduate
program in the world where MPNs are taught.
This topic is traditionally explained to students in the space
of 4 lessons lasting 3 hours each, initially focusing on the
theoretical aspects and then increasingly shifting the emphasis
towards teacher-guided exercises. At the end of this cycle of
lessons, the students should be able to:
1)
2)
3)

analyze a piece of music and infer its structure in
terms of relationships among musical objects;
convert this schema to a MPN model;
use the mentioned MPN model to create new music
pieces, altering the model itself in different ways,
e.g., modifying its initial marking or topological
characteristics.

The first lessons focus on how traditional Petri nets works,
so the basic structures can be presented with no reference to
their meaning from a musical perspective. An example of these
structure-oriented exercises is shown in Figure 3. After some
clarifying examples and assignments, ad-hoc music excerpts
can be analyzed (see Figure 4). In the last lessons, students
are invited to use the learned concepts to create new music
structures.
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Figure 3. An exercise with a structure presented as an abstract schema.

Figure 4. An exercise with a music piece to be analyzed and represented as
a MPN.

The homework assignment for the final exam is to analyze
a music excerpt and to provide a MPN formalization of it.
There are no constraints about the scores to analyze: music
works may belong to any genre and come from any culture,
geographical area, and historical period. Moreover, analysis
can occur at different degrees of abstraction and detail: as a
matter of fact, some students focus on the macro-structural
analysis of a complete music piece, other students on a limited
number of measures but achieving a very high degree of detail.
In order to foster students’ comprehension of this nontrivial subject and to facilitate their tasks, a software tool
called ScoreSynth – aiming at the representation and stepby-step execution of MPNs – has been released. ScoreSynth
allows to draw a Petri net of arbitrary complexity, to fix its
initial marking, to assign musical fragments to places, and to
let the net evolve evaluating its step-by-step behavior, finally
achieving the generation (or the reconstruction) of a music
score. The interface of ScoreSynth is shown in Figure 5.
The student satisfaction towards this free application is
quite high, nevertheless ScoreSynth presents a number of
known limitations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

comprehensive description of a music piece in all its aspects.
IEEE 1599 is an XML-based standard that can embed multiple
and heterogeneous descriptions of a single music piece, all
mutually synchronized: metadata, score symbols, graphical
content, audio content, and even structural information. Further
details are provided in the official documentation [7] and in
ad-hoc scientific publications [8]. Moreover, this format has
proved to be very effective in a number of music-oriented
educational contexts, as discussed in [9].
A detailed discussion about IEEE 1599 would shift the
focus from the aims of the present work. For our purposes, it
is sufficient to recall that an IEEE 1599 document could host
one or more Petri nets coming from a multi-level analysis,
link the discovered music objects to music symbols and to their
multimedia representations encoded in the document itself, and
finally allow a synchronized visualization of all these contents.
Since a web player for IEEE 1599 is already available
on the web, the idea was to augment its functionalities by
adding the possibility to view and interact with Petri nets.
The original web player is integrated in the EMIPIU portal,
whose Music Box section demonstrates the potentialities of
IEEE 1599 through a number of significant and heterogeneous
musical examples. This web application is fully compliant
with W3C standards and independent from the hardware and
software characteristics of the local system in use. EMIPIU
(Enriched Music Interactive Platform for Internet User) is a
publicly-funded international scientific cooperation carried out
by the Laboratorio di Informatica Musicale (LIM) - Università
degli Studi di Milano and the Laboratoire d’Informatique, de
Robotique et de Microélectronique de Montpellier (LIRMM)
- Université Montpellier. The portal includes project details,
official documentation and a community area to exchange
opinions, share materials and request clarifications on technical
issues.
As mentioned above, for the purposes of this work the
most interesting section is the Music Box area, containing
the media player that implements advanced navigation and
synchronization of music-related contents. The base URL of

it produces a score from a logical point of view, but
it cannot perform it;
the resulting Petri net is not integrated with graphical
(score) and audio (performance) contents;
it requires a specific training to be used;
consequently, it is mainly an editor rather than a tool
to show the expressive power of MPNs to non-experts;
it works off line, running on a client system;
it has been developed only for Microsoft WindowsTM .

In order to solve the mentioned issues, the idea was to shift
towards the web-based solution presented in the next section.
V. A W EB - BASED A PPROACH
Before introducing the web-based approach to the visualization, editing, and execution of MPNs, it is worth recalling
that the LIM lab has recently worked on an international
standard called IEEE 1599, a format that aims to provide a
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Figure 5. The interface of ScoreSynth for Microsoft WindowsTM .
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Figure 6. The web interface for MPNs analysis integrated with score and audio.
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the portal is http://emipiu.di.unimi.it/.
Recently, the standard IEEE 1599 player has been integrated with a MPN section. In order to produce the additional
materials needed by the player, two new tools have been
developed. The first one is used to associate the music objects
contained in places to the corresponding fragments of the IEEE
1599 file, whereas the second tool maps the state of the MPN to
specific timings of the music piece. In this way, when an audio
track is played within the IEEE 1599 player, the corresponding
Petri net model can be shown, synchronizing its evolution in
terms of markings as the music is advancing, and optionally
showing the music fragments associated to places on the score.
The entire process (i.e., analysis, generation of the model,
and mapping of fragment correspondences in the IEEE 1599
document) helps students check their work, and allows them to
experience the achieved results in an interactive environment.
The environment still supports ScoreSynth as a way to
encode Petri nets, but it provides also high interoperability
with other systems thanks to the Petri Net Markup Language
(PNML), an XML-based interchange format conceived for the
representation of Petri nets [10]. PNML documents can be
generated also by ScoreSynth, and they can be imported into
the IEEE 1599 web player.
This approach intrinsically solves most issues listed in
Section IV. First, the audio rendition(s) of the Petri net model
is demanded to the IEEE 1599 player, that is also responsible
for the operation known as score following, that is the process
of listening to a performance and tracking the position in the
score. Besides, as it regards availability and cross-platform
compatibility, the web application can run on any device
equipped with an HTML5 browser and connected to the Web.
The downside of this approach is that, currently, the application
can be used only as a viewer, so the Petri net must be
created using ScoreSynth or another PNML editor. However,
an evolution with editing functions is under development.
Finally, it is worth recalling that a web interface integrated
with a media player allows the exploitation of the great amount
of work done by students during their final assignments. Until
now, results have remained on paper, and it was very difficult
to show the descriptive power of MPNs to non-experts.

The interface is a variant of the web player for IEEE 1599
documents, with the presence of a Petri net viewer under the
score. A drop-down menu allows to select which analysis to
follow out of many (in this case, the IEEE 1599 document
carries only 2 analyses). A check box enables the visualization
of related cues and symbols over the score. The interface is
shown in Figure 6.
This viewer supports subnets too, a useful device to make
the representation more compact by embedding a complex
structure inside. Subnets are formally defined in Petri nets
theory, and they essentially provide a compact and readable
way to represent the multiple levels of abstraction of a net. In
our interface, subnets are graphically rendered through grayed
places and they can be double clicked in order to explore their
hidden content.
The places that carry musical content are identified through
a loudspeaker icon. When the in-going transitions fire, they
virtually launch a music fragment. Such places can be clicked
to alter their marking and force the performance of the related
music content.
As the performance is advancing, the places involved in the
execution are highlighted in yellow and their marking changes
accordingly.
The Gymnopédie No. 1 is a good testbed for MPN theory
and applications. In fact, even if this composition is far
from Renaissance or Baroque contrapuntal style, it presents a
number of clearly identifiable music objects, that are literally
repeated or slightly variated; compositions of smaller objects
form higher-level structures (i.e., musical phrases) that are in
turn repeated, and so on.
In conclusion, this example – fully working via web –
illustrates the possibility to investigate the structure of a piece
of music through multiple analyses, each one composed by
multiple layers. The experience of potentially complex and
very articulated information is facilitated by a number of
features, including the integration with score following and
multiple-level subnet exploration. This tool has proved to be
effective and even engaging in the learning/teaching activities
related to the study of MPNs.

VI. E XAMPLES
The web-based approach described in the previous section
supports an integrated experience of music content together
with its analysis formalized through MPNs, thus providing the
user with the possibility to gain a deep understanding of music
processes scaffolded by multimedia.
In this section, we will discuss a case study focusing on
the Gymnopédie No. 1 by Erik Satie. The example is available
on line at http://satie.lim.di.unimi.it.
Please note that in this context we are not interested in the
process that generated a specific musicological analysis. This
kind of activity may achieve different results, depending on the
music features to analyze, the target degree of abstraction and –
obviously – the skills and aims of the expert. For instance, the
example we will mention carries two different analyses, which
is perfectly consistent with the “multi-instance” approach of
IEEE 1599 towards the content of any layer: potentially,
multiple scores, multiple audio performances, and multiple
analyses as well.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this work we have presented a new web-based tool that
helps Music Informatics students understand musicological
concepts and music analysis through Petri nets, thus fostering
computational thinking skills. Even if models still have to be
encoded through ScoreSynth or another PNML editor, now it
is possible to embed them into IEEE 1599 documents, thus
having a single integrated environment to check the analysis
and to provide an intuitive multimedia experience.
Since the introduction of this solution in the course of
Computer Science for Music, the number of errors in the
assignments for the final exam has significantly decreased, and
student satisfaction has raised, as the author of a musicological
analysis can now see (and show to others) the result of his/her
efforts.
As it regards future work, we are planning the development
of a complete web-based solution that permits to analyze music
pieces, design MPNs models, connect IEEE 1599 documents,
and publish the result in an integrated player available on line.
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Abstract—This paper illustrates an ongoing study to design
and create a collaborative digital learning environment using new
technologies, within the active-learning methodological approach.
The aim of the research is to propose a new methodology for
the development of composition and musical practice for upper
secondary school students, based on Cloud computing, within a
learning context characterized by the acquisition of skills in an
informal manner.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Digital technology has changed the world of music. Not
only music that is “listened” but also, and especially, music
that is played. The acoustic instrument has remained (almost)
the same, but the approach towards every type of musical
product has changed: the personal computer has become an
almost complete “home studio” with costs considerably lower
than a “real” professional recording studio. Digital technology
has also made a big impact on the teaching of music at
school, especially in recent years, with the widespread use of
mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) that offer a variety of
applications for music education, already used by many music
teachers for their students [1].
By exploiting new technologies (software cross-devices, 2.0
applications), it is possible to offer students a digital environment that can bolster the informal type of school activities
accompanying formal education subjects, to generate an “appetite” for musical practice, with the awareness that music “is
essentially culture, knowledge that is reticular and interdisciplinary, that can shed light on other kinds of knowledge from
which it continuously receives light in turn [2]”.
The construction of an appropriate learning environment allows experiments with methodological solutions that give students the opportunity to enjoy musical experiences in contexts
without external constraints, allowing them to temporarily
abandon educational/formal practice and delight in the freedom of exploration during their music education.
Starting from a general outline of the educational basics that
led to the writing of this paper, Section 2 will show the
relationship between the construction of learning environments
and 2.0 digital technologies. Section 3 will then show the
technological context of music production and its development
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in the Cloud which, thanks to the constant increase in performance of web communication infrastructures, represents the
main novelty for collaborative musical production activities
not previously possible, when the characteristics of bandwidth
and storage were insufficient to allow a quality/price ratio
accessible to schools or individual students.
Section 4 looks at the details of constructing a learning
environment: tools, facilities, objectives, technical feats, and
examples of tasks. Section 5 identifies the expected results
from the on-field study, both in general terms and from the
standpoint of individual students learning. New developments
and conclusions (Section 6) wrap up the paper.
II. L EARNING ENVIRONMENTS BETWEEN
C ONSTRUCTIVISM AND DIDACTICS
The learning environment is the key element of the didactics
of Constructivism, which bases its principles on the following
conditions: “collaboration, personal autonomy, generativity,
reflectivity, active involvement, personal relevance and pluralism. [3]”
Constructivism is an approach to teaching that puts the learner
at the centre of the learning process as an alternative to an
educational approach based on the centrality of the teacher.
In these environments, knowledge is the product of an active
construction on the part of the learner, is connected to the
concrete situation where the learning is taking place, and arises
from social collaboration and interpersonal communication.
In these environments, so-called “significant learning” [4] is
also born from social collaboration and interpersonal communication, integrating seven fundamental aspects: active, collaborative, conversational, reflexive, contextualized, intentional,
and constructive. It follows that knowledge is a “making of
meaning”, a creative interpretation by learners in the process
of understanding the reality that surrounds them [5], and as
the product of an active construction by the learner, coupled
with the concrete situation where the learning is taking place.
The goal is not the learning of specific content, but the ability
to internalize a methodology that makes learners independent
within their own cognitive journeys: not knowledge that is
already coded, but methods for personal growth, learning how
to learn.
In 1990, Lavas and Wenfer [6] proposed the Situated Learning
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theory: that knowledge is not a set of learned theoretical
concepts, but the result of a dynamic process, i.e., the active
participation of a learner within a context, given by interaction
with other members and the surrounding situation.
Constructivism has not developed a one-off teaching model.
For Jonassen, “there are no predefined models for constructivist learning environments, and for many, they could never
even exist, since the processes of constructing knowledge
are always inserted into specific contexts. Thus, with every
probability, the types of support for programmed learning in
each context will never be transferred to another. [4]” Jonassen
provides some basic suggestions for any learning environment
and identifies the construction of knowledge as the main
objective, while in the attention to the context and the use of
internal communication tools, negotiation and problem-solving
are the key aspects.
The teacher guides and supports the group, and a space is
defined (physical or virtual) where the work tools are located.
The current technological level inside the World Wide Web,
especially with the deep shared use of social tools and Cloud
services and the progressive growth in performance of web
communication infrastructures, offers the possibility of preparing a digital learning environment in line with the assumptions
of Constructivist teaching, abounding in stimuli for working
groups and small communities. Teachers assume the role of
facilitators of learning processes, and this represents a stimulus
that creates conditions for positive collaboration, stimulating
research and internal sharing, by focusing on the personalization of teaching strategies within the group/community.
III. T HE TECHNOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF MUSIC
PRODUCTION AND THE INNOVATION OF C LOUD SERVICES
Since 1877, the year when Thomas Edison invented the
phonograph, which made it possible to record and reproduce
sound waves, the technology to record the human voice,
singing, instrumental music, environmental effects, etc., has
evolved through the recording and reproduction of sound using
electrical and optical recording systems (photocells), vinyl,
magnetic tape and cinema film.
In the beginning, all audio recording systems were based on
the acquisition of analogue signals in the form of waves, which
were physically recorded on supports (phonographic, vinyl or
magnetic) with the aim of replicating the waveform, and then
reversing the process and converting the tracks recorded on
the various media into audio pulses and by using an amplifier,
restoring the original waveform.
The large-scale introduction of digital recording has completely changed the technology of acquiring sounds, coupling
the evolution of audio capture technology with the evolution
of information technology.
Digital recording uses a tool that measures changes in sound
pressure and converts and stores these on a support as a
sequence of bits, thus creating an abstract model of the sound
that varies in time.
The component that measures the sound pressure is the
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analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) which through an input
device (e.g., a microphone) acquires a signal that is then
converted by sampling, continuously measuring the level of
the analogue sound wave and storing the binary number for
each measurement on a support that can be: magnetic, a hard
disk, an optical drive, or more recently, a solid state memory.
The sampling frequency indicates the number of times per
second that an analogue signal is measured and stored on the
support in digital form, and thus measures the quality/accuracy
of the digital signal obtained; for example, the standard for
telephone communication is 8,000 per second, while for music
it is 44,100 memorizations per second. For playback, the
sequence of numbers is sent to a digital-to-analogue converter
(DAC), which reconstructs the waveform, by interpolation,
which is then amplified and sent to the speakers for listening.
Despite an awareness of the physiological decrease in quality
of the reproduced signal, digital recording presents numerous
advantages, the main one being the versatility with which
information can be stored/managed through computer media
which are more efficient, compact, and inexpensive systems
for analogue acquisition/copying.
The development of digital electronics and computers has
without a doubt influenced the preference for digital sampling,
leading to a vast public, something which, in the era of
analogue acquisition, was the prerogative of a restricted reality:
in fact, nowadays, ADC and DAC converters are to be found in
every smartphone, computer, tablet, and digital music player,
and allow the owners of such devices to record/playback their
own voice, an instrument, the sounds of the environment, etc..
The gradual improvement in the performance of web communication infrastructures has allowed the transmission of
large amounts of data in a very short space of time, and
today operations are possible that were unthinkable until a
few years ago, such as the digitization of musical performance
and the ability to send it in real time to a remote server
capable of processing the input data and structuring them
inside multitrack music software.
IV. C ONSTRUCTION OF A LEARNING ENVIRONMENT FOR
COLLABORATIVE MUSICAL COMPOSITION

The learning environment that is the subject of this research
(developed by the INDIRE project “Disciplinary Didactics and
ICT”), is dedicated to the practice of music, music composition, and the planning and active participation of members in
educational activities of an informal nature.
Participants can record their performances inside virtual spaces
set up inside the environment, recording and over-dubbing
music tracks, and adding their own recordings to those of other
participants asynchronously, to realize/arrange a full track with
all instruments as indicated/guided by the teacher.
The presence of a tool based on Cloud computing that can
handle incoming data (i.e., the performance of a musician
on his own instrument) solely by means of the browser,
delegating the power of calculation to the “Cloud” server, is a
technological aspect not previously available in the multimedia
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landscape. This is a key factor for the potential access of all
students with any device and an internet connection: the type
of hardware/software owned is no longer relevant, but it is
sufficient to have any device and a stable connection to the
web to work fluidly.
The construction of such an environment requires two main
methodological approaches: the active and collaborative learning, and its main point of reference is musical practice and
composition plus the acquisition of skills in an informal way.
If on the one hand the active learning is a methodology
that enhances the experimental approach to problem-solving
by promoting its educational potential (fielding activities in
which students are not mere executors of operations led by the
teacher, but work reflecting on the ways the experiment can be
carried out, and analysing the results [1]), cooperative learning
is a method that involves students in group work to achieve a
common goal, placing the emphasis on certain key features
such as positive interdependence, individual responsibility,
interaction, the appropriate use of skills in collaboration, and
assessment of the work carried out [7].
In the process of creating a learning environment that fosters
musical practice, the experiences and special features of the
informal acquisition of skills have been considered, particularly within the framework of music.
John A. Sloboda [8] maintains that human beings can acquire
implicit knowledge with regard to the structural characteristics
of music in their own culture within the first ten years of life,
by means of activities, rhythm games, songs, dance, etc..
Subsequently, this musical knowledge is fostered and maintained by means of exposure to the media (TV, radio, etc.);
thus, all this happens informally. These skills are then possessed by many people without any explicit musical training
or formal education.
Even earlier, James L. Collier conducted a study on Louis
Armstrong, and on the informal acquisition of active musical
skills without any allied formal education [9]. In the analysis of
the contexts that led Armstrong to become such a brilliant musician in his musical genre and within the history of twentiethcentury music (early exposure to a musical environment,
freedom of exploration and expression, lack of distinction
between practice and performance, etc.) Collier demonstrated
that people can become experts even without specific formal
education: “Musical involvement has the character of a visceral emotion, in total antithesis with situations of external
constraint; i.e., that such experiences take place in almost all
cases in the company of friends and family or alone, rarely
with the presence of a teacher.” [10]
Moreover, the construction of a digital learning environment
for music cannot ignore the “electro-acoustic paradigm” [11],
i.e., the effect that the introduction of digital equipment for the
production and reproduction of music has had on individuals,
and the change that the advent of digital technology has
brought to everyday life, which can then become an all-out
part of music education.
Prior to the introduction of recording/playback systems, there
were two major means of creating and transmitting music:
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the oral tradition and writing. Electro-acoustic music has
seen the appearance of music played through speakers and
(subsequently) made in the studio by means of computers,
samplers, and other digital systems.
Therefore, if “current musical pedagogy is linked to the
musical attitude that preceded the advent of reproduction
technologies, and within that attitude, more than a century
old,” [12] then what we need is a sort of “informalization” of
music education, accepting that “formal education has been
undermined and contaminated by the informal kind” [12].
The approach to teaching music in the environment that is
the subject of this paper intends to use a workshop procedure,
moving the centre of learning from information to training,
promoting a more proactive attitude among students towards
knowledge; in addition, it intends to rely on an equal interchange of work and collaboration between students and
teachers, combining the skills of both, becoming a virtual
lab to redefine teaching times by applying organizational
and methodological innovation, facilitating hands-on teaching
rather than lecture-style lessons. A space in which to enjoy
experiences with others, using materials and methods that
produce learning processes and “build” knowledge.
In this way, learning becomes the result of a continuous
interaction of community members who, by interacting with
each other, “build” knowledge through the elements typical of
a workshop.
Within these learning communities, the teacher then becomes a
“facilitator” whose task is to create the conditions for positive
cooperation, to stimulate research and internal sharing, and to
provide credible models for learning.
A. Objectives and spaces
The purpose of the learning environment is to allow the
design, composition and production of music following instructions and guidance from the teacher.
The characteristics of the learning environment must allow
students to tackle music using multimedia tools that can
increase their awareness during their studies.
The a-synchronicity of the method facilitates the study of
music: recording and listening back to what you have just
produced is one of the main methods of acquiring musical
awareness.
It is also possible to consider the digital recording approach
as an “apprenticeship” towards the working world of music;
a world in which musicians find themselves in the presence
of very similar systems every time they offer their services in
musical production situations.
The environment will be entirely online, and will use crossdevice web interfaces, handling all incoming data through
Cloud services.
B. Tools and features.
The tools that make up the learning environment are developed and/or integrated within a web platform, subject to login
procedures, where the teachers can manage several groups of
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Fig. 1. Content type management: multimedia files, instant messaging,
Video conferencing software, on line DAW

students (Fig. 1).
Each student can participate in the activities of several groups,
and tools have been developed for peer evaluation of the
results of each group, triggering a virtuous interaction between
students who can also be in different classes/schools.
Online Digital Audio Workstation (DAW).
This is a software that allows the recording of analogue
and digital music using computerised tools, by overdubbing
multiple recordings/different instruments and allowing a final
mix-down and export of an audio file readable by any device
(Fig. 2).
The use of a Cloud-based online DAW, that allows access and
recording directly from a browser window via a web interface,
brings great benefits compared to desktop solutions, i.e., using
a PC:
•

•
•

•

Independence from the operating system and browser
(Windows, Mac, Linux, Android, iOS). In fact, it is
sufficient to have an internet connection and an access
device;
Independence from a device to access the Web (PC,
Tablet, Smartphone, etc.);
The software data and technical performance are managed server side, allowing access by almost any device
user, regardless of the quality of the hardware owned;
All participants can access the software at any time to
record their performances, finding the work done by all
the others previously;

Fig. 2. Generic DAW session view

screen sharing and the upload of materials for instant sharing
are the most efficient for the proposed use.
Devices to access the platform, manage the content, and
record musical performances. The environment is accessible
from all computing devices, to make it particularly suitable
for the reference target: the use of cross-device programming
languages (HTML5, JavaScript) makes the virtual space accessible and usable (as well as from any PC) also by common
smartphones, widespread among the students of reference.
These devices are accompanied by high quality microphones,
suitable for converting the analogue signal of an instrument
into a digital signal that can be saved and stored inside the
online DAW.
C. Technical Realization.
A prototype of the environment has already been created
by INDIRE as part of the projects to take a closer look
at the relationship between disciplinary didactics and new
technologies (Fig. 3).
An analysis was made of the technical aspects of the project,
the communication aspects of the software produced, and the
delicate issue of managing students privacy.
The following technical choices were then made:
•

Repository of multimedia materials. An area in which
participants can share files of any type to plan a work,
supporting the ideas with multimedia contributions (songs,
audio-video bites, scores, etc.).
Instant Messaging. Instant messaging system present
within all areas of the environment, to comment on the
materials shared or as music design forums. The messages
are saved and organized chronologically for correct navigation
over time.
Video-conferencing software. Organized in circumscribed
“rooms” accessible only to the working group in which
the participants, moderated by the teacher, can organize the
performance, editing and design of the work. Internal tools for
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•

Programming languages: to maintain cross-device compatibility, the programming languages used for the areas
to share materials, for instant messaging and bulletin
boards, to create groups and manage teachers content and
CMS, are HTML5, JavaScript (Angular), and CSS3, with
Ionic Framework.
Two third-party software packages have been used for
the management of synchronous meetings and the DAW.
Many commercial products are available on the market
that can satisfy these needs, but instead those that provide
Web-Services interfaces were chosen.
These enable a transparent link to the user and a management of personal data that complies with the regulations
in force on privacy. Using API and federated identity
systems (OAuth) it is perfectly possible (if the thirdparty software supports and develops these services) to
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Fig. 3. Prototype of the environment

authenticate a user by providing an alphanumeric code
only, keeping the link to the actual personal data inside
the source information systems.
In this way, users are authenticated directly and transparently using third-party products without any of their data
being shared elsewhere.
D. Description of an activity within the learning environment.
To illustrate the features of the application in more detail,
and how these can be integrated from the active-learning point
of view, we can show one possible activity within the learning
environment in which the teacher establishes the start-up mode
and supervision with the intent of supporting/moderating the
students’ work.
1) The instructor divides the class into groups of 4-5
people and assigns each group a corresponding online
environment, by fixing as an objective the composition
of a pop song in a specific style (Italian / English pop,
Hip Hop, Rock, etc.).
2) The teacher provides an essential discography that
students must listen to (and expand to their liking)
to evaluate the compositional aspects and the arrangements: the objective in this step will be to decide and establish the structure of the song (AABA,
intro/verse/bridge/chorus/variation/finale/outro/etc.) and
discuss the main aspects of the arrangement (instrumentation, melody lines, harmony, any modulations).
3) This activity will be carried out using instant-messaging
tools and by sharing multimedia materials, and the
teacher will moderate any discussions. Each student will
be able to record and share audio files with their own
compositional ideas or can share them synchronously
using video-conferencing.
This delicate and deeper phase ends with an indication
by the group of the main parameters of the song:
a) Metronomic tempo
b) Bars
c) Key
d) Structure
e) Electronic instrumentation needed (asking the
teacher for help)
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4) The teacher supports students in the realization of the
structure of the piece inside the online DAW, building
a template within which students can record their performances, and providing help with inserting electronic
samples, rhythm loops or ambience effects.
5) Each student enters the DAW to record his or her performance, overdubbing their recordings until the desired
result is achieved. No limits are placed on the number
of overdubs nor the access times.
6) The teacher monitors the work and suggests changes to
performances considered below par. When the recording
work is finished, the teacher helps the groups in the
mixing and mastering steps, to explain how a piece of
music is produced.
7) Part of the sharing of materials is a specific evaluation
of finished products among peers: tracks are shared in a
particular form, and other groups of students are asked to
evaluate them, anonymously, by responding to a preset
questionnaire based on musical criteria, in order to offer
their own opinion.
8) At the end, students write a report on the key points of
the work carried out.
V. E XPECTED R ESULTS
A. Expected results in the learning of individual students
Knowledge
•

•

•
•

Learning of new languages and digital music codes using
a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) to record musical
performances.
Access to tools of collaborative learning online to exploit
different points of view and approaches in a musical
project.
Knowing the importance of developing creative abilities
Understanding interaction in the sharing of knowledge
within social networking environments.

Skills
•
•

•

Strengthening and valorization of musical practice.
Mastering the use of the network by means of independent tools and collaborative environments, to search for
useful material, and to share and discuss musical roads
in the realization of a collaborative musical project.
Ability to use tools for music creation through Cloud
software and DAWs, in general. Developing a capacity
to operate in technologically advanced environments and
as part of a work team.

Competence
•

•

Competently using dedicated software and technological
applications and understanding the management mechanisms.
Recording music using systems commonly employed in
recording studios, precociously bridging the technological
gap between a personal “acoustic” performance and the
technological procedures to record this performance.
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•

•
•

Recording using a metronome, and overdubbing backing
tracks/performance by other musicians, listening to the
nuances and dynamics and trying out different approaches
to better match the performances of their band mates.
Musical performance skills aimed at recording.
Working, studying and planning as a group, being responsible for the completion of a project and adapting personal
behaviour to the circumstances in resolving problems.

B. Expected results in general terms
•

•

•

•

•

•

Shared leadership. Making music “together” lets students
grow, also and especially technically, and allows them to
express a considered sensitive leadership and to develop
skills of “mediation” in a group, sharing and making the
most of the emotional elements of a musical experience in
a working group (a band) to achieve an effective artistic
product.
Feedback and evaluation. Each student is an integral part
of a group within an environment of communicationparticipation-collaboration, and is therefore placed in a
direct relationship with all the other students, to realize
a product in the most effective, fun and interesting way
possible, using musical language. The interventions of
revision and control of the activities carried out, and the
assessment of the work of the group represent a constant
within the environment, which manifests itself through
synchronous and asynchronous tools of content sharing,
to correct/improve the musical project.
Simulation, through an educational and training project,
of the concrete manner of operating in a musical production when it comes to organization, environment,
compiling of reports and work tools.
Assessment. It is not only the assessment of the “final”
product that matters within a group of collaborative learning: elements such as the improvement of self-esteem,
communication skills, and problem-solving abilities are
of great efficacy in a workshop approach.
Social skills. The quality of the work and the results are
directly proportional to the communication and problemsolving ability of the participants, who are mutually
supportive.
Responsibility. The environment favours the selfrealization and personal growth of each participant in
the group, inside which is triggered a sense of mutual
responsibility that promotes learning.

and to deepen the students’ knowledge, skills and abilities in
connection with musical practice and composition.
As to future developments, the following guidelines have been
considered:
•

•

•

Testing of informal training in the composition, performance and remote sharing of musical tracks/projects with
technological tools based on Cloud computing, within a
virtual studio community, assembled under the supervision of teachers.
Testing the efficacy of an informal learning model in
a creative key as part of Italian school curricula, as
indicated in the Italian “National Guidelines for LowerSecondary-School Music Education’ (p. 59).
Testing ways of offering assistance and support to all
students in the processes of learning within a virtual
environment, not only in the planning of a project/song,
but also in the management of teamwork communication.
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND POTENTIAL NEW DEVELOPMENTS
This paper has illustrated a digital learning environment to
develop musical practice and collaborative composition within
small groups of students moderated by a teacher, and are
considered the didactic outcome of the activities proposed
therein.
The learning environment uses Cloud services for its operation
and the necessary hardware for access is cross-device, allowing
any web-connected device to exploit the potential offered
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Abstract – In classes where personal computers (PCs) are
actively used as a part of lesson plans, it is important for
teachers to be able to quickly locate the operations that
students have performed on their individual machines during
exercises. To identify such operations, a method using a global
hook has been utilized previously. However, when this method
is used, numerous successive screen-captured images must be
examined and it is difficult to find the changed portions that
allow the operations to be identified. Herein, we propose a
method that presents changed portions in an easily
recognizable manner and reduces the number of captured
images to be examined.
Keywords- Compute-assisted instruction; Operation Process.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, classes in which students use personal
computers (PCs) or tablet devices have become more
commonplace [1]. In most such classes, students learn how
to use applications, such as Microsoft Word or Excel, or
practice programming techniques, by operating their PCs in
accordance with instructions from a teacher.
When teachers present processes that students can
manipulate on their PCs during class, lessons can proceed
more smoothly and students can better understand the class
contents. However, when a student is unable to operate his
device in accordance with the teacher’s instructions, the
instructor must identify which parts of the student’s
operations are incorrect and correct the student’s
misunderstandings.
Unfortunately, when a student has made a mistake, the
teacher may not be able to identify the errors in the student’s
process simply by viewing the student’s screen. For example,
as shown in Fig. 1, in which an exercise for calculating the
sum of list of values using Excel is displayed, there is no
visually identifiable difference between using the SUM
function and directly inputting a value. More specifically,
either 21 has been manually input into cell B6 or the
“=SUM(B2:B5)” operation has been completed, but it is
impossible to know which method has been used simply by
looking at the screen.
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Since it is difficult to identify where mistakes have been
made in cases where screens look identical, determining the
process the student used on his/her PC can help the teacher
identify the incorrect operation. Additionally, in
programming classes, it is important for teachers to know the
processes that students use when editing source code because
such processes contain information that the teacher needs to
assess whether students followed instructions correctly. This
allows the teacher to determine whether students have
adequately grasped their lesson content.
Until now, while it has been possible for a teacher to
observe all student operations if the student’s PC screen is
continuously captured in the form of video [2][3], this
process includes all the screen time during which the student
is not operating the PC, most of which is superfluous to the
teacher’s needs. Therefore, a method [4][5][6] that allows
only (operational) changes made by the student to be
collected is desirable.
Accordingly, in this paper, we propose a method by
which all computer operations and the corresponding
changes made by a student can be recorded and rapidly
presented to the teacher, and by which unnecessary screen
captures are eliminated. The use of this method can be

Fig. 1: Excel exercise image
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Fig. 2 Confirmation using global hook method.
(1)Select [New Project], (2) select [Win32 Console Application], (3) select [OK], (4) select [next], (5) select [Finish] (6) mouse click.

expected to help the teacher quickly ascertain the student’s
lesson comprehension.
This paper describes the previous methods and problems
in Section II. In Section III, the method for quick
identification is proposed. We discuss the effectiveness of
our proposed method in Section IV. Section V presents the
conclusion and future work.
II. PREVIOUS METHODS AND PROBLEMS
Currently, there are two methods that use dedicated
applications [4] [5], and one global hook method [6] that can
be used to restrict the information provided to the teacher to
just changes in the student’s process.
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However, the dedicated applications only target
programming operations and acquire the process taken in
creating source code by using a dedicated text editor. Thus,
while this method is capable of presenting information
regarding the process used, it can only acquire changes that
were entered via the dedicated text editor. This means it will
not acquire operations, such as file openings on the desktop,
nor can it acquire and recode the computer operations
performed by students. As a result, this method cannot
present all operations performed by the student.
There is also a global hook method that can be used to
collect all of the operations carried out on a PC. This method
monitors messages the operating system (OS) sends to an
application, takes screen captures when it detects keyboard
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Fig. 3 Editing programming source code.
(1) Insert [Enter], (2) insert [c], (3) insert [=].

Fig. 4 Confirmation using proposed method.
(1) Previous image, (2) differential image, (3) next image.

input or mouse clicks, and saves the screen captures as image
data. The process can then be determined by reviewing the
captured images one by one, in order, as shown in Fig. 2, and
noting the changes. By looking at the order in which they
were captured, faulty operations can be determined.
However, while the global hook method acquires all of
the operations that the student has performed and can present
the information to the teacher, the problem with this method
is that it is difficult to locate the path taken because a screen
capture is made whenever student operates the keyboard or
mouse, and each captured image must be examined one by
one. Moreover, editing programming source code results in
less visible changed portions of the screen because the input
characters appear very small, as shown in Fig. 3, thereby
making it necessary to scrutinize each image carefully. This
makes reducing the number of screen capture images
desirable.
Our goal was therefore to develop a technique that
teachers can use to quickly identify operations performed by
a student, while also reducing the number of images captured
via the global hook method.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we propose techniques that will permit
teachers to identify computer operations performed by a
student by identifying changes in successive screen captures
while reducing the number of captured images required.
A. Finding changed portions
The basic idea behind our method of finding changed
portions is to present only the portions that have been
changed. For example, if there is an operation B that takes
place after operation A, existing methods presents an image
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of B after the image of A is presented. In contrast, our
proposed method presents the image of A next to an image
that shows only the changed portions, which is the difference
between images A and B. By examining the differences
between previous and successive images, a teacher
examining a student’s process can predict where changes
will occur in the next image, and more easily understand the
operations performed, which is where his/her attention
should be focused.
The image (difference image) used to display the
changed regions is made by comparing two successive
screen captures and consists of black and white pixels. Black
pixels correspond to pixels that have changed between the
two images, and white pixels correspond to pixels that have
not changed.
To clarify the changed portion, the system shows the
difference image between two successive images. For
example, Figure 4 shows transition images of confirmation
using the proposed method. Here, it can be seen that even if a
teacher examines captured images one by one, he/she can
easily understand the student’s process simply by noting the
black pixels in each successive image.
B. Reducing captured images
The basic idea for reducing the number of images to be
captured is to refrain from creating screen captures if the
changes in the screen are insignificant.
Existing methods generate a screen capture whenever the
student operates the mouse or keyboard, which means that
numerous captured images have very small changed portions,
or no changes at all. However, it is still necessary for the
teacher to examine each image to be sure no important
changes are present. In contrast, our proposed method
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compares each new captured image with the one before it,
calculates the number of changed pixels, and then creates a
computer screen capture when the number of changed pixels
exceeds a certain preset threshold value.
Using our proposed method, the number of screen
captures is significantly reduced compared to existing
methods. This method captures the screen if the number of
black pixels exceeds the threshold, thus reducing the number
of captures. For typing programs, the system captures
occasionally, since black pixels appear only for characters
that are being typed. For application menus or windows, the
system captures frequently, since black pixels will appear
over a wider area. Therefore, since only major operations are
captured, it is possible to reduce the number of screen
captures.
IV.

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we discuss the effectiveness of our
proposed method based on the results of a simple experiment.
A. Experimental setup
In this experiment, in which the proposed method is
compared to an existing method, we found it is easy to
identify the changed portions, the number of captured images
is low, and it is easy to determine the operations carried out
by the student.
We selected a class of undergraduate students studying
Java programming to test the method. This class involved a
three-hour long practice session that mixed small operations
with operations producing large changes to the screen.
Students were required to manipulate text-editor-typed
source code as well as run an application that converts the
source code into an executable file. Three test subjects
confirmed the operations.
Regarding the total number of changed pixels used as the
threshold to reduce the number of captured images, 1/20 of
the screen size of the PC seemed to be appropriate.
B. Results
We will begin by discussing whether it was easy to
determine the portions of the screen changed by student
operations using our method. One of the authors asked all
test subjects whether it was possible to identify operations
performed by the students when looking at their screen
capture images one by one. The subjects stated that it was
easy to find the changed portions because all they had to do
was find the parts displayed as black pixels.
Next, we asked whether the number of captured images
was low compared to existing methods. An existing method
captured 1860 images, while the proposed method captured
584 images. Since the programming of the proposed method
limited captures to large screen changes rather than capturing
all changes, including relatively small screen changes caused
by programming, there was a significant reduction in the
number of images captured. Since the teacher wants to know
all the operations of the student, we think that all these
images are useful.
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Finally, regarding whether it was easy to locate changes,
we asked all test subjects to interact with the tool and to
identify any operations performed by the students. Three test
subjects responded with the name of the operation the
student had actually performed, such as “press this button”,
or “type A”. Teachers can find mistakes such as, student is
not operating PC as instructed.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

We discussed methods that teachers can use to determine
the computer operations being performed by his/her students.
We began by discussing an existing method that is difficult
for teachers to use because it requires them to examine
numerous sequential screen capture images in order to
identify changed portions in the images.
We then introduced our proposed method in which new
images are compared to the image captured immediately
before it, and the portions that exhibit significant differences
are output using different pixel colors. In our method, no
screen capture is performed if the number of changed pixels
is less than a preset threshold.
After examining the results of our experiment, we
confirmed that our proposed method makes it easier for
teachers to identify the changed portions and is capable of
reducing the number of required captured images.
The proposed approach always captures the screen when
the user switches from applications repeatedly. Such an
image may not be useful for the teacher, so it is necessary to
reduce it.
In the future, we want to confirm the effectiveness in
more classes Since the number of subjects and students in
the experiment of this paper is small.
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Abstract— Algorithms, data, services seem to create a net of
semantic stability for users to consume information but come
with concrete disadvantages regarding the way we understand,
discuss and teach them. Social bookmarking applications are
no exception to this, as they follow a similarly opaque way to
organize and publish data. This article will examine the
possibility to shift from predetermined results to open and
descriptive protocols and applications that revisits
fundamental web user activities such as search, classification,
group formation and valorization of participation. This
approach combines both a data handling protocol (CoWaBoo)
and an application (collective observatories) that serve as
wider concept and practice of application use and
development. Our initial results from 2015 and 2016 university
group course works, contributes to shifting our attention from
how things end up, to how things become, an important
competence in the field of ICT training and education.

even for those with specialized training, even for computer
scientists [5].
Algorithms, such as those underlying the Google search
engine, are often multi-component systems built by teams
producing an opacity that programmers who are ‘insiders’ to
the algorithm must contend with as well [6]. The opacity
concern arises in the middle of an input - black box - output
approach. For the most part, we know how the data are fed
into the algorithm: we produce it ourselves through our
activities. We also typically know the outputs of the
algorithm: we are either told, or we can reasonably infer how
the algorithm has classified the data. What we do not know is
what is going on in the middle, inside the ‘black box’, or
which bits of data the algorithm selects and how it uses that
data to generate the classifications.
To sum up, we cannot rely merely on the modern
“disciplinary” methods and frameworks of knowledge in
order to think and interpret the transformative effect new
technology is having on our culture, since it is precisely
these methods and frameworks that new technology requires
us to rethink’ [7]. We need to propose and invent an analysis
that intersects the current state of opacity and, at the same
time, applicable in training and collaborative scenarios.
Following sections of this paper will pursue this analysis,
further. In Section 2, we, briefly, position protocols as an
important, but not sufficient, parameter against an opaque,
black-box culture of application use and development. This
culture is exemplified by an analysis on social bookmarking
applications and practices. Section 3 is devoted to
CoWaBoo, a protocol assuming a socio-semantic logic,
empowered by specific rules and architecture. In Section 4,
we demonstrate how an application of collective
observatories, built on the CoWaBoo protocol serves a
double objective: validate the rules and functions of the
protocol, while raising further research and learning
questions in a context of collaboration and knowledge
production. Finally, in Section 5 we highlight the initial
training and experimentation results of using CoWaBoo and
the collective observatories in university courses. Our
conclusions include our future work and challenges.

Keywords-ICT opacity; open protocols; learning driven
applications

I.

INTRODUCTION

Scholars agree that we need to look more deeply into the
opacity of a growing algorithmic reality, where users
perform prescribed tasks. The nature of the ‘opacity’ of these
tasks is related to sociological interests in classification and
discrimination, framed around ‘digital inequality’ that has
frequently focused on the distribution of computational
resources and skills [1]. How people may be subject to
computational classification, privacy invasions, or other
surveillance methods in ways that are unequal across the
general population, could be in violation of existing
regulatory protections [2]. This is crucial for several reasons
but in this paper, we will focus on its possible effect on our
training practices in education.
This “click on the most often” culture [3] is exemplified
by Google’s searching normalization resulting from user
habits that have “deeply ingrained habitual patterns” [4]. The
result of this is a widely spread culture of opacity of web
applications, data or machine learning algorithms assuming a
certain normality: when a computer learns and consequently
builds its own representation of a classification decision, it
does so without regard for human comprehension. The
examples of handwriting recognition and spam filtering
illustrate how the workings of machine learning algorithms
can escape full understanding and interpretation by humans,
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II.

ON PROTOCOLS AND SOCIAL BOOKMARKING
APPLICATIONS

Partnerships between legal scholars, social scientists,
domain experts, along with computer scientists may chip
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away at these challenging questions of fairness in
classification in light of the barrier of opacity. User
populations can give voice to exclusions and forms of
experienced discrimination (algorithmic or otherwise) that
the ‘domain experts’ may lack insight into. Alleviating
problems of black boxed classification will not be
accomplished by a single tool or process, but some
combination of regulations, audits, the use of alternatives
that are more transparent, user education, as well as, the
sensitization of those bestowed with the power to write such
consequential code. Moreover, we need pedagogical
concepts and tools that can form and carry a culture of
educated openness. We would like to introduce protocols as
an important parameter of future application analysis and
design.
A protocol is founded on a contradiction between two
opposing machines, one machine that radically distributes
control into autonomous locales, and another that focuses
control into rigidly defined hierarchies. In order for protocol
to enable radically distributed communications between
autonomous entities, it must employ a strategy of
universalization, and of homogeneity. It must be
implementing, at the same time distribution and antidiversity. It must promote standardization in order to enable
openness, while organizing peer groups into bureaucracies.
A protocol, then, becomes an ambivalent space where both
opacity and transparency are possible and certain short-term
goals are necessary in order to realize one’s longer-term
goals [8]. Applications running on protocols can use or,
sometimes, play down this contradiction but never break
away from it.
Social bookmarking applications can be understood as
social machines, a collective of humans and machines and
computers (or algorithms) working collaboratively on some
area. This assemblage involves large numbers of users, some
level of interaction, responding to a certain task. Software or
applications mediate between the user and other users or
machines’ in a way that obscures how searching, tagging,
curating posts and bookmarks, or forming groups take place.
Their users are involved in a “many to one to many” schema
of directive search and classification where the intermediator
the “one” is setting the agenda of how the documentation
itself takes place. This combination of directive searching,
leads to limited diversity for retrieving information and,
results, to “one-click” driven documentation. We will use the
terms atonal posts and reticular search to frame the results of
this process, as a components of how prescription works in
social bookmarking.
Atonal posts appear as flat bookmarks with standardized
description that carry no actual engagement on behalf of the
user. Atonal posts are produced with the minimum number
of clicks, where decision and curation process are merely
mentioned, and, thus, a post exists without any other event
connected. They flood search engines and information
aggregators, while creating impressive numbers of individual
posts. They are prescribing information items as something
distant but true, a set of data of something classified, thus
becoming important, with a minimum effort of description or
documentation.
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The term reticular search carries the user expectation
that searching of information, in the connected networks of
our times, is a sufficient proof their own intentionality access
knowledge. In this sense, searching and documenting
information is imagined within fixed patterns: being efficient
in information search implies knowing the “right tricks” as to
cut down the time needed and the diversity of the possible
results. This creates a kind of reticular search where a
minimum set of keywords, thrown in a sea of algorithms,
consist of a sufficient process. Both reticular search and
atonal search help us frame how users interact with protocols
and social bookmarking applications, nowadays. Producing
atonal posts based on a culture of reticular search acts as an
explicit normative context to a future self that is mediated as
time-series structured data streams. Take the example of
social media: we are often prescribing parts of ourselves,
within few clicks, words and images, creating more and
more (atonal) posts, or data for more (reticular) search.
III.

THE COWABOO PROTOCOL IN A DESCRIPTIVE SOCIOSEMANTIQUE LOGIC

CoWaBoo starts as a concept and an ambition to
understand and change user actions and results in social
bookmarking. It enters the field of information search by
integrating, in a conscious manner, the reuse of results that
are available in existing curating communities. Searching in
CoWaBoo means identifying experts as mediators, or
trusted entities in the research of information. This search is
not to be inscribed in an immediate response but in a wider
logic of information culture and curation of information.
CoWaBoo attempts to move the boundaries of social
bookmarking from an, opaque, click and post culture
towards a storytelling event that involves serendipitous
browsing and learning. The term “serendipitous browsing”
is used to refer to information search that result in discovery
of relevant information as by-product of the main task [9].
It is heavily connected with its possibility to stimulate
competences including “sagacity” as penetrating
intelligence, keen perception and sound judgment [10],
“intellectual readiness” as the ability to recognize clues
which may lead to meaningful discoveries, “openness” as
the ability to seize an unexpected and unplanned event [11]
as well as “preparation, training and knowledge” [9]. The
CoWaBoo approach on social bookmarking is based on the
identification of users who share common interests. The
goal is to find information and websites and to identify
experts in a field [12] not so much as a final, unmovable
product but more as an unexpected travel. In this sense,
information research process can be described as a travel
with discoveries, information, websites and people.
CoWaBoo opens this process to community-curated
resources, while the users are gathering selected discoveries:
they need to make choices and engage in some kind of a
result that contributes back to the original sources.
In this sense, CoWaBoo opts to explore, not so much
on “what is social bookmarking”, but “how social
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bookmarking is”. It is drawing on the previous work on user
driven data search and management, social bookmarking
applications and uses cases, online collaboration skills and
user capacities, in order to reposition them in the proposed
mediation interface. Positioning CoWaBoo “in between”
current search and organization of information trends and
algorithms, means reusing social bookmarking data,
connecting with communities and users, producing results
both locally and globally, decentralized and centralized.
Our next step in this direction is putting trust in the work
of others by creating a circular understanding of searching
and curating information. This comes in contrast with web
2.0, algorithmic based, ways of capturing data, seeking to
extract value through an unintentional capacity of
participation and opens a virtuous circle of social
bookmarking. A different logic open to iterative
transformations of the work of others, a possibility to
produce knowledge through the act of redocumentation.
CoWaBoo, then, is positioning itself, not as another
collaborative application, but a protocol. We consider the
addressee of these wider computational systems made up of
arrays or networks as a future actor of it design. As the
interaction needs to be open to further development, the code
of CoWaBoo protocol needs to apply the following default
rules:
• Assure the lucidity of past (as stored data), present
(as current data collection, or processed archival
data), and future (as both the ethical addressee of the
system and potential provider of data and usage).
• Store objects that do not resemble to complex
computational models but act as a section to existing
social
(bookmarking)
practices,
structuring
assumptions, conditions generated from their use.
• Demonstrate in a transdisciplinary way that code’s
mediation can be rethought, researched for
intervention, contestation and the un-building of
code/software systems.
The overarching concept of the protocol is to formalize
an always-editable space realized by the rules set above. This
space stays vague if we do not experiment its utility. This is
why we bring in the collective observatories application, as
one, of the possible many applications, built upon the
protocol. In this application, the protocol would store and
allow us to recover a general index of a given subspace
(observatory) and then be able to navigate through the
different versions of the entries in this observatory. To
achieve this within the application, we introduce two more
layers of representing information reusing data from the
protocol: a) the use cases, or the way we propose users to
explore the possibilities of the protocol, through the creation
of collective observatories and b) the graphic representation
of classified information. The use cases need to be concrete
with a measurable result. Users can search information that
communities have already curated and form groups. The
graphic interface attempts to address how users will
experience the above.
In terms of communication, data and account handling
the CoWaBoo protocol adopts the following approach. All
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data are stored on InterPlanetary File System (IPFS), a p2p
storage protocol, with its current state available in the
application. Community management is based on Stellar, an
open source protocol, blockchain based, for value exchange.
CoWaBoo is utilizing a NodeJs server with a Stellar
Javascript SDK to provide the CoWaBoo API with a way to
communicate directly with Stellar. Every time that a new
member is subscribed, a new Stellar account is also created.
This account receives the minimum amount of lumens
(Stellar currency) to work properly as a CoWaBoo account
Once the account is created, it automatically give its consent
to carry out currency exchanges created by the “bank” of
CoWaBoo in Stellar. Consequently, all transactions (votes in
groups) are stored on Stellar blockchain infrastructure
creating Stellar exchange community with a cryptographic
Public Address and Secret Key. While Web 2.0 applications
tend to prescribe our participation, in CoWaBoo we seek to
re-open the discussion on the group rules and results as
entries or definitions are editable and possible to change
from everyone, as long as her/his entry is voted in a group. In
the following sections, we will discuss in detail the utility of
this function.
It is important, however, to demonstrate if and how the
default rules are applied. Once an entry is added, modified or
deleted, the observatory created a new version of itself that is
registered to a different place of the old. To achieve this we
have drawn from the blockchain paradigm. Blockchain as a
distributed, cryptography boosted, database technology is a
thing of the 80s, that computational capacity of our time
brought to full implementation with the Bitcoin deployment.
Blockchain, can also be understood as an implementation of
distributed ledgers that comes with a unique set of
possibilities in its design. It opens up the way to shared
databases, where multiple entities can transact, with no or
some trust between them, co-existing with no intermediation.
The CoWaBoo protocol reproduces the main blockchain
synchronous properties, as described above in the following
generic approach: a) accessible and affordable shared
databases with resilience through replication and no single
point of failure and control, b) where multiple entries are
possible, c) based on the possibility of disintermediation.
Blockchain implementation comes with two more interesting
features: d) interaction “in and between” transactions (or
more commonly framed as smart contracts). Going back to
our collective blockchain application, we will try to point out
the exact process and code that demonstrate the above
CoWaBoo can be understood as a re-documentation
effort opening to possible, iterative transformations of the
work of others, to produce knowledge, in three ways. Firstly,
searching is based on existing “community curated”
resources already available in existing socially curated
results from Diigo, Zotero, two social bookmarking
applications, and Wikipedia, inviting users to develop an
intentional logic of collaborative indexing evaluation and
curation of information. Secondly, groups are initiated with
the possibility of voting in all group decisions using a
currency that allows their users to valorize their effort and
the results in the group. Thirdly, the rules of the protocol are
themselves configurable and re-applicable in a variety of
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applications, with our collective observatories serving as an
initial experimentation.
IV.

IMPLEMENTING THE PROTOCOL THROUGH THE
COLLECTIVE OBSERVATORIES APPLICATION

A protocol is never neutral in the sense that all decisions
regarding its functions are already set to bring some kind of
normality on users (agents) behaviors. Thus, it becomes
crucial to describe in more detail the use cases of the
collective observatories application and illustrate how the
interaction with the protocol will take place. We present the
use cases as a descriptive middleware, between the protocol
and collective observatories application, appearing itself to
its users:
• Build your story: A prompt to click on the start the
button and move to an empty text area is the first
step. The empty text area is destined to be the user's
notebook, potentially filled up with search results
discovered using the connected APIs for search on
tag, bookmarks, articles and existing entries (linked
to the Visualize tags and stories in observatories use
case). Keywords for initial search lead to tags to
visualize existing stories in bookmarking software or
CoWaBoo observatories with the selected info are
inserted in the text area, as part of the actual user
story. This tentative story-result can stay local,
private and unfinished, to-be-posted posted in an
observatory, or become the first entry in a new
possible observatory. Adding a post in an existing
observatory is subject to a verification process
depending on the rules of the observatory: self –
validated means that the post is validated by the user,
peer – validated are linked with a “vote” from
someone of its existing members”.
• Edit a story: A click on the full text search button of
the application connects the user’s keywords, then
transformed to used tags, to visualize existing stories
in observatories or observatories themselves (linked
to the Visualize tags and stories in observatories use
case) and select them as content for further editing
into the text area (linked to the Build your story use
case)
• Start a community of transactions (group): The
click on the community button initiate a community
creation function with the possibility to add emails,
each participation verified through the related email
account and attributed both public and secret keys.
The group creation launches the possibility to start,
transparent, intra-group transactions where all group
users being informed on energy limits to credit or
store value of the group. Group participants use the
secret key to perform transactions, while the results
of the effectuated transactions as well as the user
balance remain publicly linked to each user’s public
key. New members are proposing themselves
through direct demands to join an observatory
(group) or through accepted stories when
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observatory entries are accepted from someone of its
existing member”. The user in this instance can be a
part of a multiple, group transactions possibility,
his/her public key is added to the group users for
further transactions.
• Editing tags: CoWaBoo treats tags as distributed
objects, recasting the tag object as an autonomous
transaction providing its user with an opportunity to
redefine, rebuilt and redistribute through the work of
others. Tags in CoWaBoo acquire a multiple
meaning as they, simultaneously, represent: a) “Tags
to be”: user typed search keywords in the text area
leading to tags used by other users, b) Keywords that
are then selected as Tags (CoWaBoo step by step
search), leading educated choices of stories
description and proposed entries or definitions for
observatories, c) Tags are treated as semantic
elements pointing to entries in observatories (list of
tags per observatory), d) names of observatories are
also treated as tags (list of observatories) and
proposed to users in order to contribute or consult
before creating a new observatory
• Propose or “vote” an entry or a member
(validation & valorization). Each story is accepted as
entry (definition) when posted and voted by at least
one group member as a verification (the fastest reply
- user is considered for attributing the value of the
transaction). Each accepted entry is tokenized with
one (1) energy (limit +10 for every user), while a
vote for an entry uses 1 energy, (- 10 for every user).
The variation in personal energy is, initially,
anonymous but transparent, connected to each user’s
public key.
• Visualize tags and stories in observatories: This
use case is connected to user keywords (full text
search) becoming tags and visualizing an index view
with linked tags, entries and observatory names.
Here follow some important questions that will guide to
the presentation of the initial results of the protocol and its
collective observatories application: Firstly, do tags serve at
the same time descriptive keywords, linked data (to stories)
and ongoing collections (observatories names)? How do they
connect entries and observatories? Do they provide some
kind of navigation through the information initiated by the
application and stored by the protocol? Secondly, the
protocol does not promise, or highlights, a completed story
or observatory but a possibility create stories and edit all
products in future events. How is this appearing in the
existing digital space? Can the CoWaBoo (protocol and
application) unfinished social bookmarking space serve as an
experimentation
understood
both
in
semantic,
representational and process level in a context of
collaboration and knowledge production? The following
pages will present the initial answer to these questions.
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V.

INITIAL RESULTS

Our efforts on introducing re-documentation and
collaboration, as pivotal skills in students group works, starts
during spring 2015, a full semester course, with twenty
participants. All results of this initial effort entitled HEG
Digital – Lectures on “Wikinomie are documented at the
Diigo web social bookmarking application [13]. At that time,
we used Diigo to document various group activities
including: thematic awareness on selected areas, business
and process analysis of Diigo and co-design of a
collaborative social bookmarking application on the
CoWaBoo protocol. Each of these activities would deserve a
separate presentation and analysis. At this point, we will
focus on the quality of social bookmarking posts produced
from students during their curse activities. In both the
examples used below, be it the “expert”, from another
existing Diigo group or the “student”, from our own HEG
initiative, we see the emergence of atonal posts, presented in
Section 2: entries in a system produced with the minimum
number of clicks, where decision and curation process are
omitted.
In this context, posts exist with the minimum set of
information and without any other rule or event connected
(Figure 1 and 2).

Figure 1 Atonal post – Typical example of an expert’s bookmark in a Diigo
group (Web 3.0) [14]

Figure 2 Atonal post – Typical example of a student’s bookmark in a Diigo
group [15]

These two posts are indicative of current social
bookmarking trends: the “expert” will post a minimum set of
information, using a rich set of tags but shows no further
engagement in describing the bookmarked resource. The
“student” provides the bookmark with a minimum set of tags
and description. Both posts expect the potential user to have
a specific interest on the topic in order to pursue further with
their reading or reuse.
The results of the 2015 experiment led to the creation of
the collaborative observatories application on CoWaBoo
protocol. This application was introduced in our university
courses the during spring semester of 2016. This new
experimentation organized with twenty-four students of the
University of Applied Sciences in Geneva during the HEG
Digital – Lectures on “Wikinomie [16]. This group of, 3rd
year, bachelor students were invited to work in groups of
three, around a specific thematic area (i.e. Blockchain,
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Bitcoin, Wikipedia, Airbnb, Uber, Free and Open source
software, Open licensing, Open innovation) using CoWaBoo
as the main space of redocumentation, producing four
concrete results for further evaluation: a) an introductory
course presented in class, b) a collaborative documentation
space in CoWaBoo, c) an infographic presentation and d) an
accepted contribution to an existing Wikipedia article.
Once more, we are presenting selected results regarding
the use of tags from students in their respective
observatories. This is connected to our Editing tags use case
and our understanding of tags as descriptive keywords,
linked data and ongoing collections. The first remark on this
work comes on the way the information of each observatory
(eight in total) is presented with a certain tags selection. Let
us use the “blockchain” observatory to see how its tags are
visualized:
Blockchain (theme and name of the CoWaBoo
observatory) with selected tags:
|| DAO || France || IDE || Parlement || analysis || badge ||
banques || bdd || bitcoin || blockchain || chain || concept ||
crypto-money || ethereum || finance || finance on blockchain ||
fonctionnement || governance || infographie || peer-to-peer ||
plate-forme || politique || presentation || questionnaire ||
reference || smart contract || technologie || wikinomie ||
wikipedia ||
The second remark is the way that each tag find is linked
to other tags. This uses data coming from all other CoWaBoo
observatories as linked tags with the word blockchain.
Linked Tags (in English and French) to other
observatories for the “tag” blockchain:
Cowaboo, properties, avantage, bitcoin, monnaie,
concept, fonctionnement, infographie, smart contract,
reference, presentation, wikinomie, badge, questionnaire,
Wikipedia, peer-to-peer, innovation ouverte, plateformes,
copyleft, creativecommons, smartcontract
A third remark has to done on the entries (stories) that are
being created and edited in the respective observatories, with
the tag blockchain in each entry. Entries using the tag
blockchain:
• CoWaBoo
|| CoWaBoo || blockchain || properties ||
• Bitcoin
|| avantage || bitcoin || blockchain || monnaie ||
• Blockchain
|| blockchain || concept || fonctionnement || infographie ||
|| blockchain || smart contract ||
|| blockchain ||reference ||
|| blockchain ||presentation || wikinomie ||
|| badge || blockchain || questionnaire ||
|| blockchain ||smart contract || wikipedia ||
|| bdd ||blockchain || peer-to-peer ||
• Innovation Ouverte
|| R&D || blockchain || innovation ouverte || plateformes ||
• Copyleft
|| blockchain ||copyleft || creativecommons ||
smartcontract ||
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A fourth remark needs to be placed around the use of the
word blockchain in all the observatories that CoWaBoo is
hosting. Observatories using the tag CoWaBoo:
• CoWaBoo
• Bitcoin
• Blockchain
• Innovation Ouverte
• Copyleft
These four remarks summarize the possibility of an
application, like our collective observatories, to use the
CoWaBoo protocol’s functions in order to reclassify user
data. The protocol therefore formalizes all the necessary
functions:
• Data storage, recording new data in an observatory:
entry, member list, configuration
• Ensuring the current state of an observatory
• Possibility to add, change and delete data from an
observatory
• Registration and acceptance of new members
• Vote counted and executed through blockchain intracommunity transactions
• Configurability and re-applicability of the rules of
the group in the protocol itself.
It is also important, to describe if and how the default
rules are applied. Once an entry is added, modified or
deleted, the observatory created a new version of itself that is
registered to a different place of the old. This is important
because whatever change on this code is reposted as a new
block of information [17]. In the following figure (4), we can
the current state of the blockchain observatory. This includes
its id, entries, members, date, configuration (public or
private) author and, most importantly, the path (hash) to its
previously stored version. This process applies to all data
stored from the CoWaBoo protocol and generated from the
collaborative observatories application: observatories, entries
and member list.

Figure 4. A CoWaBoo (blockchain) observatory stored on IPFS

As already mentioned the InterPlanetary File System
(IPFS) is a content-addressable, peer-to-peer hypermedia
distribution protocol. Nodes in the IPFS network form a
distributed file system. IPFS plays a crucial role in
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CoWaBoo acting as a public ledger of all posted or edited
data. The same goes for any rule, or post. All changes in
membership, authorship and rules of this observatory are retraceable in the blockchain logic of the protocol with the
previous version always available. Content wise, things are
also significantly different, compared to a standard social
bookmarking application. Entries are taking more of wiki
form with descriptive and links. The image below shows the
text of the || France || Parlement || banques ||finance ||
politique || technologie || entry

Figure 5. A CoWaBoo entry on the blockchain observatory

There is a clear shift, in all observatories, to adding text
and sources in entries and forming them more as stories. This
is due to the discussion related to CoWaBoo lecture on social
bookmarking and the evaluation criteria but it goes hand in
hand with our initial anti-click-culture approach. However,
the creation of a tag dictionary based on group decisions and
a diverse user participation including researchers, students,
professors, experts and professionals from all project’s
entities is, now, emerging CoWaBoo’s next step. In the table
below, we summarize how CoWaBoo introduces the
redocumentation process in steps:
TABLE 1. COWABOO REDOCUMENTATION PROCESS
Step title
Description
Process
Search and
Users are invited to
Search through tags on existing
Post
search in existing
community curated resources
communities,
Select resources and edit a story
discern
Publish on a group a shared “block
knowledgeable
of information” with tags ⇒ Create
others, edit text and
unique link (URI) that could be
post result in
posted on selected web services
existing groups
Reuse and
Initiate a process of
Engage in a group - observatory,
Curate
critical scrutiny and
where an exchange between users,
group content
data and group rules is possible.
production for
Provide feedback on group’s entries
participants
Contribute to the implementation of
the group’s collective observatory
Provide history of group decisions
and documentation
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This paper tried to demonstrate how the CoWaBoo
protocol aims to reverse our habits to prescribe information
and describe how various processes around this can take
place. Although we can give not a binary answer as to
whether (protocol and application) provide with a semantic
and representational tool, in a context of collaboration and
knowledge production, we have demonstrated how such a
process could be initiated. Further work on the use of the
protocol and its applications include the validation of the
results of these use cases, during the spring semester 2017,
within a targeted course in the Information Systems
Department (HEG) of the University of Applied Sciences in
Geneva. This pilot will continue the documentation of the
work of 30 students in 15 sessions in 2017. This involves
reusing the protocol through its use cases and functions,
experimenting on:
• More complex group rules and valorization of
transactions between participants in various groups.
This should include testing of the default rules of the
protocol and evaluation of the transactions functions
in the application, while leading to group rules and
results editable and possible to change from
everyone, as long as her/his entry (definition) is
voted in a group through the CoWaBoo currency.
• An alternative search experience based on an
understanding of community resources as a
reference to information search. Our goal is to
stimulate competences as penetrating intelligence,
keen perception and sound judgment.
• Creating new applications, scenarios and early
implementations, based on the CoWaBoo protocol
API (including both IPFS and Stellar protocols).
These scenarios can be deployed using the protocol
and its rules, or being inspired by it.
Finally, we believe that understanding web applications as
potential open and descriptive protocols is a crucial step
towards more transparency, less opacity, in our digital era.
We intend to continue our research both as a way to unmask
current opacity in digital technologies and experiment on
new tools that could support collaborative and critical
competences.
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Abstract—A textbook is a boundary object among students
within given communities, in some instances, regions or the
whole country. Students in such communities can engage
collaboratively to study and gain better understanding of
common content. While discussion forums have been an
operative platform for social collaborations, learners are faced
with the challenge of referencing their posts to linked
informational resources. A system based on two chapters of a
Python eTextbook was co-designed with students to evaluate
its usefulness in supporting textbook based interactions. An
experimental study compared the traditional external
discussion forums to the developed internal forums which are
embedded within eTextbooks. A systematic content analysis of
learners' interactions demonstrates insights to their
experiences, their needs and the potential benefits of
combining discussion forums with eTextbooks to encourage
more collaborations. Learners preferred internal forums.
Keywords-collaborations; eTextbook; forums; interactions.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A textbook is a common resource that is consistently
used by teachers and their students from various
communities. Usually, for every course, there is a standard
textbook that students rely on to study. This makes the
textbook a boundary object; a boundary object is an entity of
interest across school communities. Students tend to meet
after school to collaborate on course materials [12]. Students
who do not have the opportunity to study with others may
now partake in collaborations using their mobile devices on
virtual environments that have no time, space or cultural
barriers [12]. This creates an opportunity to structure and
frame a platform that brings students from various
communities together, in order to build a shared
understanding of textbook content. Although research states
that there should be a significant move away from textbook
dependence to adopting a variety of sources for teaching,
many teachers and students still depend highly on textbooks
[4].
Students are increasingly choosing to purchase
eTextbooks for their mobile devices as an alternative to
traditional textbooks because of their low cost, light weight
and ease of use [9]. Although they provide a cheaper source
to information they, however, do not improve learning
outcomes as students sometimes may not comprehend what
they read [3]. The flexibility of eTextbooks allows for the
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exploration of interactive technologies to incorporate within
digital textbooks to enable better understanding of content
[11][18]. While individual digital reading has been the
subject of much investigation [11], research into co-reading
is scarce [9][14]. Co-reading normally occurs in classrooms,
book-clubs, and in less coordinated ways through mass
media yet it may also be explored for formal resources like
eTextbooks [9][14].
Providing the student with an environment that cultivates
a strong personal interest in constructing knowledge when
given resources is the most effective way of learning [16].
Building effective mobile applications that encompass all
aspects of collaborations instead of merely delivering
resources to students is important [16]. In this paper, we ask
the question: How should discussion forums be presented to
promote the use of textbook based interactions? As a result,
experiments in this paper explore the rationale for separating
or combining resources like textbooks with their discussions
for active collaborative learning.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the background and related work. Section III
describes the approach taken in the system design. Section
IV presents and discusses results. Section V concludes the
paper and gives future research guidelines.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section we discuss how discussion forums have been
utilized in learning environments and how they are linked to
electronic resources which students discuss. The section is
concluded by explaining the gap in the discussed literature.
A. Discussion Forums in Learning Environments
Several researchers agree that group learning as well as
dialogue based instructional settings are key to learning.
Students that are involved in group learning improve their
problem solving and critical-thinking skills by deepening
their understanding of concepts [13]. Problem solving is
made easier when people work together because, within a
group, everyone has something distinctive that they may
contribute since people have their own unique ways of
thinking. Exposure to multiple conceptual constructs helps
create knowledge. Student engagement in networking
platforms has been stated to be successfully measured by
discussion forum posting [7].
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Discussion forums are defined as threaded discussions
that capture the exchange of asynchronous messages [7].
Forums are a primary means of interaction in most online
distant learning platforms [13]. They are widely employed in
e-learning setups to support social constructivism. Previous
explorations of discussion forums have promoted active
learning [10]. Traditionally, they are used within Course
Management Systems (CMSs) like Moodle and Blackboard
as a means for enabling dialog and collaboration among
connected individuals [11]. Although forums facilitate better
learning, in reference [13], they argue that forums are not
good at managing a huge number of posts with fragmented
topics over too many threads. They also state that forum
usage is usually limited to a few participants. Also, peer
answers to posts may be incorrect and counter-productive
[15][18].
Although earlier studies indicated that discussion forums
were not as effective for learning [17], a number of studies
state that they are very essential to learning [1]. The
effectiveness of threaded discussions has been discussed
extensively in literature and results note their affordances in
enhancing individual thinking capabilities, promoting
participation, enabling reflection of peer contributions and
allowing the sharing of diverse ideas [1][13]. Learners are
also able to analyse their own ideas before sharing them,
thereby improving the quality of discussions.
The popularity of MOOCS for larger student populations
as well as CMSs for smaller student populations especially at
University levels is indicative of the latest trends toward
interactive online course related learning [11]. The
discussion forums have become the knowledge source to the
course work [10][18]. Reference [10] describes discussion
forums as an integral part of online learning, however states
that they are presented as an afterthought for students to use
as they wish, which may make them dysfunctional.
Reference [2] states that forums tend to attract many student
complaints or topics focused on course administrative issues
instead of focusing on course challenges. A more directed
discussion forum may filter such posts. In reference [2], they
conducted a study that identified if discussion forum posts
were content related. Their study revealed that, of all the
posts, only 28% were related to content even though the
course offered other dedicated areas for asking on noncontent related matters.
Reference [10] investigated the idea of producing high
quality interactions through seeding the forum with content
and varying the sections of comments revealed to students.
Results from their study indicated that seeding, which is
selecting prior-semester comments from stimulating topics
and incorporating them into the new semester, inspired an
above average amount of discussions. They found that the
quality of annotations increased when sections were seeded.
Reference [19] attempted to improve the quality of posts
by removing confusing posts that tend to lead to student drop
outs or lack of participation. Other research focuses on
encouraging more interactions. Reference [19] also states
that making many posts improved learning while
contradictory research argues that a high number of posts
does not necessarily improve learning outcomes [13].
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Reference [19] explores increased interactions through
instructor’s presence and the value of their input in directing
the forum discussions.
B. The use of Interactive eTextbooks for Learning
Discussion forums are usually linked to various resources
like course eTextbooks. eTextbook related studies have
incorporated dictionaries within textbooks so that students do
not have to exit the textbooks in order to seek word
definitions in trying to understand the content. Various
eTextbooks also incorporate automatic assessment through
interactive exercises in order to help students test themselves
as they read [11]. Content interactions through iPads and
kindles exist, most research tends to focus on creating a great
individual experience through the incorporation of videos,
annotative features, etc. [11][14].
Electronic content with instructor annotations can also
provide guidance to students beyond the classroom as they
read a textbook [3][6]. This may improve the way that
students interpret and understand content. Underlining and
highlighting also contributes to recall [8]. Asking questions
contributes to meta-cognitive monitoring, thereby improving
learners’ self-regulation, recall and comprehension [8].
Exercises are the most important pedagogical feature of
interactivity since they provide a better experience on a
topic, especially since students try exercises as they read [5].
In reference [5], they did a study which showed that a high
number of completed exercises results in high performance
on written tests.
Reference [3] states that other research projects have
focused on redesigning the eTextbook because of its
flexibility; the kindle and iPad provide new formats of
presenting these books, with lots of multimedia. However,
high costs of producing multimedia books makes them
harder to scale for every textbook [3]. As a result, they
suggest that it would make more sense to tailor existing
eTextbooks to the needs of students at low cost. This means
focusing on how students and their instructors interact with
the content and each other and doing minimal redesigns.
C. The Gap in Literature
The literature above has demonstrated the importance of
interactions, however the gap in the literature is in that the
studies are not attempting to explore the way in which
discussion forums are presented in trying to improve
collaborations. A majority of research seeks to identify
strategies for improving the quality and quantity of
traditional forum posts. Discussion forums already provide a
platform for interactions, however they are presented
separately to resources as a choice for students to use [10]. In
this paper, we attempt to create a discussion forum around
the intellectual content of textbooks by limiting the distance
between the forum and the resources to be discussed. In
references [3] and [6], the researchers describe an idea of
sharing annotations which may enable students to
communicate with each other through their personal notes. In
reference [6], they conducted an experiment that investigated
on how to improve the quality of annotations for learning.
However, little systematic research has been conducted to
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explore the practicability of conversing instead of just
sharing readable annotations within common content by
integrating social interactive activities through discussion
forums within eTextbooks in the hope that this promotes
more collaborations. The design and presentation of
discussion forums may have an effect on the way that
students interact.
III.

RESEARCH DESIGN

An experimental study was conducted with students. The
aim of the experiment was to determine the feasibility of an
internal discussion forum within an eTextbook. To achieve
this, we created an internal forum as well as the traditional
discussion forum, which we will refer to as the external
forum in this paper.
A. System Design
An experimental system was designed by 15 university
students in Computer Science who underwent a participatory
design session in order to define the needs of a collaborative
eTextbook system that could be relevant to them. The
system was specifically designed to explore the possibility of
including interactive discussions within eTextbooks. The
design experiment helped outline how discussion forums can
be presented inside eTextbooks to support interactions within
books. The design session resulted in inline editing
eTextbook paper sketches whereby various readers work
together in group work sessions on mobile phones so as to
understand the textbooks. In order to test the feasibility of
this system, we developed two systems using a Python Web
framework called Web2py. The first platform is the
traditional external forum that has links to an eTextbook
resource. The second platform is an internal forum, that is,
an eTextbook with embedded interactions within it.
The two platforms were designed in a similar manner
using similar eTextbook content, see Fig 1. The eTextbook
used was a relevant support textbook found on the CMS for
the Python course at the time. Two chapters (Loops and
Strings) of the Python eTextbook that were being taught in
parallel to the experiments were chosen for the system.

From Fig. 1, one can see the topic of Loop Control
Statements. Below that, there are three links. When a user
clicks on the “Platform A: Textbook” link, it opens the book
chapter. Otherwise, when a user clicks on the “Platform A:
Discussion Forum” link, it opens a page where users can
initiate and respond to discussions, see Fig. 2a for a clip of
the discussion page. When a user clicks on the “Platform B:
Embedded discussions in textbook“ link, it opens the book
chapter whereby the user can read as well as initiate or
participate in discussions that are found within the book
chapter, see Fig. 2b for a clip of the book chapter with
discussions within it.
The only differentiating variable between the two
platforms is the location of the forums for conducting
discussions. The external forum separates the eTextbook
from the discussion forum while the internal forum integrates
the eTextbook content together with discussion forums. The
internal forum represents the controlled setup of the
experiment. The purpose of having the two systems was to
test whether including discussions in textbooks promotes
better interactions for students thereby suggesting that the
location of forums for discussions is important to the design
of collaborative systems.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Snippets of (a) the external forum discussion page and (b) the
internal forum of textbook with discussions within the text

B. Research Participants
Research participants were randomly recruited from
approximately 200 first year Computer Science students
enrolled in a Python programming course at the University
of Cape Town. A call for participation was emailed to all
the students in the Python class and the first 30 respondents
were selected for the experiment. Only 24 participants
completed the experiments.

Figure 1.

Initial page showing the two platforms.
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C. Experimental Procedure
The experiment occurred over a period of two weeks.
Two tasks were presented to the participants. Before the
experiments commenced, a pre-questionnaire was given to
all participants to assess their prior experiences about
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eTextbooks, discussion forums and Internet usage on mobile
devices. Each participant was given a token payment of
approximately $15 after participation. The amount of $15
was considered a standard token of appreciation for students
which is not too small for participants to lose interest in
doing the experiment and yet not too large an amount for
participants to only be interested in doing the experiment for
monetary purposes. Following are the tasks performed by the
participants:
1) Task 1
The first task was meant to give students the opportunity to
have a feel of both platforms that were being compared.
They therefore used both the external forum and the internal
forum. The chapter topic of discussion was Loop control
Statements. Students were asked to post at least two
questions and respond or comment to any two other
questions on each of the two platforms of the system per day
for one full week. At the end of the week, the task was
concluded by completing a survey that evaluated
participants' experiences in using the two platforms.
2) Task 2
In the second week, participants were each asked to choose
one of the two platforms they preferred using after
experiencing both platforms in task 1. This means that they
either chose to use the internal forum or the external forum.
The topic of discussion for that week was Strings. They
were asked to post two questions and respond or comment
on any two other questions per day for a full week on the
platform they selected. They ended the task by completing
the task survey plus an overall usability questionnaire.
IV.

RESULTS

According to the pre-questionnaire, all participants had
used discussion forums as well as eTextbooks before. They
had prior experience in using CMSs and social networking
platforms. This means that they could easily participate in
this experiment as they were technologically savvy enough
to rate and compare the two platforms. Following are results
of the experiment.
A. Using Alias names vs. real names on academic forums
Although on social media networks, people usually sign
in using their real names for easy identification, in an
academic platform this might not be preferred. Participants
had the option of logging onto the system using their
Facebook names which is usually the name that one is
known to by friends or using an alias so as to be anonymous.
Facebook was used as an easier way to centralise users
without registrations. According to the results, 69% of the
participants opted to use an alias name as opposed to their
real name when using the system.
The findings showed that 31% of the participants used
their real names and found it unnecessary to be anonymous
on an academic platform, claiming that everyone was on the
site to learn hence there was no need to hide identities. They
also explained that being identifiable increased chances of
possible meetups for face to face interactions. Although they
were comfortable to share their identity online, they
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emphasized that this experimental application should not
post anything on their behalf on the Facebook platform.
However, of the 69% that used alias names, the participants
highlighted the need to be anonymous and to owning
anonymous posts. Students like to protect their identity and
have a sense of security and privacy as they tend to feel
uncomfortable to share their identity with strangers. Also,
they chose alias names to avoid feeling stupid, especially if
they ask obvious questions or answer other posts wrongly.
Some mentioned that using alias names for online activities
had become a habit.
When the participants who opted for alias names were
asked what their challenge would be in using their Facebook
names on the platform, they stated that they feared being
classed academically or being judged negatively by peers.
Other participants stated that some students may become
biased when answering their posts because they know them
in person. Even people who would never help them in person
had the opportunity to do so if they kept their identity
anonymous. Others insisted on being anonymous because
they were shy to express themselves freely, hence using a
real name would result in fewer posts and comments from
them. Students felt that using alias names improved their
participation levels and gave them liberty in asking any types
of questions. Students also felt much safer when hiding
behind alias names.
1) Discussion
It is evident from the results above that the use of alias
names should not be overlooked when creating academic
online platforms. University students also have confidence
challenges on online platforms. Not everyone prefers hidden
identity, however for discussion forums to cater for
everyone they should be presented such that students have
the choice to be anonymous or not. CMSs tend to have
discussion forums but, because the students have to be
registered for the course, they can only use their real names.
Often this is to protect against inappropriate posts. Although
this is very important, 69% of the participants indicate their
need to freely express themselves without being judged for
better participation.
B. External Forum (Discussion forum plus a separate link
to an etextbook)

Figure 3.

Experiences of participants when using the external forum

Fig. 3 above shows that participants had no challenges in
using and understanding the external forum. Participants
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found the platform easy to use. Some participants found the
external forum frustrating to use and this was attributed to
the fact that one had to switch back and forth from the forum
to refer to the textbook and also the external forum presented
different ungrouped topic posts. Not all the participants
found it convenient to separate the textbook from the forum.
Reasons were that sometimes one wanted to focus on the
textbook without any distractions, hence separation
encouraged focus to those participants. Some participants
stated that they only used the discussion forum when they
had finished reading, hence it was easy to refer to the
textbook if they had written sections and challenges down.
Results highlight favourable qualities of the external
forum to be the convenience of focusing on questions and
answers without the interruption of the textbook. Participants
highlighted that it is easier and faster to view all posts in
separate dialogues and, since posts were easily identifiable,
they could be answered much faster. Participants also liked
that one has the freedom to identify and select questions of
interest to them among many questions. This also enabled
participants to respond to posts as they browsed questions
they needed answers to. Another positive quality of the
external forum is the promotion of general enquiries. Each
question had its comments, which made it easier to scroll and
identify answers to a post.
The not so favourable points of the external forum
included the difficulty of switching from the forum to the
eTextbook for referencing. They found the process of
continuously exiting the forum to open the linked eTextbook
cumbersome. The participants also stated that the forum
ended up with many posts such that it was harder to navigate
and easily identify relevant or particular posts as the forum
posts were general and covered numerous topics.
Participants also noted that if a response is delayed the post
may never be answered as participants said they were usually
biased to earlier posts and were reluctant to search for older
posts. Participants also stated that they would have liked a
notification system as it was sometimes hard to find
particular questions to check if they had been answered.
Participants suggested incorporating Web links on
comment boxes so as to share useful links that explained
their answers. Other media, like videos, pictures and audios,
were noted to aid users in providing explanations for their
posts, although these options where provided on the system,
learners did not utilize them. Participants also suggested

Figure 4.

Experiences of participants in using the internal forum
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inserting a sidebar linked to the textbook for easy referral by
tagging relevant sections of the textbook. Questions listed on
the forum should also be categorized and grouped to avoid
repeats.
C. Internal forum (eTextbook with embedded discussion
forum
Participants understood how the system worked without
much training. A short demo was given when participants
filled the pre-questionnaire. Fig. 4 above shows that some
students found the internal platform frustrating to use and
this is attributed to students who liked the external forum
better. The frustration was because they could only ask
questions related to the textbook and that the textbook had
been altered. A large number of participants, however, found
the internal forum easy to use when asking and answering
posts. They also found the system to be highly convenient
and referencing the textbook when making posts to be much
easier.
Participants were asked what they liked most about their
experience in using the internal forum. Results showed that
dividing the textbook so that questioning and relevant
content was sectioned made reading the book desirable and
convenient. They highlighted the convenience of having the
textbook and posts being combined. Each section of a
textbook was directly above a discussion forum section,
making it simpler to make references to the relevant textbook
content for clarifications. According to the participants,
viewing the internal forum comments based on textbook
sections made it easy to verify and argue answers in response
to other participant posts. The eTextbook was more flexible
since examples were right next to exercises, making it easy
to switch between the text and discussions when attempting
to answer the exercises.
The internal forum system offered a platform to ask
specific questions related to the topics at hand. Participants
stated that the internal forum allowed for a more focused indepth analysis of a given topic of the textbook as many had
their own views to share per section. The direct approach of
topic based discussions made it easier to find answers to
similar problems. It was also easy to identify which section
one had to read to attempt the questions before asking.
Participants stated that having one area that centered on a
particular topic promoted a wide range of posts, leading one
to view the topic in many dimensions. The hub of questions
related to a particular topic enabled participants to find
answers to common challenges while also making students
aware of hidden challenges. The highlight of the internal
forum to many participants was the access to help from other
users of the system being readily available as they read.
Because one could easily verify answers from others or the
textbook if in doubt, participants stated that most answers or
opinions made sense. Participants also agreed that the
discussions around a single topic flowed and were easy to
understand. On this platform, they stated that it was easy to
see what other people were saying about a given topic.
The internal forum was convenient in that there was no
need to exit the eTextbook while reading so as to ask a
question on another page. The organization of comments
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below each section, aligned by topics, was easy to follow.
Each section had few posts enabling one to first check if
their question had been asked before asking the same
question. One could also easily test if they understood a
section by attempting to answer questions from others within
that section of comment posts.
Some participants even stated that this platform enabled
them to obtain help on some challenges that they were facing
in class since the topics used in this experiment ran
concurrently to the topics they were learning in class at the
time. Some already made a comparison of this platform to an
external forum and chose the internal forum, with embedded
discussions, as their preference. Others also committed to
using such a system as it provided a platform to easily
collaborate while reading.
The internal forum system was designed such that people
could comment below a section since one of the suggestions
was to break down the book for easy reading on mobile
devices. However, one was not able to comment on a
comment. Most of the negatives about the internal forum
centered on not being able to respond to a specific person
below their post. The reason for this not being favourable
was that a thread may deviate to other questions; as a result
that thread may remain unanswered. Also, when a section
has many comments where one cannot tell if a comment is a
question or answer, the many comments may become
cluttered and difficult to follow.
Suggestions for improving this platform included the
ability to switch off the forum should one need to focus on
the textbook. Participants also desired that the system would
load faster despite the compressed images and comments on
the pages.
D. External Forum vs. Internal Forum
The participants had the opportunity to compare the two
platforms and select a platform that appealed to them. In Fig.
5, participants were in favour of the internal forum when
compared to the external forum.

Figure 5.

User comparison of experiences in using internal forums vs.
external forums

They found it simpler and less frustrating to use, faster,
with fewer steps to follow and easier to use than the external
forum. The referral to the textbook was much easier. Some
participants found combining the textbook with the forum to
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be interruptive while a majority did not think it interrupted
their reading. Many participants preferred not to separate the
textbook from the discussion forum and stated that they
would recommend the internal forum more than they would
recommend the external forum.
In Task 2, 63% of the users preferred the internal forum
to the external forum. Of the 37% who selected the external
forum, they found their platform more user friendly with
much freedom for editing posts. They found that it was
easier to ask questions and answer questions. Some of the
users found that the internal forum was unfavourable
because having discussions got in the way of the textbook
content. They stated that there were too many writings on the
internal forum platform. Their main negativity of the internal
forum was the lack of posting within a post so as to better
organize comments within each section.
The majority of the users who selected internal forum for
task 2 identified the platform as more focused, specific to
textbook sections, much faster to use, simple, more user
friendly and convenient in overall. Incorporating everything
onto one platform is what made the system convenient for
participants. They described the platform as easier to read
since the readily visible questions and answers helped one to
learn easily from peers. They found the conversations easy to
understand and follow. The reasons that led them to not
choose the external forum included that the platform was
more challenging to follow since posts were very
independent and sometimes one may be clueless as to what
others are discussing. Referencing specific sections of the
textbook was difficult and time consuming on the external
forum. One had to direct their peers to browse through pages
of the textbook in order to find the relevant section to the
questions. Separating the textbook meant that a user had to
switch to the separate discussion forum every time they had a
question. They insisted that the external forum actually
stopped the flow of reading as one could easily get distracted
reading questions instead of reading the textbook or even in
following new topics instead of reading. Since the questions
on the external forum were unordered except by date and
number of replies, one had to go through a lot of unrelated
material, which could be distracting for people who wanted
to focus on particular topics.
In order to improve both platforms, participants
suggested emoticons as a mechanism of grading answers.
Emoticons are exciting and require little effort from the user.
A high number of clicks on the academic emoticon would
show a consensus among readers about their thoughts on the
post. Other suggestions stated that notifications would be
important in reminding people to follow up on their posts, as
well as keep users motivated to read.
E. Discussion of Internal vs. External Forums
In many CMS platforms, the forum is seen as one of the
major support mechanisms for learning offered to students.
Discussion forums are often confined to a minority hence
many tools are being established to increase the number of
interactions. The use of the eTextbook with embedded
discussions in it was perceived to be the best at meeting the
student learning needs and increasing interactions with an
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average of 30 responses per thread. It is evident that perhaps
we should investigate more about designing systems that
allow co-reading within eTextbooks.
Since students had two weeks to use the platforms, they
had ample time to learn and be able to choose what they
figured was the most effective platform for their learning
needs. There is an obvious difference between an internal
forum and a traditional external forum. Despite the
widespread use of traditional forums, there is still room for
improving interactions and embedding discussions within
textbooks as one of the strategies for improving engagement
and locking students into a zone of relevant content to
encourage participation. Perhaps more experiments should
be conducted in figuring ways of presenting discussion
forums. In this experiment, the addition of forums to the
textbooks appealed to more learners. It is therefore evident
from the results that students find it convenient to perform
easier and faster tasks on collaborative platforms.
Even though preference was for the internal forum, those
who preferred the external forum had valid arguments for
separating the discussions with content. The structure of the
independent external discussion forum encourages a question
and answer kind of interaction, whereby people focus on
receiving a response or asking a question. This was seen in
the length of discussion forum threads, which tend to have an
average of two or three responses only. Also, allowing the
user to focus on the textbook without interruption is an
important consideration. We therefore suggest a system that
encompasses the best of both platforms evaluated in this
experiment. Learners may toggle between having
interactions within their textbooks and switching them off
when they need to focus more on reading.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Increasing student interactions is of great importance to
the future of active learning. In this study, we investigated
the effectiveness of social interactions embedded within
eTextbooks. We built an application to enable students to
collaborate on a Python eTextbook chapter, which was in
line with course content. Our results demonstrate that: (1)
allowing hidden identity is key to socialised learning
platforms as it gives students the liberty to respond to posts;
(2) incorporating interactions within eTextbooks encourages
content related discussions; (3) sectioning the textbook with
a discussion forum below each section promotes easy
revision, understanding and referencing of textbook content;
and (4) although students may find embedding discussion
forums on eTextbooks to be convenient, combining the
different aspects of the two platforms may result in a more
usable system that encourages discussions while also
promoting individual studying. We therefore conclude that
interactions may be increased by reducing the gap between
what is being discussed to its content. Internal forums may
propel students to focus on their studies. The results in this
experiment suggests that we reconsider how we present
discussion forums to students, not as an afterthought as part
of CMSs but within eTextbooks to encourage student
engagement. We anticipate that our study will contribute to
the exploration of forums within textbooks for more effective
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learning. Designers and operators of socialized learning
platforms must therefore consider the possibility of
presenting discussion forums in new ways that involves
resources being discussed.
This work was conducted with Computer Science
students at university level. Another experiment already
evaluated high school students in the subject of mathematics.
More experiments may test for other subjects. The
experiment also does not test if internal forums promote
better learning. Subsequent experiments could be conducted
with a larger sample over a longer period of time like a full
semester to promote the findings on this paper.
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Abstract— One of the most important events of the last few
years was the propagation of Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs). Indeed, MOOCs have managed to help huge
numbers of online users, especially in higher education sector,
to attend free courses and get certificates. Open Educational
Resources (OERs) can be used in different ways in the learning
practices because the concept of openness and reusability of
these resources encourages many stakeholders to use these
resources in online and massive courses. The main challenge
faced by many experiments in using OERs in MOOCs is how
to enhance interaction between students and educational
content. Thus, there is an urgent need to address this challenge
by building and maintaining links between these kinds of
courses and the provided OERs by other universities. The
specific objective of this paper was to propose a model for
using OERs through the current MOOCs. Data for this study
were collected by reviewing previous related work and models
to present this model in three main Phases: Pre-using OERs,
Using OERs, and sustaining of OERs. Every Phase includes
attributes and components. This proposed model can be
implemented when designers and developers of MOOCs intend
to invest different open educational resources in engaging
participants and exchange best learning practices.

• Reuse—the right to use the content in a wide range of
ways (e.g., in a class, in a study group, on a website, and
in a video).
• Revise—the right to adapt, adjust, modify, or alter the
content (e.g., translate the content into another language)
• Remix—the right to combine the original or revised
content with other open content to create something new
(e.g., incorporate the content into a “mashup”).
• Redistribute—the right to share copies of the original
content, revisions, or remixes with others (e.g., give a
copy of the content to a friend)."
OERs "typically refer to electronic resources, and such
materials are generally released under a Creative Commons
or similar license that, can originate from colleges and
universities, libraries, archival organizations, government
agencies, commercial organizations or other individuals
who develop educational resources they are willing to
share" [3].
Despite the long history of OERs and its occupation high
agenda of social and inclusion policies and supported by
many stakeholders in education, their use has not yet reached
a critical threshold, basically, the current concern on OER is
on building more access to digital content [4].
MOOCs are free of charge courses for a massive number
of learners on the web; it must be considered that course
design and the way of presenting course materials, and
interactivity trough social networks and study groups [5].
Learners must be self-organizer to participate in mutual
interest subjects with other learners; massive courses have
weekly timetable, no special prerequisites should be
provided, no formal certification will be awarded [6].
In the context of OERs and MOOCs, for example, the
course about Open Educational Resources (COER13) has
been completely downloaded and re-uploaded to iMooX,
The course was republished with some new videos and
interviews for more than 500 users, so reusing and remixing
allows for the reoffering of courses without additional costs
[7]. Moreover, extensive research has shown that a cost
efficient way and introduced OER at the Medical University
of Graz which can be applied also to other institutions so the
following steps are performed: (1) Identify the need, (2)

Keywords-Massive Open Online Courses; MOOCs; Open
Educational Resources; OERs; Model.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been renewed interest in the
development and use of Open Education Resources (OER)
and their potential in expanding access to higher education
and improving the quality of course contents, particularly in
the education domain, where there is a wide range of quality
materials [1]. From official education materials such as the
ones available in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC),
Higher Education domain is becoming critical to recognize
that relationship between OERs and MOOCs [1].
In the light of elevating the meaning of educational
resources, "OERs can be described as the five Rs of
openness [2]:
• Retain—the right to make, own, and control copies of
the content.
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Identification of content which may be suitable also for
general public, (3) Rights clearance, (4) Set-up of
distribution channels [8].
MOOCs that implement OER practices implement the
ethical dimension of e-learning much more successfully
than MOOCs that might just offer free access to a MOOC at
a given time or use proprietary resources that cannot be
reused [9]; for example, in xMOOCs the course materials
are provided during the course time, in some cases cannot
be reused [9].
Ghislandi sees that "the main problem is how to
implement Openness for achieving best learning results,
provided that the OER and MOOC evaluation is still a fluid
topic" [10]. The course materials in the majority of MOOCs
are not designed to fit the concept of the OER movement,
and protected under copyright regulations which do not
allow adaptation or translation; therefore, the content con
not be reused; since they are nonmodifiable, nonremixable,
nonshareable [11][12].
Atenas recommended that "the fairest way to allow and
encourage the use of resources from MOOCs is by
removing copyright barriers, adding creative commons
licenses to course materials and by using the General Public
License (GNU) in the case of open codes used for modeling
the contents or courses" [12]. This way may enforce sharing
and reusing resources but it needs more awareness with
related issues like ethical issues and quality assurance.
This research attempts to make explicit a systematic
relationship between MOOCs and Open Educational
Resources through proposing a model for using and
implementing OERs in MOOCs. The rest of this research is
organized as follows: Section II. OER vs. MOOC; Section
III. Quality Approach; Section IV. Provide details of the
proposed model for using OERs in MOOCs. Section V.
Presents the findings of the research, focusing on the three
key themes that connect using OERs in MOOCs; Section VI
Taken together, these findings and highlighted new research
tracks.
II.

III.

QUALITY APPROACH

Developing and using OERs makes improvement in the
quality of education when the teachers and students use the
educational resources without barriers like copyright and
paying barriers [15]. Moreover, OERs and MOOCs provide
different opportunities for achieving quality in higher
education through implementing strategic management
approach [16].
The quality of instructional design of a massive course is
a critical indicator and prerequisite of the potential of the
course for effective learning.
There are quality standards and rubrics have focused
significantly on the quality of OERs and MOOCs.
Camilleri, Ehlers, Pawlowski figured out that "quality
assurance requires pedagogical enhancement, pedagogical
stakeholders, and pedagogical resources" [4]. Furthermore,
open standards for quality assurance of OER and MOOC
would assist in measuring quality in more globally accepted
terms [11].

OER VS. MOOC

This section reviews and compares the main themes
between OER and MOOCs [10]:
• "OER is a resource, and sometimes a course.
MOOCs are courses including assessment, credits
system, students support, curriculum, etc.
• OER is typically delivered on demand while
MOOCs have a defined beginning and end.
• OER can be used by a single person while MOOCs
are addressed to a massive cohort, during a given
period.
• OER is for every school level while MOOCs are
mainly dedicated to Higher Education and the Life
Long Learning postgraduate or nonformal".
The term of "open" in MOOC refers to "open
admissions" or the removal of any academic barriers to
participation in a course or program[13]. While the term of
"open" in OER entails, "it seems, at a minimum, no cost to
the consumer or user of the resource" [14].
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Figure 1. Quality indicators for OERs and MOOCs.

As shown in Figure 1. "accessibility, flexibility,
interactivity, personalization, transparency, open and shared
content, use of media, pedagogical enhancement, reflection,
and social learning are the key indicators of high quality in
the use of OERs and MOOCs" [16].
IV.

PROPOSED MODEL FOR USING OERS IN MOOCS

This section presents the proposed model for using OERs
in MOOCs. This model has formed through reviewing
previous works and models in this domain like:
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potential model to guide the development of OER in public
health and help an academic for producing and publishing
OER through a matrix of questions and answers, according
to various risks and benefits to them and their institution
[17]. Another framework based on semantic web
technologies to improve discovery, accessibility, visibility,
and to promote reuse of open educational content in the
massive course [18]. Moreover, Atenas' study proposed
model for democratisation of the contents hosted in MOOCs
through three strategies to open up MOOC contents
includes: "deposit the materials in repositories of OER
(ROER) as individual objects, to archive them in ROER in
data packages as learning units or to convert them into Open
Courseware (OCW) as self-taught courses" [12].
Furthermore, Shu-Hsiang, Jaitip, and Ana developed "a
strategic planning process (SPP) model based on the
concept of open educational resources, university social
responsibility (USR), social entrepreneurship (SE), and
strategic planning (SP), so the proposed SPP model will
serve as a guide for mapping out a strategic plan and
activities for aligning and implementing OER, which can tie
strategic planning to a university’s effectiveness and success
in sustainability for the long term" [19].
It can be noted that the proposed model in this research
has included three Phases as the following:
A. Phase 1: Pre-Using OERs
B. Phase 2: Using OERs
C. Phase 3: Sustaining of OERs

As shown in Figure 2. Proposed model contains three
main phases for using OER in MOOCs.
A. Phase 1: Pre-Using OERs:
This Phase includes finding OERs through searching on
the web by search engines to collect and download these
resources in different formats. Also, MOOCs provider can
provide other resources from previous educational softwares
that produced before, repositories, open coursewares, and
online courses. After collecting resources they can archive
its.
B. Phase 2: Using OERs:
MOOCs platforms may provide a course in different
subjects so MOOCs providers have to produce OERs if they
found that the resources in phase (1) need to modify for
serving the educational objectives or even producing OERs
by authoring tools. Web 2.0 has provided effective tools for
creating OERs so it will encourage authoring and producing
many resources as well. In all cases, Creative Common
License can be used to keep intellectual property rights and
empower the concept of openness and reuse.
Repository in MOOC platform has great importance in
this proposed model. It receives all of the resources either
which are collected in the previous phase or produce in this
phase. On the other hand, repository connects producing
process with using process and encourages users'
contributions by uploading their own resources and
downloading other ones or even embed them through using
embed codes. These activities for users could translate to
points so it can be shown in their profile to reinforce sharing
OERs.

Phase: One

Phase: Two

Phase: Three

Pre-Using

Using OER

Sustaining OER

Finding OER

OER
Courses

License

Editing

Providing

Web 2.0 Tools

Authoring
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LOs
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Uploading

Downloading

Module

Repository

Module

OER

Downloading

Recreating OER

Course

Archiving

MOOCs
OCW

Course

Reviewing
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Comments

Reusing OER

Course(1)

Repository
OCW
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Content
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View
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Course(2)

OER
Download

Points
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Figure 2. Proposed model for using OERs in MOOCs.
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MOOCs providers and Users can evaluate OERs in
repository in the light of quality standards. Repository
supervisors can review new resources, update some of them,
add comments. Registered users in MOOCs preview courses
and resources for free.
C. Phase 3: Sustaining OERs:
In this phase, MOOCs providers have to come up with in
the ways of supporting OERs, reusing, and sustaining. This
may happen by creative commons license that helps users of
MOOCs to reuse and share OERs which have been used in
MOOCs. Furthermore, OERs will be available after studying
courses on the web for reusing in other courses, republishing
in another contexts through Learning management systems,
Open course wares, learning objects repository, educational
Softwares.
V.









RELATED ISSUES FOR CONNECTING AND USING OERS
IN MOOCS

The following part presents the findings of the research,
focusing on the related issues that connect using OERs in
MOOCs as it shows in Figure 3.







Learning communities: support developing OERs
that mainly used in MOOCs. being OERs in a social
context that leads to developing and update content
over time [20].
Sustainability: it relates to financial issues and
paying for getting certificates may be a good
solution to keep sustaining OERs besides thinking of
emerging business models.
Quality Assurance: it must be taken into
consideration for quality of MOOCs and OERs if we
need to raise learning quality and learning outcomes.
Legal Issues: and raising awareness about types of
Licenses and consequences of using illegal
resources.









Trust and Reputation: if MOOCs providers need to
gain a high reputation for courses, they have to give
more concerns with the trust of OERs and search for
good methods to keep the trust of users.
Interoperability: that means designing OERs to be
compatible with different MOOCs platforms,
learning environments and standards.
Instructional Design: It is a basic component of the
overall quality and pedagogic effectiveness of
learning practices [21]. Instructional Designer must
implement models for developing massive courses
and create educational resources in a systematic way
upon educational approach.
OER Distribution: after studying massive course and
a possibility of reusing OERs in another course.
Creative OER: crating educational resources is very
important but not enough to keep using. Achieving a
high level of learning objectives requires creative
resources in their content, activity, assessment of
these resources. The more producing creative OERs,
the more using OERs.
Ethical Issues: have a relationship with legal issues
and the degree of awareness about authors
copyrights; either OERs used for educational
purpose or research purpose.
MOOC and OER Models: designing and developing
models in the field of MOOCs and OERs contributes
in an effective way to discuss the main attributes
which have main importance for encouraging
implementing OERs in MOOCs.
Learning Analytics: will help in recognizing to
which extent stakeholders used OERs in massive
courses. It leads to design and renews strategies for
efficient use.
Technical Issues: in the light of quality standards of
both of OERs and MOOCs.

Learning Communities

Creative OER

Sustainability

Ethical Issues

Quality Assurance

MOOC and OER Models

Legal Issues

Related Issues for Connecting and Using OER in MOOCs

Learning Analytics

Technical Issues

Trust and Reputation

Interoperability

Participation and Sharing

Instructional Design

Language

OER Distribution

Accessibility

Figure 3. Related Issues for connecting and using OERs in MOOCs.
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Participation and Sharing: for maximizing benefits
from OERs and providing tools in MOOCs platform
to share, publish, and upload resources by users.
Language: it may cause troubles especially to nonEnglish speaker countries, so there is a need to find
the best ways to use OERs in other languages.
Accessibility: and providing resources for
disabilities users and special needs, and developing
accessibility standards to be compatible to fit their
needs.
VI.
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Abstract— Increasingly, Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) are widely used and have become a key instrument
in Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) models in the last
few years. However, the key challenge with this kind of larger
scales platforms is how to provide course participants with a
quality learning materials that promote effective learning
based on their needs. Indeed, this requires careful planning,
monitoring and evaluation of all learning activities. Recently,
learning analytics and Recommender systems are widely used
in MOOCs to overcome this challenge in providing
personalization and accessibility learning materials for course
participants. The purpose of the current study was to
determine the usability and effectiveness of a personalized
links recommendation tool based on learning analytics in
MOOCs. This personalized links recommendation tool was
undertaken the power of crowd sourcing to provide course
participants with an high quality learning material from
externals recourses, e.g., Open Education Resources (OER).
The present study makes several noteworthy contributions
such as researching the mapping of learning data, an open
personalized - links recommendation architecture, and a userfriendly
and
dynamic
interface
to
deliver
the
recommendations.
Keywords-Massive Open Online Courses; MOOCs; ViedoBased Learning; Learning analytics; Recommendation Systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since then new technologies such as Smartphone’s and
tablets in combination with social media such as YouTube
have contributed to increasing social interaction and have
made it easier as ever to integrate video applications in
education [1]. More recently, Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs) have offered a whole new perspective for VideoBased Learning (VBL) in education sector. MOOCs
incorporate video-based lectures and new ways of
assessment in courses that are offered on the Web and have
potentially thousands of participants [2]. In MOOCs
teachers, create and share videos related to the learning topic.
The learners can then study the topic by themselves and
discuss it back by solving problems and doing practical work
[3]. In video-based collaborative learning learners, are able
to share responsibilities for their learning. Much of the
literature since the mid-2000s validates the efficacy of
collaborative learning especially in VBL environments. They
report on some educational benefits of learners working
cooperatively in groups such as shared goals, ideas,
resources, activities, and supporting each other [4]. Less than
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28% of the studies applied the individual learning style that
was consistent with the theory of multiple intelligences [5].
According to this theory VBL should focus on the particular
intelligences of each student [1].
The questions that arise here are: what are advantages
and disadvantages of current MOOCs? How can the current
MOOC environments be improved? To answer these
questions a state-of-the art study was conducted in 2015 [6].
The most interesting aspects of this study are:
 MOOCs platform consist of several units comprising
video lectures with support of many learning
materials such as PDF files, PPT and lecture notes.
At the same time the participants can discuss the
content in various groups.
 MOOCs are used by several thousand learners per
course; the teaching assistance offered to support the
learning activities becomes a critical issue.
 Closer inspection of the study results shows the lack
of human connection as a big challenge, especially
in MOOCs. The learners in these open courses come
from all over the world. They speak English in
different levels and have different cultural believes.
 The current versions of MOOCs use traditional
assessment methods. These include e-tests, quizzes,
multiple-choice and short answer questions. These
methods are limited in evaluating course participants
in open and distributed environment effectively.
 Providing life-long learning for more and more
participants for free, facing a big challenge how to
deal with information overload caused by massive
activities.
Based on these analyses, it can thus be suggested that
educational recommender system is a powerful tool enable
learners to share their opinions and benefit from each other's
experience. Indeed, recommender systems are an emerging
field that has the potential to analysis learners' interaction
data with MOOC environments to better understand their
learning process [7]. One important opportunity to develop
MOOCs is to leverage personalized links recommendation
based on learning analytics techniques to collect, evaluate,
analyse, and report data about learners and their learning
activities in the MOOC environments, in order to achieve
better learning outcomes. This paper analyzes how
personalized links recommendation based on learning
analytics techniques can be applied to current MOOCs to
guide course participants in personalized inclusive open
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learning scenarios. The remainder of this paper presents the
research methodology, the theoretical dimensions and design
criteria of recommendation systems in educational scenarios
e.g., MOOCs, the design, implementation, and evaluation
results of the use of recommendation systems tool in the
MOOC in more detail.
II.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This work employed case study research methodology,
seeking for exploring new processes or behaviors based on
the learning experiences surrounding the class of “Producing
Educational Programs” offered by Fayoum University,
Egypt using a blended MOOC platform includes a creative
video tool allows learners to upload and collaboratively
annotate videos online as shown in Figure 1.

[10],[11],[12]. Thus, research is needed to investigate
different approaches of user recommendation in MOOCs.
This work proposes a novel approach which applies
recommender system techniques for video lectures and
discussions forum in MOOCs. The contributions of this work
are these design requirements:
 Capture and store large data sets from learners’
activities when they watched video lecture.
 Observing the items that a user views the video
lectures.
 Keeping a record of the items that a user discusses in
the forum and newsgroup articles.
 Analyzing the user's social network and discovering
similar likes and dislikes “Only for MOOC
lectures”.
 Provide a recommendation mechanism that enables
learners to discover external video lecture and
learning resources based on their interests and
activities on the learning environment.
This end has led to a renewed interest for developing
video heatmap tracking feature in an educational
recommender systems, which are able to visualize exactly
where each course participant navigated, second by second,
by retracing individual viewing sessions. In this regard
learners acquire knowledge and educators support the
learning process in order to provide them with external
learning material in MOOC environments.
IV.

Figure 1. Case study methodology [8]

In addition, the analytical process is collected and
combined data from different learners’ activities when they
interact with learning elements. The approach of the study is
depicted below and is based on the work of Yin 2003 [8].
III.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Recently, a considerable literature has grown up around
the theme of recommender systems and their potential in the
educational sector e.g., eLearning and MOOCs. In fact,
recommender systems are widely used to handle the current
challenges of MOOC environments in providing standardsbased solutions for learners as well as, for providers
(Professors) [9]. One of the greatest challenges, professors
who taught MOOCs have troublesome in recommending
learners to select suitable learning materials due to the wide
range of educational material and knowledge shared in
MOOCs platforms. On the other hand, MOOCs participants
feel lost and dispersing to select the educational resources
and the learning style that meet their characteristics the best
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RECOMMENDER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In their interesting analysis of MOOC design criteria,
Yousef et al (2014) collected design criteria regarding the
interface, organization, and collaboration in video lectures
and discussion [13].Based on the design criteria in this study
and the recommender system requirement collected above in
Section III, the study at hand aimed to collect more user
requirements.
A. User Requirements
To gain as full an understanding as possible, an
Interactive Process Interviews (IPI) with target learners was
conducted to determine which functionalities they are
expecting from personalized links recommendation tool.
These interviews involved 12 students who were between
the ages of 19 and 15 years and all of them had prior
experience with MOOCs and recommender systems.
Almost two-thirds of the participants (70%) are set out the
following additional requirements and functionalities:
 Collect as much data as reasonably possible form the
video timeline.
 Support for a wide variety of current and future
mobile devices.
 The system must deal with privacy police of the
university. The user must be aware about the fact
that the application is running, that it is collecting
data, or what data it is collecting.
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B. System Architecture
The architecture of the recommender system follows
from the design requirements explained above. Figure 2
shows the learners actions are events explicitly generated by
them, for example by tapping on the forum, entering text and
similar.

suggested 38 related videos, 12 PDF articles and 7 images.
This course was taught in both languages Arabic and English
and participants were encouraged to self-organize their
learning environments, present their own ideas,
collaboratively discuss the video lectures, and share
knowledge through forum and newsgroup articles.
The case reported here illustrates the an example (video
heatmap analysis) of how a timeline of a video was markedup at various points of analysis with total number of views as
seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Video Heatmap Analysis

Figure 2. Recommender System Architecture

In fact, this case confirms the importance of the
personalized links recommendation to predict the learning
difficulties and misunderstanding concepts. From the data in
Figure 3, it is apparent that minutes between 4:00 and 5:10
are the highest views traffic. By tracking the discussion
forum associated with the video time line as presented in
Figure 4. It’s clear that course participants are comments and
asked many questions regarding the minutes between 4:00
and 5:10.

It would be possible to collect more data by analyzing
video time line data or generating a graphical representation
of data where the individual values contained in a matrix are
represented as a video heatmap. All recommender learning
materials presented in this study are based on observed
learner’s behavior.
V.

CASE STUDY

The case study of this experiment took place during the
summer semester 2016 with duration of four weeks. It was
offered both formally to students from Fayoum University
and informally with open enrollment to anybody who is
interested in Producing Educational Programs. A total of
478 participants completed this course. 89 are formal
participants who took the course to earn credits from
Fayoum University. These participants were required to
complete the course and obtain positive grading of
assignments. The rest were informal participants undertaking
the learning activities at their own pace without receiving
any credits. The teaching staff provided 8 main video
lectures and personalized links recommendation tool has
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Figure 4. MOOC Discussion Forum Analysis

The personalized links recommendation tool then
suggested some related videos and articles for particular
participants they are watched this video part as well as for
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those who are comments or asked questions for the same
video part.
VI.

EVALUATION

The next sections are providing the evaluation details of
the personalized links recommendation tool. We employed a
mixed-method evaluation approach based on the System
Usability Scale (SUS) which is a simple, ten-item attitude
Likert scale giving a global view of subjective assessments
of usability as a general usability evaluation [14] and a
custom effectiveness questionnaire
reflecting the
personalized links recommendation tool.
A. Usability Evaluation
The System Usability Scale (SUS) was invented by John
Brooke who, in 1986 and provides a “quick and dirty”,
reliable tool for measuring the usability [14].The System
Usability Scale is a Likert Scale which includes 10 questions
which users of your website will answer. Participants are
asked to score 10 items with one of five responses that range
from Strongly Agree to Strongly disagree. Of the study
population, 213 subjects completed and returned the
questionnaire.
TABLE I.

User
Rating

SUS
Score

1

I think that I would like to use this website
frequently

4.3

3.3

2

I found the website unnecessarily complex

2.3

2.7

3

I thought the website was easy to use

3.9

2.9

2.1

2.9

4.6

3.6

1.9

3.1

4.6

3.6

5
6
7

I think that I would need the support of a
technical person to be able to use this
website
I found the various functions in this website
were well integrated
I thought there was too much inconsistency
in this website
I would imagine that most people would
learn to use this website very quickly

1
2

5
6
7
8
9
10

EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION ( N= 213)
Effectiveness Evaluation
Item

I think that I the system is able to provide
specific recommendation for me
I thought the system is able to recommend
me (four to five) relevant learning material.
The remmended learning material help me
to better understand the course content.
I think that items recommended to me are
diverse (Videos, PDF, Images).
I found the rating system (Likes) helps me
to assess the quality of the learning material
I found it is too easy to obtain the
recommened learning resources for me
form OER.
The personalized links recommendation
helps me to reflect on my own performance.
I found the system is very respect of my
praivacy.
I think the discciions formu helps me to
improve collaboration with peers.
I can get help at any point that is
tailored to where is me.

Effectiveness Evaluation Average Score

8

I found the website very cumbersome to use

1.1

3.9

9

I felt very confident using the website

4.8

3.8

10

I needed to learn a lot of things before I
could get going with this website

1.2

3.8

SUS Total Score

84

The majority of respondents were in the 18-25 age range.
Male respondents formed the majority (56%). Participants
have a high level of educational attainment: 70% of
participants are studying Bachelor’s degree at Fayoum
University and 30% have a Bachelor’s degree or higher.
They also have an experience with TEL courses, nearly, 75%
reported that they attended more than two TEL courses.
The overall System Usability Scale (SUS) score from the
questionnaires was 84, which translates to “Users like your
site and will recommend it to their friends”.
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No

4

Item

4

TABLE II.

3

SYSTEM USABILITY SCALE ( N= 213)
System Usability Scale (SUS)

No

B. Effectivness Evaluation
The second part of this evaluation aimed to examine the
effectiveness of using personalized links recommendation
tool in MOOCs. Effective evaluation questionnaire was
designed to collect feedback from the course participants’
reflection the most applied objectives reported in Section III,
as shown in Table 2. A 5-point Likert scale was used from
(1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. In addition to
ensure the relevance of these questions, we sent this
questionnaire to a small panel of 5 learners as well as 5
learning technologies experts. They were asked for their
opinions and suggestions for revising the questionnaire.
Their feedback included a refinement of some questions and
replacing some others. The revised questionnaire was then
given to the course participants.
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Mean

SD

4.3

0.45

4.3

0.73

4.1

0.91

3.45

1.20

4.6

0.62

3.9

1.13

4.6

0.61

4.6

0.34

4.8

3.8

4.2

0.82

4.28

1.06

The aim of this research was to explore and explain the
personalized links recommendation tool in MOOCs.
According to Table 2, responses regarding recommendation
provided through this tool were largely positive. However,
some learners received only recommended videos. One
possible reason for this is that, those participants didn’t
participate in the discussion forum or students news group
[15]. It would be interesting to compare experiences of
individuals within the same group activities.
VII. CONCLUSION
The concept of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
is currently accredited with high relevance for prospective
developments in eLearning technologies in higher
education. MOOC providers worldwide are hard pressed in
meeting the challenges of teaching an increasing number of
course participants and dealing with growing student
heterogeneity. Recommendations can be applied to
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overcome current limitations of MOOCs in providing
personalization and accessibility features such as
recommending resources (e.g., papers, books, images.
Video lectures). In this investigation, the aim was to assess
the personalized links recommendation tool in MOOCs.
One of the more significant findings to emerge from this
study is the use of information aggregation capabilities of a
recommender system to improve the teaching assistance and
consulting course participants in an automated way and thus
scale tutoring and consulting in a personalized way for a
large scale of learners worldwide. To validate this approach,
a mixed-method evaluation approach was employed based
on the System Usability Scale (SUS) as a general usability
evaluation and a custom effectiveness questionnaire
reflecting the personalized links recommendation tool. The
findings from this study make several contributions to the
current literature. First, experimental results show that the
proposed personalized links recommendation tool can
enhance learners’ performance. Second, create dynamic
system architecture and finally, a user-friendly and
accessible interface to deliver the recommendations.
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